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REDIRECTING THE RPA
Approach
We examined this question through a modified version ofa procedure
developed by the Dahlem Konferenzen. These conferences, named after
the quarter of Berlin where they originated, have become a well known
and highly regarded means of communication in the sciences.
In the Dahlem model, three to four critical questions or topics of
interc<;t are selected by an oversight group. Knowledgable individuals are
enlisted to write brief papers on each. All conference participants are asked
to comment on these preliminary drafts, to do so in writing and in advance
of the conference itself. The meeting is then structured around alternating
discussions, reportings, and draftings of the ongoing and evolving sense of
the panels tasked to explore each of the points.
Our aims were related, but more modest. Our conference, held at
Airlie House in September 1987, took two days rather than the full six days
the original format requires. We did not use a supporting staff of editors
and word processors to transform each day's notes and reports into
workable and smooth manuscripts overnight but rather relied on a system
of rapporteurs for each of the group discussions. Accounts of the two days'
discussions were sent to the participants for their comments and clarifica-
tions.
This monograph includes the twelve papers we commissioned for the
conference, along with an essay synthesizing some of the key ideas which
were developed in the papers and the conference discussions.
The papers and confcrence discussions worked from a common sct of
stipulated premises:
i. The anticipated results of the 1989 Assessment. We proceeded from
the assumption that, like previous Assessments, the 1989 Assessment will
find that demand is rising faster than supply for the key forest products-
water, wildlife, timber, recreation, range, and minerals. Appropriatc social
actions are to increase supply or decrease demand.
ii . The RPA process as it now exists (A summary of the process in
contained in chapter 3 by Sample, below)
iii . Each author was asked to discuss, but not be limited to, the
traditional USDA Forest Service functions of administering the national
forest lands, providing support for forest management to the states and
private individuals, and providing the major support for forestry research
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in the US.
The papers examine the problems of the RPA in two dimensions. One
cut explores several alternative responses which would address resource
sClr:ity in the US forest sector. Possible responses include:
• expanded production on the federal lands.
• expanded production on state lands.
• expanded production on private lands. and
• reductions in demand through product substitution and/ or
resource saving technologies.
Each of the "response" papers considers both commodity and non-
commodity outputs. We asked each author to advocate one of the four
modes of operation. These papers examine how the players noted below
would react to each particular response if fully adopted. Finally, each paper
concludes by describing how the RPA process would be most useful in
supporting and achieving the benefits of each particular response to future
changes in the US forest sector.
A second cut through the problem focuses on the players in the US
forest sector. The relevant interests include:
• environmental groups.
• commodity interests,
• the USDA Forest Service bureaucracy
• the US Congress
• the Office of Management and Budget,
• state economic development.
We asked the author of each "player" paper to address the relative
merits of the alternative responses to the Assessment from the perspective
of that particular player, while recognizing the concerns of other players.
Because these groupings are broad ones, each paper addresses internal
conflicts within the group (e.g. southern vs. Pacific Northwest lumb r
producers; wilderness advocates vs. off-road vehicle users; states which
own significant forest land vs. those who do not) . These papers conclude
by discussing how the RPA process is or could be helpful in achieving the
benefits/avoiding the costs of the each of the alternative respon es to the
Assessment.
The figure below depicts this plan (the numbers indicate the chapter
numbers of the monograph). Each topic is covered twice, once in the row
and once in the columns. The papers which focus on responses (the
3
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columns) are intended to advocate that response across all current Forest
Service functions. The papers dealing with the various interest grou ps (the
RESPONSES
4. Federal
Supply
PlAYERS
8. Environmental
Groups
9. Commodity
Groups
10. Congress
11. OMS
12. States
13. USDA Forest Sevice
5. Slate 6.Private
Supply Suppy
7. Decreased
Supply
rows) are free to choose whatever response best suits the needs of that
group. The strength of this plan lies in the whole design; no one piece is
intended to address completely the theme of the conference.
A final paper discusses policy dynamics: how doe an organization
terminate old programs to make way for new ones?
Summary
While political horizons are measured in years, forests take decades to
mature. The RPA grew out of this tension between the political and the
biological timescales. The I{PA-proccss was to articulate a vision of forestry
in the US, particularly for the Forest Service, powerful enough to gain
political and therefore budgetary commitments. The vision was to derive
from decennial resource Assessments, and the committments were to rise
out of the quinquennial RPA Programs. Commitment to a particular vision
of Forest Service activities would guarantee responsible long-term man-
agement of the national forests, quell the political controversies surround-
ing the Forest Service, and provide predictability needed by private indus-
try--timber, minerals and recrealion--to invest in the capacity to use the
forest resouces controlled by the federal government.
As Hagenstein (pees. communication) puts it, "These unrealistic
expectations have been dashed, support for the law is waning fast, and
4
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'ecological collapse' of the RPA process is possible." In their discussion of
policy dynamics, Ascher and Brewer (ch. 14) note that opportunities for
contructive change often accompanies collapse. A major underlying prob-
lem is to define the distinctive role of the Forest Service in general and the
national forests in particular. Because the nalional forests so dominate the
US forest sector-in the production of market as well as extra-market
goods and services-defining the role of the national forests has profound
implications for the roles of other lands.
The first part of this monograph examines the federal role in the l ;S
forest sector. Our synthesis essay (Chapter 2) discusses five ways the
federal government can intervene, ranging in degree of direct federal
imervention from direct operations to performing minor but potentially
significant catalytic functions. The Forest Service aspires to an active role in
operations but in doing so ignores other, possibly more effective mthods
ofoperation. For a variety ofpowerful reasons, the Forest Service itselfmay
be incapable of limiting the scope of its activities, and therefore of defining
a distinctive role outside its traditional ones.
Lemaster (Chapter 4) explains the traditional rationale for a strong
federal presence in forestry. Reviewing the traditional economic rationale
for public imervention-prcsence of natural monopolies, external econo-
mies, or public good&-he concludes that the national forests exist on the
basis of the extra-market goods they produce. lie acknowledges that
markets could be used to produce these goods, but that society has elected
not to allocate resources such as fish, wildlife, water or most forms of
recreation through the market system. In the absence of markets, too little
of these resources arc produced unless the government intervenes. Indeed
the legal basis for the national forests probably derives from an early
recognition of market failure in the production of water.
While Lemaster justifies a strong continued direct operations role for
the Forest Service, he acknowledges that problems remain. A particular
problem is the chronic failure to supply adequate capital to the national
forests despite the many investments available on these lands which
would yield acceptable returns. Improved capital budgeting was, of
course, an original objective of the RPA but the problem remains. Over-
coming this problem would require the Forest Service to adopt a different
role; Lemaster describes a proposallo lease the national forests, a form of
delegated operations.
Another form of delegated operations would increase slate responsi-
5



INTRODUCTION
promoting increases in the Forest Service budget irrespective of the innate
merit of such budgetary expansion as measured by the ratio of marginal
benefits to marginal costs. At the same time, the history and values ofOMD
prompt it to seek a broader range of responses to forest sector problems,
minimizing the federal role in favor of free-market solutions and greater
roles for the states and the private sector. Through its pivotal, through
poorly understood role in budget review, OMB has a greater impact on the
implementation ofthe RPA program than perhaps any other "player" at the
federal level. With an eye towards the federal budget deficit and the keen
competition for increasingly scarce budget resources, opponunities to
expand the federal role will be quite limited in the future. Yet perhaps
because of its emphasis on budget review, OMD has not been effectively
harnessed as an agent of change.
Partridge, too, makes the case for a greater state and local role in
helping to solve forest sector problems. In Chapter 12, he reiterates some of
the political benefits of state-level activities noted by Webster, but goes on
to point out the advantages ofsuch a strategy to the Forest Service. Greater
reliance on the states would reduce federal-level political controversy,
would free the Forest Service to pursue other, perhaps more important
activities, and would probably lead to overall gains in economic efficiency.
To implement such a strategy requires a significant change in the RPA
structure, with state and private resource and program information taking
on a level of imponance equal to that currently reserved for the Forest
Service.
Leman paints the RPA on a larger canvas of institutional management
and organizational process. To change the RPA, the Forest Service itself is
perhaps the key interest group. The original RPA legislation combined the
related but distinct activities of national planning and policy analysi .
Because ofapparent bureaucratic imperatives related to budget and power
enhancement, the Forest Service has elected to emphaSize the national
planning aspects of the RPA. Yet contemporary political circumstances
limit the effective scope of any national planning effon.
Over the years, the RPA process has repeatedly been subjected to
evaluation, with many of the same suggestions for improvement made
repeatedly. Why has the Forest Service so resisted making changes so
widely recognized as necessary?
The final chapter of this book discusses change. While there are
inevitable difficulties in resource forecasting, a greater problem lies in
9
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(5) An expanding and diffusing mission .
The Forest Service has only limited control over its budget and other
resources needed to implement its programs. In its early years, the RPA
helped increase the Forest Servicc budget over what was expected.l3l
However, in recent years the intent of the original supporters of RPA to
insulate Forest Service budgcts from larger political considerations has
failed. It is probably naive to have expected otherwise. Such status is
"unnaturaln in the jungle ecology of Washington. Indeed, special budgct-
ary insulation and political protection for thc Forest Service existed histori-
cally only for as long as President Teddy Roosevelt's tenure in office.
Pinchot's noisy firing sometime afterwards is readily seen in light of his
losing the fight to keep the Forest Service from the more natural political
state-the evident condition today.
Without reasonable control over the resources needed to implement a
strategic direction, discussions concerning the choice of direction are
ultimately empty. Once this basic fact becomes apparent, the logical parlic-
ipants in these discussions quickly lose interest.
Lack of budgetary control is nowhere more obvious than with respect
to capital planning. Because polilical horizons loom close in time but
capital investments arc far distant, many believe that the federal govern-
ment generally falls down when it comes to capital budgets. Even if not
applicable to the entire governmcnt, mo t people still realize that the
problem pervades and hampers capital-intensive resource agencies, such
as the Forest Service. To a first approximation, strategic planning for the
Forest Service is capital planning, without which most crucial questions
about role, purpose, and direction cannot be resolved.
Confusion about the source of the RPA proves most troublesome and
limits its usefulness for long-term planning. By law the Secretary ofAgricul-
ture, not the Chief of the Forest Service, submits the RPA to Congress. And
while the Forest Service prepares RPA drafts to reflect prevalent agency
views, the Secretary gets to write the final document, in which political
considerations of the moment weigh in and often heavily. The result can
be discordant and confusing.
Having Congress as the primary audience further limits the RPA for
strategic planning purposes. A good strategic plan presents a distilled
conceptualization of the external world to audiences within an organiza-
tion. In this way, a strategic plan becomes a means of internal management.
But because RPA is aimed externa lly, it cannot fulfill this critical role ofclas-
13
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sical strategic planning.
Excessive reliance on quantitative planning methods systematically
excludes several kinds of information essential for strategic thought.
Almost by definition strategic planning must confront matters of personal
preference and cultural differences which seldom yield to precise specifi-
cation. Equally important strategically as "hard" historical facts, are "softer"
contingencies in the future where hopes, fears, and imaginings often
weigh in decisively. There are no data in the future, a truism beyond the
reach of quantitative techniques, which can at best provide only partial
assessments of the past.
In the context of strategic planning, the "soft" information relating to
distinctive human traits, cultural differences and change, or poorly under-
stood physical phenomenon such as global warming and acid deposition,
may have overwhelming implications for the Forest Service. Yet their
meaningful quantification is impossible or error-prone.And once quantita-
tive information takes precedence over other forms of knowledge, the
latter are systematically excluded from serious consideration.
Creativity and innovation suffer, too. Heavy dependence on past
patterns of cause and consequence seldom opens up minds to consider
creative possibilities. And lacking new concepts and ideas, it is hard to
imagine much innovation taking place.l41 The main reason for introducing
creativity and innovation into policy processes-via strategic planning for
instance-is to press those in responsible positions to think beyond the
"company line." The company or party line has long been recognized as
"the most important single reason for the tremendous miscalculations that
are made in foreseeing and preparing for technical advances or changes in
the strategic situation."[51
The Forest Service is bureaucratically unable to limit its mission.
Especially during periods ofsustained decline in budgetary resources, two
essential tasks ofstrategic planning are to define activities the organization
will not pursue and to stimulate means to cut back and focus on the
essentials. Unfortunately, the Forest Service, on its own, is quite powerless
either to refine or carry out a limited agenda. That power resides elsewhere
but is seldom exercised.
There are simple and relentless reasons explaining this weakness of
the Forest Service and of public institutions more generally.
• Institutional stakeholders all demand more services, and the cadre of
stakeholders ever expands.
14
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the near term consequences of policy choices certainly require more
attention and greater clarification than do the longer term ones.
Finally, the RPA was intended as a comprehensive,long-term budget
plan. This is neither necessary nor desirable for the purposes of policy
analysis. The budgetary implications of specific policy choices are of
course important, but these can be analyzed in the absence of any compre-
hensive attention to the overall problem of Forest Service budget develop-
ment. Furthermore, comprehensive budget development diverts anenlion
and resources away from many more important elements of policy analy-
sis. Policy analysis in the context of agency budget development may also
tend to bias the selection of policy options towards those with a significant
federal role, regardless of the innate desirability of federal approaches.
Roles andfunctions
Throughout any discussion of focus and emphasis for a specific
program such as RPA, larger and more general questions persist about
what government does or should do. Government functions in many
different roles as it provides a variety of goods and services to the popu-
lace. We believe it is useful momentarily to reflect on what government
generally does, its methods and reasons, in order to appreciate the specific
difficulties facing the Forest Service as it tries to cope with the RPA
mandate.
Consider five different roles and associated functions a government
might perform: direct operations, delegated operations, monitoring and
control, revenue sharing, and catalytic. We consider these briefly and use
quick sketches to illustrate the main features of each.
DtTf!ct operations is where government is the main institution in which
responsibility and authority are vested and where dollars, policy formula-
tion, decisions, program monitoring, service delivery, and new develop-
ments all join. Certainly this role demands the utmost in administrative
detail for government to function, much less succeed. Experiences with
nationalized industries in Western Europe and the centralized economies
of the socialist countries demonstrate various severe weaknesses of this
role. onethelcss, there are unavoidable chores that only government can
perform. National defense is the clearest illustration, but the Federal
Reserve Bank (by virtue of its control of the money supply), several
16
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closely monitored.
Historically, the Forest Service performed well in a delegated mode
because rules and regulations were well understood (some might even say
"simple"); furthermore, the task environment was comprehensible and
changing at rates well within the Service's adaptive capabilities. Accord-
ingly, there was slight need for close monitoring-a remarkable character-
istic long ago noted in Kaufman's classic, The Forest Ranger. Few of these
circumstances remain in 1988.
Monitoring or control is another model, as illustrated in the functions
Congress performs when it provides legislative oversight, when executive
agencies create and impose regulations, or when courts (especially admin-
istrative ones) hand down decisions. However, policy evaluation, audit-
ing, and program coordination activities at all levels of government pro-
vide an even clearer and probably more important illustration of monitor-
ing and control. The policy analysis opportunities in the Forest Service are
best viewed from the standpoint of a monitoring function-one which is
impeded by existing ambiguities within the RPA document and process.
Revenue sharing has emerged in recent years as a response to the
limitations of the national government as a direct or delegated service
provider. The model acknowledges federal preeminence as collector of
taxes and writer of checks, while shifting operational responsibility down-
ward to states and cities. Grants to state and local government for commu-
nity and regional development, income supplements and job retraining, or
natural resource and environmental assistance fit this role. Intercstingly
enough, from a Forest Service perspective, the revenue sharing model has
been used to deal with regions, as in the case of subsidies for infrastruc-
ture, environment, and related services, e.g., federal highway construction,
Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Land Management, Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (toxic waste disposal), and the National Park and Fish and
Wildlife Services.
A fifth model might be a catalytic one, in which government adds a
"little something extra" to boost or encourage specific activities. Education
(tuition and loan assistance, land grant provisions), research and develop-
ment, tax incentives, environmental waivers, domestic content bills, trade
adjustment assistance, tariff protection, and dozens of other relevant func-
18
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lional illustrations come to mind. RPA, to the extent it slights policy analytic
ends, misses opportunities to highlight and inform decisions that take form
as catalytic policies and programs.
Simply slated, RPA a!) currently conducted aspires to a stable and
direct, but exists in a chaotic and delegated, operations role. These aspira-
tions persist at the expense of monitoring, revenue sharing, and catalytic
opportunities. Recasting RPA as a tool for realistic problem solving while
downplaying unattainable strategic aims is a concrete way to develop
several of these neglected possibilities.
Policy analysis in a problem-solving process
To restructure the RPA as an effective policy analysis tool, it is impor-
tant to consider policy as a continuous process, rather than as a discrete
event, and to discontinue tying it to an arbitrary schedule, as is the current
case. It is also useful to orient thinking toward realistic problems. Six steps
in a problem-solving process are important: Issue or problem identifica-
tion, generation and ex ante estimation of alternatives, selection and
modification of one of these to fit political realities, implementation, ex
post evaluation, and termination.[10]
Greater or lesser shortcomings can be found in the RPA at every step in
the process.
In the issue or problem identification phase, the RPA should serve as a
"distant early warning system" for helping the Forest Service to identify
problems looming on the horizon which might merit congressional, execu-
tive, or private sector attention. The early warning would provide time to
think more creatively and to carry out analyses to avert crises (or to
minimize their impacts). Unfortunately, the RPA has been silent on many of
the important forestry issues of the day: acid rain, climatic warming,
tropical deforestation. By ignoring these issues, the RPA has missed the
opportunity to link forcstry to popular, public concerns-which often
translate into essential political support. From a less bureaucratic but more
scientific point of view, ignoring these issues also minimizes the Forest
Service's contribution!) to some of the most exciting science occurring in
the world today, so-called "Global Change."llll
Constraints on the policy process make issue identification vital. As we
have pointed out, since the RPA is not well tuned to marginal changes, it
should handle only the more pervasive and critical problems, primarily by
19
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sensing them as early and keeping as far ahead of them as possible.
Furthermore the political capacity to deal with problems is quite limited,
reinforcing the need for careful and timely issue identification. Effective
management requires emerging problems to be sensed and clearly defined
as soon as possible, especially when control over them is diffuse, shared,
or Iimited.1121
Once sensed, priority needs be established to determine a problem's
proximity and likely consequences, especially if left unattended. the
generation of alternatives follows easily as one begins to punle over
questions about who should take what steps (and at what costs and
benefits) to resolve, soften thc blow, or accommodate to the problem.
Policy analysis, in this sense, must be crcative as it guides onc to visualize
changed and changing circumstances. No onc believes that creativity can
be ordered. It must be stimulated and nurtured continuously if its construc-
tive advantages are to be available for improved decision making.
Selecting from among many possible alternative courses is compli-
cated in the RPA environment because issues must be confronted within
an open, public process. Political risks, seen as loss of agency control,
abound because chosen solutions often fail to coincide with agency
preferences. But limiting or not taking the risk of public ventilation has
often meant decisions of little relevance to contemporary forestry prob-
lems.
The failure to detail policy implementation in the RPA creates another
needless pitfall, and contributes to a sense of incredibility. The absence of
a clear set of steps for moving from the current situation to a new one
erodes political credibility and lends an air of unreality to many policy
proposals. For example, one correspondent from the mining industry
noted that his firm preferred the political uncertainties associated with
operating in Chile to those of operating on the national forests in Idaho.
This shortcoming occurs in other federal legislation governing resource
use. Jake Dykstra, president of the Pt. Judith, Rhode Island fisherman's
cooperative, gained Widespread attention by wishing for the pre-Fisheries
Conservation and Management Act days because, "Dealing with the Rus-
sians was a damned sight easier than dealing with MFS [the U.S. National
Marine Fisheries Service1." Shaky to non-cxistent linkages between the
estimation ofalternatives, decision making, and implementation were here
similarly at fault.
As implemented the RPA contains no systematic policy evaluation, and
20
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because it does not, pursuit of the monitoring and control roles and func-
tions is unnecessarily limited. While the effectiveness of some Forest
Service programs has been studied (the Forestry Incentives Program-
FIP-is a good example), the evaluations are not institutionalized as a part
of the policy process nor do they consider a wide enough range ofprogram
outcomes and longer term effects. The RPA calls for an annual report by the
Chief of the Forest Service to discuss progress towards meeting RPA objec-
tives. This potentially effective platform for policy evaluation has not been
used.
Every policy decision contains within it the promise of generating
informatjon and insight about the world. These promises are only realized
through, and are only as good as, one's observation and measurement of
results: policy evaluation in other words. Effective evaluation strengthens
the empirical basis for predicting the impaCL'i of alternative policy choicc'i.
Each policy choice is an ex~riment, and each experiment is liable to be
adjusted, or even stopped, based on the rC'iuIL'i of ongOing evaluations of
it.l131
The final step in the policy process--termination-is the subject of the
next section.
Policy dynamics
Change is an essential element of policy analysis or strategic planning.
Because resources are limited, changes in programs or policy direction
require the termination of some activities to make way for new ones.
Benefits to some are reduced while those to others are increased. Believing
themselves entitled, the beneficiaries of the old programs carry an effective
veto over termination, and therefore over strategic or policy change.l141
Consequently explicit attention needs to be focused on the problems of
policy termination.
Termination concerns the adjustment of policies, programs, and or-
ganizations that have become dysfunctional, redundant, outmoded, or
unnecessary. It does not have to be an all-or-nothing act. Indeed, partial
adjustments often are indicated and result in institutional revitalization.
This possibility becomes all the more desirable in periods of austerity,
where a prime source of institutional change comes from recycling, not
adding to, the human and capital resource base. Conventional thinking
ignores the factlhal
21
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guidance in this regard could also be developed based on previous
allempts to do so, such as in the Redwood Park case.
Use the natural course of events to provide opportunities for policy
change desired on other grounds. For example, suppose that it is a
desirable policy to reduce timber harvests from the national forestlands in
a certain area. The timber industry in the area relies on these logs to
operate, so the reduction would adversely affect those employees. If the
mill closes for other reasons-inability to compete due to antiquated capi-
tal, for example-this can be used as an opportunity to implement the
policy change.
Conclusions
The natural characteristics of forests demand attention to the long-term
implications of current decisions. The RPA, designed to provide informa-
tion, apparently serves neither the external nor the internal clients of the
Forest Service. Changes are needed, but what changes?
We have outlined an approach to policy analysis, emphasizing the
need for improvements at the ends of the policy process-in issue identi-
fication and in policy termination-and the needs for changes in the
mechanics of the process, such as timing. We have also noted the impor-
tance of systematic evaluation, regional differences, and various possible
governmental roles. As a general matter, we urge the Forest Service to
broaden its policy vision, particularly with respect to solutions which lie
outside traditional Forest Service programs, or outside the Forest Service it-
sclf.
How would the RPA differ from the sum of individual plans for the
national forests? In the first place, the RPA would be problem, not program,
driven. Timing explicitly tied to political events would strengthen the
capability to deal with policy problems. In the second place, the RPA could
deal with the overall efficiency of Forest Service programs, a task which
surely requires attention.l191 Efficiency could well mean taking account of
broader (including international) implications of the plans which cannot
be addressed effectively in the fragmentary approach of present forest
planning. In the third place, the national forest plans do not address the
roles of forestry research and extension, nor do these plans critically
examine where solutions lie outside the Forest Service itsclf.
What about strategic planning? There is an important recurring need to
23
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understand the distinctive role of the Forest Service-in forestry research
and in the state and private forestry programs as well as in the management
of the national forests . The RPA has not in the past met this need. Indeed,
because of the vested bureaucratic interc'its, the gridlock of stakeholder
interests and the pervasive failure to consider the process of policy change,
the Forest Service may not be able to lead the effort to redefine this role.
And perhaps demands ought not be placed on it to do so, considering
what appears to be a much more pervasive problem of clarifying
government's role and function for the many natural resourCC'i it manages.
Imagine, for example, the creative opportunities that become available to
the Forest Service by recasting its basic role as a monitoring and controlling
or as a catalytic one. We recommend neither course, but rather simply note
a much larger challenge that extends well beyond the more modest aims of
the present conference and inquiry.
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applying policy and funding Band-Aids and aspirin to long-term problems
that require permanent treatment. This is particularly true ofour forests and
rangelands."(2) Humphrey was well aware of the role of our 770 million
acres of forest land and 820 million acres of rangeland in America's long-
term social and economic well-being. In his mind, the fact that we had
achieved only a small portion of the potential of these lands was attribut-
able to two primary factors:
(1) no long-term goals for the nation 's forest and rangelands had ever
been clearly articulated and
(2) even were such goals to be identified, no mechanism yet existed
for achieving them in the context of the annual budget process.
Humphrey's concern that short-tcrm objcctives and needs often ob-
scure and defeat any longer-term goals applied to many areas of federal
policy. However, he felt that the situation on our forest and rangelands was
among the most acute. Part of the problem was the nature of political
decision making; there was "a basic dichotomy between the time frames
involved in renewable resources and the political, social, and economic
spheres"(3). Forests are often managed on a cycle of 80-100 years; the
federal chief executive changes every four to eight years and more than
half of the members of the House of Representatives have served for four
years or less. Humphrey and the subsequent cosponsors of the ~PA felt
that the most orderly manner in which to secure the needed investments
on·these lands was to: -
(1) gather and assess facts to determine the conditions on these l\Ods
(2) set goals for the use of the lands which would be consistent with
investments made in the resources but would satisfy society's anticipated
needs
(3) keep long-term needs in focus and not allow their circumvention
by short-term objectives
'(4) revise plans regularly to refine estimates of supplies of, and de-
mands for, resources and improve plan performance
·(5) commit sufficient funds to these programs to make the plans
become reality.
The framework ofthe RPA
Thus, the RPA was developed for two purposes: first, a basis for
strategic planning--{he establishment of long-term resource output goals
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and the development of a management plan with both short-term and
long-term objectives--and, second, to guide Forest Service budget devel-
opment in order to make possible the attainment of those objectives. To
these ends, the RPA calls for the Secretary of Agriculture periodically to
prepare and submit to the Congress four different documents: a Renew-
able Resources Assessment ("the Assessment"), a Renewable Resources
Program ("the Program"), a presidential Statement ofPolicy, and an Annual
Report.
The Assessment
The Assessment is prepared at ten-year intervals and is to represent the
best available factual basis for renewable resources decision making. It is
required to include:
(1) an analysis ofpresent and anticipated uses, demand for, and supply
of (forest and range resources on lands of all ownerships)
(2) an inventory ... of present and potential renewable resources, and
an evaluation of opportunities for improving their yield of tangible and
intangible goods and services, together with estimate" of investment COSL')
and direct and indirect returns to the federal government
(3) a description of Forest Service programs and responsibilities in
research, cooperative programs and management of the ational Forest
System, their interrelationships, and the relationship of these programs and
responsibilities to public and private activities, and
(4) a discussion of important policy considerations,laws, regulations,
and other factors expected to influence and affect significantly the usc,
ownership, and management of forest, range, and other associated
lands(4).
The Program
A Program is then developed, based upon the findings of the Assess-
ment, at five-year intervals. If it has been five years since the most recent
Assessment, a briefupdate to that Assessment may be issued to summarize
its major findings "as revised in accordance with new data, analytical
methods, and expectations about the future"(S) and to describe the impli-
cations of these findings for the upcoming Program. The Program must
include:
(1) an inventory of specific need., and opportunilies for both public
and private program investments
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(2) specific identification of Program outputs
(3) a discussion of priorities for accomplishment of Program opportu-
nities
(4) a study ofpersonnel requirements to implement ongoing programs
(5) recommendations which evaluate the objectives of Forest Service
programs, explain the opportunities for state and private landowners to
participate in programs to enhance resource outputs, and state national
goals that recognize the interrelationships between renewable re-
sources(6).
The Program, as submiUed by the Secretary of Agriculture to the
President, may contain several alternatives for addressing the needs and
opportunities identified in the Assessment rather than just a single recom-
mendation. In practice, these alternatives have been examined in detail in
the environmental impact statement which accompanies the Program, not
in the Program document itself. It is important to note that the Program
represents the alternative selected by the Secretary of Agriculture for
recommendation by the President to Congress. As such, it is not necessarily
only a strict reflection of the collective professional judgment of the Forest
Service, but is also a political document expressing the policies and
perspectives of the current Administration.
1he Statement ofPolicy
Once the Assessment and Program have been completed, they are
submitted by the President to Congress along with "a detailed Statement of
Policy intended to be used in framing budget requests by that Administra-
tion for Fore'lt Service activities for the five-year program period. "(7) The
Congress then has 90 days in which to either accept the Statement of Policy
as submiued or adopt a resolution in either house disapproving it. In the
latter instance, "Congress may revise or modify the Statement of Policy
transmiUed by the President, and the revised or modified Statement of
Policy shall be used in framing budget requests. "(8) That the Congress
intended to hold the President strictly accountable to the Statement of
Policy is clearly spelled out;
Requests presented by the President to the Congress gov-
erning Forest Service activities shall express in qualitative and
quantitative terms the extent to which the programs and
policies projected under the budget meet the policies ap-
proved by Congress... In any case in which such a budget so
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presented recommends a course which fails to meet the
policies so established, the President shall specifically set
forth the reason or reasons for requesting Congress to ap-
prove the lesser programs or policies presented.(9)
These accountability provisions of the RPA were the primary points of
dispute between the Congress and the Executive Branch, particularly the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB). It was largely for this reason
that OMB recommended in 1974 that the legislation be vetoed by then
President Nixon. But these provisions were only one manifestation of a
larger battle being waged concurrently between Congress and the Presi-
dent over the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act. In this
context, Humphrey himself noted that, "as initiator of this renewable
resource legislation, one of my goals was to assist in strengthening the
linkage of goal selling and budget performance. "(0) Congressman Frank
Evans, a member of the House Appropriations Committee, was more
explicit, describing the RPA as being "in the same spirit as the Congres-
sional Budget and Impoundment Control Act, ... [giving] the Congress
more control over the Forest Service budget. "(1) Although President
Ford, in a post-Watergate conciliatory gesture to the Congress, chose to
disregard OMB's recommendations and sign the RPA into law, it was noted
in the President's statement accompanying the new law:
I would be less than candid if I did not admit that certain
provisions of this act disturb me, especially those provisions
relating to Presidential discretion in formulating annual
budget requests for our national forestry programs.(2)
The Annual Report
A final reinforcement of the budget performance aspect of the RPA
comes in the requirement of an Annual Report "for the purpose of provid-
ing information that will aid Congress in its oversight responsibilities and
improve the accountability of agency expenditures and activities ..."(13)
More than that, however, the Annual Report binds together the other
elements of the process by evaluating both the progress of the Forest
Service in implementing the Program and "the accomplishments of the
Program as they relate to the objectives of the Assessment. "( 14) Costs and
benefits are to be monitored in both qualitative and quantitative terms.
Each report must assess the balance between environmental quality factors
such as aesthetics, public access, wildlife habitat, recreational and wilder-
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ness use, and economic factors such as the excess of cost savings over the
value of foregone benefits and the rate of return on renewable re-
sources.OS)
Summary of RPA implementation to date
The RPA was signed into law by President Ford on August 17, 1974 and
required that both the first Assessment and first Program be submitted to
the Congre')s no later than December 31, 1975.(16) Both the 1975 Assess-
ment and the 1975 Program were largely seen as trial runs due to the short
period of time available for their preparation and because of the preoccu-
pation-of both the agency and Congress with what was soon to become the
National Forest Management Act. The first in-depth resource inventory and
analysis under the RPA came in the 1979 RPA Assessment. Likewise, the
first full-scale set of recommendations under the RPA came in the 1980
Program. Since that time, we have seen not only an update of both these
documents (the 1984 Assessment Supplement and the 1985 Program) but
also a series of annual budget') to provide a preliminary indication of the
RP'A's usefulness in guiding budget development.
Findings ojthe 1979 Assessment and 1984 Assessment Supplement
The first full-scale RPA Assessment effort was completed in 1979 to
serve as the basis for preparation ofthe 1980 Program and EIS. This was not
the first attempt to inventory the nation's forest and rangeland re-
sources(7), but it was without a doubt the most comprehensive up to that
time.For the first time, the Congress had a reasonably complete picture of
the nation's 1.6 billion acres of forest and range-their distribution, owner-
ship and productivity-to guide policy development and decision making
whichlnecessarily would involve both federal lands and private lands. The
analysis in the Assessment was primarily concerned with prospective
trends in supply and demand for these renewable resources and evaluated
the economic, social and environmental implications ofthese trends. From
this, the Assessment described the prOjected evolution ofthe resource base
assuming the continuation of current trends, then identified opportunities
to increase and extend supplies to avoid or reduce any projected shortfalls.
The basic assumptions underlying the Assessment's projections of
demand and supply of such resources as outdoor recreation and wilder-
ness, wildlife and fish, graZing, timber, minerals and water were based on
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anticipated changes in population, the gross national product, disposable
personal income, institutional and technological change, energy costs and
capital availability for both housing and industrial development(l8). Rec-
ognizing the uncertainty of changes in such major determinants as popula-
tion, economic activity and income, and the implication ofsignificant error
in their projection, three alternative sets of assumptions were used. The
three alternatives were felt to cover the range over which growth in the
major determinants, and the associated projections of demand for renew-
able resource produCL'i, could reasonably be expected to vary, and illus-
trated the sensitivity of the demand projections to changes in the major
determinanLS(l9). Because pasttrend'i in these determinants were seen as
resulting from large-scale technological, socio-political and institutional
forces not normally subject to rapid change, the emphasis in the Assess-
ment is generally on the middle of the three alternative sets of assumptions.
The major findings of the'1979 Assessment are summarized as follows:
• Substantial growth is anticipated in population, economic activity
and income:
The population annual growth rate will gradually decline from 1% in the
early 1970s to about .3% by 2030. G P will nearly double from 1978 to 2000
and, by 2030, will be approximately 3.7 times the 1978 level Call in constant
1972 dollars). Disposable personal income is expected to nearly quad-
ruple, and per capita disposable personal income will be nearly 2.7limcs
the 1978 average. The nation will be faced not only with meeting the
resource demands of an additional 80 million people, but the demands of
a total of nearly 300 million people with greater purchasing power than
today's population.
• Consumption of forest and range resources is already rising rap-
idly:
Past increases in the major determinanL'S has fueled such increases in
resource demand as a quadrupling in the number of camping households
since the early 1960s and an increase in timber consumption from 11.5
billion cubic feet to 13.7 billion cubic feet in 1977.
• Projections show demand'S for forest and range products rising
faster than supplies:
With the continuation of recent trends in investment in forest and range
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land, water programs and facilities, supplies of both commodity and non-
commodity outputs will increase at a much slower rate than demand. 'Ibis
growing imbalance will have adverse economic, social and environmental
implications, such as rising real prices for timber and forest products,
higher imports and more competition for a diminishing relative supply of
recreation opportunities and fish and wildlife uses.
• The nation has a huge resource base, most of it privately owned,
but production is far below potential:
Ofthe nation's 1.6 billion acres offorest and range land, nearly 53% is held
by private landowners. Nearly 72% ofthe nation's commercial forestland is
held privately, and more than SOO!o of that by farmers and other non-
industrial private landowners. Range production in 1977 was only about
35% of its biological potential and forestlands produced only about 60% of
what is possible just in fully stocked natural stands--an even greater
productivity is possible under more intensive management. The greatest
potential for increasing forest productivity is on the 58% of the commercial
forest land base in non-industrial private ownership. In addition to their
greater productive potential, most of these lands are advantageously
located near large wood products markets in the eastern United States.
• Projected demands for most renewable resource products can be
met through greater investment in intensive management:
Opportunities exist to greatly increase production of renewable resource
products of forest and range lands-enough to meet demand for nearly all
products. Achieving this potential will require more intensive management
of much of the land and water base, the integration of all renewable
resources in management plans, construction of new facilities, improve-
ments in the efficiency of utilization, and the preservation of some renew-
able resources. These measures will require large public and private
investments in management, research and assistance programs, but pre-
liminary analysis indicates that, when all the economic, social and environ-
mental benefits are considered, these investments will result in a net gain
to society and the economy.
The 1984 Supplement summarized the major findings of the 1979
Assessment revised to reflect new data, analytical methods and expecta-
tions about the future. The 1984 Supplement maintained basically the same
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assumptions for the longer term but reflectcd somewhat lowcr expecta-
tions for growth in GNP and disposable personal income in the short term.
In addition, the Supplement included a number of simulations of possible
economic changes which could change the Assessment outlook for overall
timber demand, stumpage prices, softwood lumber production, prices and
imports and the inventory of growing stock in private ownership.
The possible futures that were simulated included: (1) management of
forest industry ownerships intensiried to take advantage of all opportuni-
ties yielding a 4% return net of inflation, (2) a reduced level of U.S. housing
starts, (3) the imposition of a l()O/O or a 2()O/O ad valorem duty on softwood
lumber imports, (4) an increased level of export of lumber, plywood and
pulpwood, (5) an increased level of national forest timber harvesL<> and (6)
a further reduced area of commercial timberland, primarily in the
South(20). Perhaps the most salient change in the 1984 Supplement was a
substantial downward revision of projected demand for softwood timber
and a signiricant increase in projected demand for hardwood timber.
Equally significant is the conclusion that, while expectations of future
timber demand have changed substantially since 1979, expectations of
demand for most other forest and range resources remain fundamentally
the same (see Table n.
In addition to the preViously noted changes in assumptions about
short-term growth in GNP and income, the Supplement noted a number of
disturbing trends that acted to reduce earlier projections of timber supplies
and raise earlier projections of future timber and wood producL<; prices.
Primary among these were the greater than expected losses of commercial
forest land to agriculture and urbanization, and a Widespread failure of
private landowners in the South to replant with softwood species aftcr
harvesting mature stands of planted pine. These preliminary findings have
been confirmed and explored in greater detail in a Southern timber study
recently released by the Forest Servicc(21). It is expected that these new
rindings will have significant impacts on the upcoming 1989 Assessment.
Development ofthe 1980 Program
One of the most important outcomes of the 1975 Program was the
dissatisfaction within the Office of the Secretary of Agriculture over Con-
gress' use of the Program in developing the Forest Service budget for FY
1978. Unable to fund the full Forest Service budget request, Congress had
decided to fund the 1978 targets in the Program at 85% across the board.
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SDA officials felt that a different allocation of funds among resource
programs was required depending on the overall agency funding level,
rather than maintaining fixed proportions regardless of ovcrall funding.
The timber industry in particular was concerned that, in times of decreased
budgets, relatively more funding emphaSiS would be placed on national
forest timber sales in order to maintain stability in their raw materials
supply. USDA specified that program decisions be based on increments of
management effort on a resource-by-resource basis. The Forest Service
argued for a small number of integrated multiple-use alternatives, fearing
that a separate treatment of resources might result in an overall program
that was physically, economically or environmentally not implementable
on the ground. The incremental decision process prevailed, however. As a
final check, USDA officials did ask the Forest Service to review the final
Program to be sure that no insurmountable implementation problems had
been created(22).
Based on the major findings of the 1979 Assessment, the Forest Service
had drafted a plan to address the key needs and opportunities that had
been identified. Recognizing that the greatest and most economic opportu-
nities for increasing future timber supplies were on the non-industrial
private forestlands, the Forest Service recommended major increases in the
technical assistance programs of their State and Private Forestry (S&PF)
division-a 125 percent increase by 1985 and a 200 percent increase by
2030. Significant opportunities existed to extend timber supplies through
applications of newer harvesting, processing, and fabrication tcchnolo-
gies, and the Forest Service felt that a second major emphasis on Research
was both necessary and cost effective. The third major thrust of the Forest
Service plan was the more intensive management of thc 191 million acre
ational Forest System ( fS) . Timber production would be increased by
higher investments on the best growing sites and the more complete
utilization of harvested timbcr. Increased production of non-commodity
resources on the national forests, such as recreation, fish and wildlife
habitat and water, would receive an even greater emphasis (see Table 2).
This was in recognition of the recent and continuing rapid growth in
demand for these resources and that, while commodity resources could be
increased on private as well as public lands, it was more feasible to expect
major increases in non-commodity resources from only the public lands.
An independent analysis conducted by economists at USDA con-
cluded that: (1) because of major increases projected in harvesting from
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non-industrial private lands and because a continuation of current trends
in regeneration would not sustain projected harvest levels after the turn of
the century, S&PF technical assistance programs needed to increase faster
than the NFS role in timber production, (2) because new forest products
technology could greatly extend softwood timber supplies in the next
twenty years and because the increased cost of FS programs had already
severely limited research, greater funding increases were needed in re-
search than in either NFS or S&PF, and (3) because it would be "more cost
effective to put relatively greater emphasis on recreation, fish and wildlife
and wilderness programs than on timber and range management, .. . non-
market programs Ishouldl increase more rapidly than the timber and range
programs of the NFS. "(23) The USDA analysis had, in other words, con-
firmed the findings and reinforced the Program policy thrusts recom-
mended by the Forest Service.
When the recommended Program was submitted by USDA to the
President, OMil called for fundamental changes in its direction. OMil
challenged the adequacy of the supply and demand projections and,
because of this uncertainty, required that a wider range of choices be
offered to the Congress. At the high bound of this range, the annual rate of
program growth was reduced from 6.7% to 4.9% and at the low bound,
established by OMB, the annual growth rate was 3.2%(24). Like those at
USDA, officials at OMB also preferred the flexibility of a resource-by-
resource approach to the integrated approach taken by the Forest Service.
However, the programs singled out by OMB for the greatcst reductions
were Research, State & Private Forestry and the non-commodity resource
programs on the national forests . The timber output levels recommended
by USDA were retained essentially intact at both the high and low bound.
At OMB, the primary focus is on short-term federal outlays and on cash
returns to the Treasury. The exigencies of near-term allocation of budget
resources militate against the consideration of longer-term objectives and
against an emphasis on the economic valuation of non-market resources.
Congress responded by rejecting the President's Statement of Policy
on the recommended Program and made clear that it would issue its own
revised Statement of Policy. As presented, the Program had avoided the
recommendation of a "preferred alternative"-Le. a specific set of objec-
tivcs--as required by the RPA. either the high bound nor the low bound
described the expected condition of each resource five years hence. The
impact on long-term goals also had not been assessed-the low bound
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assumed that all investments would be deferred for five years yet failed to
reckon any impact, despite the rapidly increasing demands described in
the Assessment. A "white paper" prepared by the Senate Agriculture
Commitlee explained Congressional opposition to the wide range be-
tween bounds, and specifically to the low bound imposed by OMB. The
House Interior Appropriations Subcommittee noted further, "the Admini-
stration had not presented obtainable levels of output at various levels of
funding in order to give Congre'>S a choice based on sound assessments of
the capability of the national forests to produce goods and services, but
rather . . . proposed outputs calculated on lower levels of investment
intended to bring the RPA more in line with constrained budgcts"(2S)' As
an amendment to the Forest Service appropriations bill for FY 1981,
Congress issued a revised Statement of Policy "generally accepting the high
bound" portion of the 1980 Program.
This was not the end ofthe.OMB low bound approach, however, but
the beginning. An examination of the annual President's budgct requestc;
and subsequent Congressional appropriations for the Forest Service for the
period covered by the 1980 Program, fY 1981 -1985, look nothing like the
high bound Program approved by the Congress. They are, however,
remarkably consistent with the original OMH low bound proposal, both in
tcrms of overall agency funding Icvels and in the allocation of funding
among the different resource programs(26). Those areas on which the Pro-
gram had placed the greatest emphasis for investments in future productiv-
ity received the greatest cutbacks. By ]985, research was being fundcd at
about half the Program rccommended level, a real-term decrease of 25%
since 1980. S&PF was funded at 17% of the Program recommended level, a
real-term decrease of 77%. Funding for non-commodity resource pro-
grams on the national forests, rather than being emphasized, fell off as
much as 40%. Funding for the national forest timber program increased by
13%, the minerals program by 57%. In the annual budget requests submit-
ted to Congress, the objectives of the Program had been turned upside
down. Despite the fact that the budget requests were contrary to Congres-
sionally-endorsed Program goals and objcctives, both short-term and long-
term, Congress approved them with no fundamental changes or revisions.
Development ofthe 1985 Program
The]985 Program was submittcd to Congress in the fall of 1986. Adraft
Program had been completed much earlier by the Forest Service and USDA
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but had been withhcld by OMI3 for nearly a year and a half. 'there is again
a high and low bound with a considerablc range between them for most
resource programs. The pattern of the 1985 Program is much the same as
that of the 1980 Program except that the initial funding levels are below
those in 1980 and generally increase at a slower rate. The primary emphasis
of the high bound is again State and Private Forestry, Research, and the
non-commodity resource program') on the national forests, reflecting the
consistency of the findings in the 198-1 Assessment Supplement with those
of the 1979 Assessment. The low bound calls for zero growth for all
programs across the board.
The expectations represented by the high bound seem very optimistic,
especially given the results of actual appropriations. Arriving late as it did,
the 1985 Program was barely in time to become involved in budget
development for FY 1988; FY 1986 was history and the FY 1987 budget had
long since gone through most of the appropriations process. The high
bound projects steady increases in funding for most programs beginning in
FY 1988, despitc the fact that actual funding for most programs decreased
sharply from FY 1986 to FY 1987 and the current budget proposal for FY
1988 calls for still further decreases. Moreover, the funding decreases to
date are much more consistent with the institutional values at OMB than
they are with the guidelines in the 1985 Program:
• State and Private Forcstry is projected to increase by 54% over the
five year period 1986-1990. Actual funding has held constant despite a
requested decrease of 55% from FY 1986 to FY 1987 alone; the current
request is for a 40% decrease from the level appropriated in FY 1987.
• Research was projected to increase by 14% over the five years.
Actual funding has fallen off 2% from FY 1986 to FY 1987 and is expectcd
to fall another 2% in FY 1988.
• on-commodity programs on the national forests: Funding for
recreation and wildcrness use was projectcd to increase by more than 70%;
from FY 1986 to FY 1987 it is alrcady down by 6%. Funding for fish and
wildlife habitat management was projectcd to increase by 95%; it is already
down by 11%.
• Commodity programs on the national forests: Funding for timber
was projected to increase by 41% and is down 3% from FY 1986 to FY 1987;
funding for minerals was projected to increase by 48% and is down 3%;
funding for range was to increase by -18% and so far remains unchanged.
At this writing, Congressional appropriations committees are continu-
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While the purpose of this paper is to consider the advantages and
disadvantages of expanding supplies of forest resources from federal
forest lands, it seems first necessary to answer the questions. "Why should
the federal government be engaged in supplying forest resources? What
rationale is there for such an activity?"
Rote ofgovernment
Most people would agree that government has a role to play in a
market economy characterized by private enterprise and the vestment of
property rights to private parties. At issue is the relative size of the role,
which has been an enduring one. Adam Smith, the founder of classical
economics, wrote in The Wealth 01 NatiOns that the appropriate role for
government is three fold: (1) defense,(2) the administration of justice, and
(3) certain public works.[I] Smith saw government as generally wasteful
and corrupt. His attitude toward businessmen was also negative. I Ie
observed: "People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for
merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against
the public or in some contrivance."12J In Smith's view, however, the
excesses of businessmen were moderated by competition.
Richard A. Musgrave, an economist of the Smithian tradition and a
noted authority on public finance, reasons that an important role for
government is "securing necessary adjustments in the allocation of re-
sources by the market" through effective budget policy.13J This role arises
out of the failure of the market system to allocate resources in accordance
with the preferences of society, or in other words, to secure a socially
optimal allocation of resources. Musgrave identifies two situations in
which there is partial failure. That is, when too many or too few resources
are allocated.
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The first situation is where "natural monopolies" are said to occur.14J
The industries involved are characterized by decreasing costs and, more
often than not, production processes requiring very large capital outlays.
Examples of natural monopolies occur in industries providing electricity,
natural gas, and telephone service. Optimal output of these services
requires that supply be increased until marginal cost and average revenue
are equal. But under decreasing cost conditions, such an output involves a
loss for the private producer. Government intcrvention is necessary to
secure a socially optimal supply. Either the private producer must be given
a subsidy or the good must be provided by a public enterprise that operatcs
at a loss.
Musgrave lists external cconomies or diseconomies as a second situ-
ation in which government intervention may be necessary.ISI In a wcll-
functioning market economy, prices indicate the relative values of differ-
ent goods to consumers as well as their marginal costs to producers. Prices
also indicatc the marginal social bencfits and costs of these goods. But
occasionally, when some goods are exchanged in markets, there are
inefficiencies. Some people incur cost" for which they are not compcn-
sated, or some people receive benefits for which they make no payment.
External diseconomies occur in the first instance. An often used example is
a manufacturing plant that dumps pollutants into a river, imposing costs to
subsequent users of the water, who are not compensated. External econo-
mies occur in the second instance. An example is a profound scientific
discovery, such as the transistor, in which society benefits far more than the
discovering scientists, who receive only patent royalties. In either casc,
government intervention might be advisable, depending upon the degree
of inefficiency in resource allocation.
In the two preccding situations, thc market system fails to secure a
completely efficient allocation of resources. In thc case of public or, as
Musgrave called them, social wants, the market system fails to allocate any
resources whatsoever. In other words, thc system fails completely.
Public wants must be satisfied collectively because if one individual is
excluded, then everyone is excluded. Public goods - the goods thal
satisfy public wants - are supplied to society as a whole, and the bencfits
accrue collectively to society. Two or more people can simultaneously use
a public good without diminishing it') supply. 161 Public goods are not
appropriable by individuals. Their benefits are indivisible and cannot be
withheld from individuals who refuse to pay for them.
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Consider national defense. IL is extended to everyone in the country
whether or not they are willing to pay for it. Other examples of public
goods are space exploration, police and fire protection, street lighting, and
air pollution control. If public goods are to be supplied to satisfy public
wams,"the government must step in and compulsion is called for. "17) The
market system will not provide public goods because individuals who
have not paid for them cannot be excluded from reaping their benefits.
Since no one can be excluded, rational consumers could conceivably
conceal their preferences, thereby avoiding the incurrence of any costs,
while reaping the benefits other consumers would provide.
Musgrave's fourth situation is merit wants. These are societal wants
satisfied in part by the market system, but considered "so meritorious that
their satisfaction is provided for through the public budget, over and above
what is provided for through the market and paid for by private buyers. "181
Merit goods which satisfy merit wants include "publicly furnished school
luncheons, subsidized low-cost housing, and public education."191
In sum, according to Musgrave, there are four general situations in
which the government can intervene in markets and secure a morc efficient
allocation of resources through budget policy, namely: (1) natural mo-
nopolies, (2) external economics or diseconomies, (3) public wants, and
(4) merit wants.
Supplying resources from the nationalforests
Ilow do the national forests and the resources they yield: timber,
forage, fish and wildlife, outdoor recreation, and water, fit Musgrave's
scheme for government intervention?
Timber and Forage
Timber and forage are exchanged in private markets. Some of these
markets are less structurally perfect than others. As one would expect, the
exclusion principle applies.Those who own property rights to these re-
sources can exclude any potential buyer unless he is willing to meet the
requisite tcrms of exchange. National forests are public lands managed as
private property insofar as timber and forage are concerned. Access to the
national forests for timber and forage is obtained only after a consideration
has becn paid.
There is no evidence ofa natural monopoly being involved in produc-
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tion of either timber or forage. In other words, there is no evidence that the
long-run unit cost function for either timber or forage continuously de-
clines to a scale of output that saturates potential market demand. Few if
any external costs are associated with growing trees and forage. Timber
harvesting and live<;tock grazing is another mauer. Reports of external
costs in timber harvesting and livestock grazing are frequent in some areas
of the country. The extent of these externalities vary widely, and govern-
ment intervention typically occurs in some form of regulation.
Both timber and forage are intermediate products in the sense that
they are used as inpulS for a further stage of production. For example,
timber is largely used to make lumber which in turn is used to construct
housing. Forage is consumed by range livestock which are slaughtered
and processed to make red meat for human consumption. Since timber and
forage are intermediate products with several close substitutes, it is im-
probable that they fit the conventional economic notion of a merit good.
Fish and Wildlife, Recreation, and Wilderness
The national forests tend to be treated as common property in terms of
access for fish and wildlife, undeveloped recreational activities, and recrea-
tional use ofdesignated wilderness areas. Exclusion for these kinds ofuses
generally does not occur.
Fish and wildlife are also usually considered common property re-
source<;.l10) Legally, with a few exceptions, they are owned by the states
because of a long history in common law. In the context of free access, fish
and wildlife exhibit a public good character. Two or more people can
pursue them Simultaneously without diminishing their supply (up to the
point of overcrowding or prior occupancy of key sites). When taking
occurs, as it docs with game species of fish and wildlife, a form ofexclusion
occurs, and their public good character ceases to exist.
Similarly, again in the context offree access, undeveloped recreational
activitic<; and recreational use of designated wilderness areas of the na-
tional forests are managed as common property resources and exhibit a
public good character. ntiI congestion occurs or key sites arc occupied,
two or more people can engage in these activities simultaneously without
diminishing their supply.
Free access is the critical factor in determining whether these resources
are public goods. Fish, wildlife, and recreation resources arc not intrinsi-
cally public goods. Were user fees imposed for access to the national
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lions difficult and their collective net effects virtually impossible to deter-
mine.
Site.<; for undeveloped recreational activities, including de~ignated
wilderness areas, seem to fit the criterion for merit good.,. Congress has
recognized recreation as a legitimate, even a preferred land usc, and has
subsidized outdoor recreation throughout the postwar period, particularly
during the 1960s and 1970s. A notable example of such congressional
action is passage of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act and
subsequent appropriations undcr its authority.l121
Water
In the Wealth oj NatiOns, Adam Smith, when discussing scarcity,
compared water and diamonds.l13J He pointed out the former had value in
usc, but no market valuc, while the lattcr had no valuc in usc, but high
market value. His example was probably appropriate for eighteenth-
century Scotland. It is,howevcr, not appropriatc for the arid wc.,tcrn United
States in the twentieth century. Water does have markct value, and thcre
are established markets for the exchange of private water rights.
Most of the federal reservations in the West, including the national
forests, are found in the uplands, and the percentage of water flow
originating in or flowing through these reservations is substantial. It is
e<;timated that more than 60 percent of the average annual water yield in
the cleven coterminous western statc", is from federal reservations.IHI
Intcrestingly, no revenuc<; for thc U.s. Treasury are generated by thcc;e
water yields. This is a rc.,ult of the dcvelopment policics for settling the
western frontier.
Water rights on federal rc<;ervations are limited by their purposes. For
example, in u.s. v. New Mexico, the Supreme Court ruled that insofar as the
national forests are concerned, the federal government has water rights
only to the extent "necessary to preserve the timber or to secure favorable
water flows for private and public uscs under state law." for these pur-
poses the national forest<; were established.l1 SIIn contrast, the purposes of
the national parks are broader and the implied reserved water rights arc
those necessary to conserve the scenic, natural, historic, and biotic cle-
ments of the parks and to provide for their sustaincd public cnjoymcnt.
Watcr is not a public good when onc of it<; uses - domestic, crop
irrigation, stcam and electrical gencration, manufacturing, mincrals extrac-
tion and processing, livestock watcring, et cetera - reduces its supply
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either quantitatively or qualitatively. further, it seems unlikely that increas-
ing water yields from forested or range watersheds, either quantitatively or
qualitatively, would be charactcrized by decreasing costs.
External costs might occur in the event of large-scale manipulation of
vegetation to increase water yields. For example, grasses might be substi-
tuted for trees, but significant costs would be incurred in terms of lost
wildlife habitat, aesthctic quality ofthe environment, and sites for undevel-
oped recreational activities. 0 situation can be identified in which water
has been considered a merit good.
To summarize, having the government supply timber, forage, fish,
wildlife, undeveloped recreation sites, and wilderness areas cannot be
rationalized by having these resources countcd as public goods when
considered individually. Second, no evidence suggests that production of
these resources would be characterized by decreasing costs, so this ration-
ale for government intervention in the market cannot be used. Third, while
some external costs and benefits may attend the production of these
resources, they do not seem to be of such a magnitude that a largc degree
ofgovernment intervention in the market is warranted. Finally, it is difficult
to conceive of timber, forage, and watcr as being merit good". It is
apparent, however, that certain species of fish and wildlife as well as
certain sites for dispersed recreational activities can be so considered.
Scarcely, however, would their production warrant the the size of the
national forest system.
A Mix ojResources
But suppose that timber, forage, fish, wildlife, dispersed recreation
opportunities, water and wilderness are considered collectively rather than
individually. In other words, depending on the management regimes
applied, a forest would yield these resources in different qualities and
quantities. And, in the parlance of economics, these resources would be
joint products, products necessarily produced during the life cycle of a
forest.
Some of these resources have market value; some do not. When
ownership of a forest is private, those resources with market value tend to
be favored and consumed relatively rapidly. When these tendencies are
perceived as being extreme-the mix of market and nonmarket resources
being different than a social optimum - and their consumption too
skewed to the present, an economic rationale can be made for public
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ownership of forestland and public production of forest resources.
The rationale, of course, is based on the presence of external dis-
economies. Private forest landowners tend to emphasize production of
market resources and products for immediate consumption to a greater
extent than might be socially optimum, while incurring social costs for
which there is no compensation. Government intervention in the form of
ownership of some forest lands would compensate if production was to
emphasize nonmarket resources and longer time horizons for resource
consumption and investment. The resulting balance between privately and
publicly owned forest lands in the production of market and nonmarket
resources and in time preference with regard to their consumption and
invesunem would then more closely approximate the socially optimum.
Unfortunately, competition and conflict over the use of forest re-
sources will continue. It is inherent. As discussed earlier, some forest
resources, e.g. timber and forage, have a private good character, and
others, e.g.,recreation and fish and wildlife, have a public good character
(assuming access is free and congestion has not occurred). When those
with a private good character are explOited or used, those with a public
good character can be adversely affected or even taken. For example,
when trees are cut to provide logs for the manufacture of wood products,
certain kinds of wildlife habitat can be destroyed and dispersed recreation
opportunities lost. An external cost occurs if the uses of the wildlife and
recreation resources are not compensated. lhis is difficult to do as a
practical matter. For the usage of these rcsou rces tende; to be transitory, and
the cost minimal to any particular individual.
In conclusion, there is an economic rationale for the government
being engaged in the ownership of forcst lands and in supplying forest
resources when a forest is considered as a biological unit yielding a set of
market and nonmarket resources. The quantity and quality of nonmarket
forest resources yielded under private ownership would be less than
socially optimum. Further,the time preference for the consumplion of
forest resources would be sooner than socially oplimum. Hence, there is
public ownership, federal, state, and local, of a portion of the nation's
forest lands. The combined production of forest resources from public and
private forest lands tends to approximate the socially optimum quantity
and mix.
Brubaker reaches the same conclusion:
For the most part, however, the case for public management
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A close examination of the language of the (Organic
Administration) Act, however, reveals that Congress only
intended national forests to be established for two purposes.
Forests would be created only "to improve and protect the
forest within the boundaries," or in other words, "for the
purpose of securing favorable conditions of water flows, and
to furnish a continuous supply of timber." (Original empha-
sis.)
Four Justicc'i dissented in the decision, and in the dissenting opinion,
Justice Powell wrote in part: "Although the language of the statute is not
artful, a natural reading would allribute to Congress an intent to authorize
the establishment of national forests for three purposes, not the two
discerned by the Court." Thus, it seems the exact purposes for which
national forests can be c'ltablished arc somewhat unsettled even today.
The Weeks Law was passed in 1911 and marked a dramatic change in
fcderalland policy , which, up until that time, had bcen concerned with
first , disposing of the public domain , and second, re'ierving parts of it for
certain public interest purposcs.120J Congress authorized appropriation
"for use in the examination, survcy and acquirement of lands located on
the headwaters of navigable streams or those which arc being or which
may be developed for navigable purposes..." It further directed the secre-
tary of agriculture "to examine, locate and recommend for purchase such
lands as in his judgement may be necessary to the regulation of the flow of
navigable streams... "
In 1924, these provisions of the Weeks Law were amended and
broadened substantially by section 6 of the Clarke-Me ary Act, which
authorized and directed the Secretary of Agriculture:
to examine, locate, and recommend for purchase such
forc'ited, cut-over or denuded lands within the watersheds of
navigablcstreams as in his judgment may be necessary fonhe
regulation of the flow of navigable streams or for the produc-
tion of timber.l21 J
Simply put, Congrc'is authorized the purchase of private land either for
regulation of water flow of navigable streams or for timber production.
The Multiple-usc Sustained-Yield Act directed that the national forcc;ts
"be administered for outdoor recreation , range, timber, watershed, and
wildlife and fish purposcs. "1221 The c'itablishment and maintenance of
wildernc'iS areas was stated to be consistent with the act's purposes and
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provisions.The sustained-yield policy established by the act was a physical
standard as opposed to an economic one. The renewable resources of the
national forests are to be administered to achieve "in perpetuity...a high-
level annual or regular periodic outpuL..without impairment of the pro-
ductivity of the land." lhcse policies are consistent with and tend to
reinforce the earlier economic rationale for government ownership of the
national forests.
Congress directed in the rorest and Rangeland Renewable Resourcc'i
Planning Act of 1974 that a strategic plan or program be used to guide basic
Forest Service activities and budget requests.I23) It further directed that this
program be based on a comprehensive assessment of the demand for and
supply of renewable resources from forests and rangelands of all owner-
ships throughout the nation. The Resources Planning Act (RPA) was
different from earlier acts dealing with the national forests and the Forest
Service. The intent of the authors was not to set policy, but to establish a
process by which policy could be developed, funded, and implemented, a
policy that was to be supported by a comprehensive, factual overview of
the long-term demand and supply situation for forest and range resources.
Section 5 of RPA, a relatively modest provision, called for the develop-
ment and use of local national forest management plans. Two years later,
this section was renumbered and greatly expanded by the ational forest
Management Act (NFMA), which was designed as an amendment to
RPA.1211 FMA sets standards and guidelines for management of the na-
tional forests and, in particular, for land management planning. They are to
be implemented by regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture and are to include, among other things, regulations on the suitability
of national forest land for timber production, timber harvest levels, and
timber harvesting method'i.
rMA effectively set constraints on the kind of management activities
that may occur on the national forests, in other words, limiL'i on the
strategic planning directive contained in RPA, perhaps in recognition of the
productive capabilities and limitations of the individual national fore'its.
Congress seemed to be concerned whether the sum of the national forc'it
parL'i would equal the RPA whole.
In conclusion, a rich legal history and rationale supports the federal
government being engaged in the ownership of forC'itlands and supplying
rC'iources from them to the general public. Arguably at least, the national
forests were established: (1) to improve and protect the foresL'i, (2) to
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secure favorable conditions of water nows, and (3) to furnish a continuous
supply of timber. They are to be managed to produce both market and
nonmarket resources, namely. outdoor recreation. forage, timber, water,
wilderness and fish, "in the combination that will best meet the need') of
the American people."1251 The outputs ofthc')e resources arc LO be at high
levels and sustainable, but such that there is no impairment in the produc-
tivity of the land. Strategic planning is to be used to guide management
activities in the national forests, but national forcst plans and their implem-
entation are to be constrained by standards set forth in the National Forest
Management Act, put into effect through regulations promulgated by the
Secretary of Agriculture.
Advantages and disadvantages ojexpanding supplies
Forest and rangeland renewable resources are very important LO the
economy and quality of life in the l;nited States. This is explicitly recog-
nized in section 3 of the amended RPA which begins: "In recognition of the
vital importance ofAmerica '5 renewable resources of the forest, range,and
other associated lands to the nation's social and economic well being... ."
Other things being equal. expanding supplies of these resources from the
national forests would be advantageous to many American people, espe-
cially in the 'context of growing population and incomes. Expanded
supplies would tend to drive down prices of market resources and increase
opportunities for the public to. use nonmarket resources.
Unless it is assumed the present mix of renewable resources currently
coming off the National Forest System is desirable, and in "the combination
that will best meet the needs ofthe American people.. .." the increases will
not be proportionate. Indeed. after examining Forest Service data in the
1985 RPA Program, a respected academician from Yale University tC'itified:
The minerals program appears to be highly economic. The
major noncommodity programs- for recreation. wilderness,
water and fish and wildlife-also seem to be efficient. .The
timber program is marginal, and the range program is clearly
uneconomic.1261
lie subsequently observed:
ReallocaLion of the (Forest Service) budget from the ineffi-
cient range and marginal timber programs towards the highly
efficient mineral and noncommodity program') would en-
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hance the economic impact of Forest Service activities with-
out changing the overall budget level for the agency.
These observations lend substance to the frequent cry of environmentalist
critics for a more balanced program.
One disadvantage of a Simple, isolated expansion of supplies of
national forest renewable resources is that if it is not done in the context of
other possible public expenditures, it might preclude a more cost-effective
use of public resources.
Another disadvantage of expanded supplies of national fore..<;t renew-
able resources is that it could inhibit private investment in close substitute
products. An increased supply of national foresltimber in a market would
have a dampening effect on stumpage prices, reducing the return on
inve..')tment of private forcst landowners and the relative attractiveness of
investing in timber growing. In a similar way, an increased supply of
outdoor recreational opportunities in the national forests would discour-
age private investment in comparable recreational activities.
Still another disadvantage is that expanding supplies of national forest
renewable resources could tend to heighten regional tensions. The West
would benefit more than the other regions of the country. It is the region
toward which most of the money would flow, and it is already looked
upon as enjoying disproportionately favorable federal treatment. Many
political leaders in the East, Midwest, and South have been clamoring in
recent years for the federal government to manage its rcsourccs in the West
for the benefit of the whole country, not just the region . At the same time,
in order to cope with rapid growth and destructive boom-town develop-
ment, western political leaders have demanded some control over federal
lands and resources. For example, Montana and Wyoming levied and
collected substantial severance taxes on the production of federally owned
coal in their states.
Development of natural environments is a final disadvantage of ex-
panding supplies of national forest renewable resources. It necessarily
involves making irreversible decisions, like roading a roadless area, that
limit options for future generations.
In policy formulation, government action is seldom neutral. Pareto
optimal solutions - those making some people better off, while not
making others worse off - seldom occur. Maximization of net benefiL') is
the best that can usually be achieved.
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sources of supply. In other words, a proper response to such a question
must be made on a resource- and site-specific basis.
Getting the necessary capital
Increasing the supply of renewable resources from the national forests
would require an additional expenditure of federal money. And there is no
sure way of gelting it. The national forest'> and the Forest Service do not
operate in a vacuum. Indeed, they compete with other such federal
programs and agencies.
The basic rule of resource allocation that applies to the private sector,
equating marginal benefits with marginal costs, also applies to the public
sector. Hence, each line of government activity should be extended to the
point at which marginal social benefits from the activity equal marginal
social costs.l281 In less technical terms, the last dollar spent on an activity
such as national forest administration should provide the same level of
benefits as the last dollar spent on national defense, education, or high-
ways. The rule applies within programs and between programs, within
agencies and between agencies.
Although understanding of this rule is uneven in the public sector (as
in the private sector), and there are wide differences between its under-
standing and rigorous application (again, as in the private sector), the
budget proce'>S in both the legislative and executive branches coupled
with the competition for funding between agencies and programs works tei
force a rough approximation of its use. In other words, if project X is
known or perceived to provide more net social benefits than project Y,
project X will be undertaken, other things being equal. And project Ycould
well be increasing outputs of renewable resources from the national
forests.
Critics of the annual appropriations process abound. In the natural
resource community, frequent proposals are made for "car-marked fund-
ing" and multi-year appropriations to remedy the adverse impacts of the
annual process.
The ill-fated Timber Supply Act of the late I960s is an example of the
former.[291 It would have allowed the forest Service to retain timber sale
receipts and use them for iLS timber management program. A similar
proposal could be made for expanding supplies of renewable resources
from the national forests. The strength of such a proposal is its appeal to
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parochial interests. The weakness is that it is vulnerable to arguments
applying the basic rule of resource allocation. Government revenues,
regardless of their source, should be spent in a way that net public benefit,>
are maximized.
Arguments for multi-year or long-term funding of natural resource
programs are also made from time-to-time. Unfortunately, their advocates
seem to have a less than complete understanding of the implications of the
two-year life span of Congress. Multi-year funding beyond two years is a
commitment made for a current Congress by its predecessor, a commit-
ment that many members of Congress are reluctant to make.
Getting additional federal appropriations for increasing supplies of
national forest renewable resources will be difficult in the foreseeable
future. The deficits of the past seven years have caused a more than
doubling of the federal debt. Federal interest payments as a percent of
federal budget outlays have increased from 11.63 percent in fiscal year
1981 to 16.29 percent in fiscal year 1986.1301 They will continue to increase
unless there is substantial increase in federal laxes or a dramatic increase in
the growth of the economy. And if federal interest payment') continue to
increase at their expected rate, increased funding of minor federal govern-
ment functions such as those of natural resources and environment is
unlikely,
The obvious alternative is to get private capital, through long-term
leasing of national forest lands. One proposal, developed by Marion
'Clawson, is discussed in detail c1sewhere.l311 To summarize, Clawson
proposes opening national forest lands of all types-highly productive
timberland, grazing land, and recreation land-to prospective leasees on a
competitive basis. The size of the unit would be on an economic scale, and
the length of the lease ofsufficient duration to promote good management
practices. Minimum standards of environmental protection would be as-
sured by contract provisions. Clawson includes an innovative "pull back"
feature in his proposal which would permit rival claimants, who meet the
terms of the lease, to take a large portion of the land associated with it.
Conceivably, long-term leasing could attract additional investment
capital to the national forests, promote efficient production of renewable
resources, and retain public ownership of the national forests. Environ-
mental quality would be achieved through strictures in leasing contracts.
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Both sets of priorities speak of reducing federal spending and taxes.
But the Reagan priorities also deal with regulatory control and monetary
policy which are not included among the Carter priorities, and the Carter
priorities deal with energy, employment , capital formation, and interna-
tionaltrade which are not included among the Reagan priorities.
The United States will have a new president in 1989, and it is probable
he will initiate a set of economic priorities different from those of the
Reagan administration. To the extent these priorities conflict with a policy
of expanding supplies of national forest renewable rcsources, they will act
as a constraint.
Another significant constraint is conflict among the various interests
who use the national forests and who tend to be dichotomous in their
orientation: production of market rcsources versus nonmarket rcsourccc;,
development versus nondevelopment of the national forests. An increase
in federal spending to expand supplies of national forest renewable
resourcc<; would be looked upon favorably by interesLs who would benefit
and unfavorably by those who would not. The rC'iulting conflict might
have political consequences and these would act as a constraint.
Ikgional tensions can be a constraint to expanding supplic'i of na-
tional forest renewable resourccc;. If one region of the country is seen to
benefit at the expense of another, political representatives of the disadvan-
taged region would probably work to rectify the situation. In so doing,
they would limit the extent of the expansion.
A final constraint is the public's perceptions of national n(~eds and
trends. PolitiCians, in order to be "in tunc with the timc')", respond to
changing constituent attitudc').
Acurrent perception is that the economy of the United States is moving
from manufacturing to servicc').131J11 (cavy industry is a thing of the past, it
is argued, and the future lies with an economy based on high technology
and information processing. Many see the timber industry as a heavy
industry, a thing of the past. 'Ihey regard the national forc'ittimber sale
program as supporting the timber industry and therefore obsolete.
A similar perception is that red meat is unhealthy, and the livc<;tock
graZing program ofthe national foresL') is a subsidy to the livestock industry
which produces red meat. People of thiS view are inclined to argue that
Americans should reduce their consumption of red meat for health rea -
sons, and accordingly, it docs not make sense for the Forest Service to
encourage red meat production through its livestock gra:t.ing program.
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Such perceptions would act as a significant constraint on an effort to
expand supplies of national forest renewable resources.
To summarize, government priorities, conflicts among user groups,
regional tensions, and popular perceptions about national need" and
trends would act as constraints on an effort to increase supplies of re-
sources from the national forests.
Other critical considerations
The size of the federal debt is the most critical element in the socio-
economic environment which argues for increasing supplies of national
forest renewable rcsources.The federal debt increased more than two-fold
in a space of six years, from 26.6 percent of GNP in fiscal year 1981 to 40.9
percent of G P in fiscal year 1986,135) making the United States the largest
debtor nation in the world.
Federal interest paymenL'i have increased following the increase in the
debt and command a growing share of budget outlays. The shares of most .
of the other 18 budget functions, including the natural resources and
environment function, have correspondingly declined. ational defense is
one obvious, important exception.
This situation will continue until government spending is further
reduced (which is unlikely), there is a significant increase in the rate of
economic growth (which is possible), taxes are increased (which is most
likely), or some combination of the preceding actions. Until federal deficits
are substantially reduced, increases in funding of particular government
programs that are not of the highcst priority will be very difficult to achieve.
And there is no reason currently to believe that expanding supplies of
national forest renewable resources is of a high priority.
Perceptions about National Forest Management
Another critical conSideration in the socio-economic environment
surrounding national forest management is public and congressional per-
ceptions about its direction, specifically the apparent uncertainty in its
direction. For example, during a hearing on the 1985 RPA Program,
Congressman Leon Panetta said to Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
George Dunlop and (then) Forest Service Chief Max Peterson:
If I'm working on the budget process and I look at your
plan, it doesn't tell me very much, because it depends on
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where I want to go with it. If I don't want to give you a dime,
I can justify it with this. If I want to support you .. ., I can justify
it with this.
In other words, the plan doesn 't really say where you want
to go, and, that, I think, is very important. You're going to
have to take that stand if you expect Congress to, in turn,
follow what I think you think is good policy.l36J
o doubt the current forest planning process and the public participa-
tion it requires in implementation of section 6 of the National Forest
Management Act, has been the major contributor to the public's perception
about uncertainty in national forest management. There is some basis for
this perception. The regulations for forest planning were promulgated,
reviscd,and repromulgated. FORPLA " the primary analysis tool for forest
planning, has been repeatedly changed, so that there are two versions,
each with several releases. Planning deadlines have come and gone
unmet. Draft plans have been issued, discussed, and reissued. Final forest
plans have been appealed.
The Forest Service seems to be struggling between its role as a federal
agency with an allocative function and its real (legal) or perhaps self-
imposed responsibilities for the economic stability of regions and local
communities which are significantly affected by national forest manage-
ment activities.The struggle is understandable. For, assuming the agency
has legal economic stabilization responsibilities, can it reasonably be
expected "to provide a sustained flow of renewable resourceS.. .in a combi-
nation which be'>t meets the needs of society..... and, at the same time,
achieve community stability? In other words, can the Forest Service simul-
taneously and succe'>sfully conduct resource allocation and economic
stabilization functions? It seems very doubtful, particularly when societal
demand for renewable natural resources is changing. Transitions in pro-
duction are not without cost. Societal demand for national forest renew-
able resources has changed, and the productive activities of many national
forest-dependent communities arc not consistent with demand. If the
Forest Service attempL'> to provide a combination of renewable resource'>
"which best meets the needs of society," national forest-dependent com-
munities might be adversely impacted. If the agency seeks to engage in
national forest management activities promoting the economic stability of
dependent communities, the needs ofsociety as a whole might not be met.
This dilemma must be dealt with decisively and promptly or the Forest
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would result in lower prices for market resources and increased OPPOrlU-
nilies to usc nonmarket resources. There would also be disadvantages. If
done alone. without consideration of other possible public expenditures,
a more cost-effective expenditure could possibly have been implemented.
Private investment in close substitute products could be forestalled. Re-
gional tensions could be heightened. and irreversible decisions could be
made in the development of the national forests .
Site-specific facLOrs determine whether the national forests are bener
suited than surrounding private forests in producing any particular renew-
able resource. The exception, of course. is wilderness because past devel-
opment has typically occurred on private land...
Getting increased appropriations to fund activities to expand supplies
of national forest renewable resources will be very difficult in the foresee-
able future because of the deficit and debt problems of the nation. If
expanded supplies are socially desirable, long-term leasing of selected
portions of the national forest') should be explored in an effort LO get
private capital.
Several political considerations would constrain efforts to expand sup-
plies of national forest renewable resources, including government priori-
ties, conOicts among national forest user groups, regional tensions. and
popular perceptions about national need., and trends. Other considera-
tions constraining such an effort are the far-reaching effects on the econ-
omy of the recent surge in the relative size of the federal debt, perceptions
about the direction of national forest management, and altitudes and
morale of Forest Service employees.
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timber supply, on forest-based industrial development, and on available
recreational facilities and opportunities. Some simple comparisons rna y be
useful. Michigan's state forest system has nearly twice the acreage of
industry-owned land in the stale, is SO percent larger than the three
ational forests, and (in an odd statistical quirk) is essentially equal to the
total acreage held by nonindustrial private forest owners holding 100 acres
or more. This system has its principal origins in large-scale tax-delinquency
which occurred in the wake of profound agricultural difTiculties in the
1920's and 1930's. Wisconsin's system of county foresL'; was formed in the
same way and at the same time, as was Minnesota's combined system of
state and county forests. Each is the biggest in the contiguous 48 states.
Levels of government that are responsible reOect (as noted) state-constitu-
tional provisions affecting tax-reverted land. Il is my impression that large
state forest systems in a number of other slalc,,; also have origin in agricul -
tural difficulty and tax reversion.
'onindustrial private forest owners hold nearly 60 percent ofcommer-
cial forestland nationwide. early everywhere east of the Rockies they are
dominant in terms of area held. In that broad area specific proportions
range from virtually all forestland in a number ofstates, downward to a bit
less than 50 percent in Minnesota . The latter is the only state in the area
where nonindustrial private owners do not hold a majority of the forest
land.
Uses and capability ofstate and county oumed resources
State and county owned forest land is in the aggregate managed for a
substantial spectrum of values and uses. Examples from Michigan 's system
seem reasonably typical of relatively large non-federal public land systems.
This system provides a significant share of timber supply within the state,
is the source of a significant' share of wildlife habitat and associated
opportunities, provides substantial outdoor recreation facilities of diverse
kinds, and portions are managed primarily for naturalistic values. A major
lobbying role by a statewide organization made up predominantly of
hunters and fishers is a matter of some importance. They generally favor
rather active vegetation management.
State and couilly owneu forc~t land has a Significant role in industrial
development in several states with large systems. Washington providc,;
one example. State-owned forest land there is managed for the explicit
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havc a fundamentally cconomic orientation.
Political/Institutional reasons for less
constrained management
'Ibere may be several political and institutional reasons why commod-
ity and other economic outputs can be cxpanded more readily on state or
county managed land in large systcms than on national forests. State or
local control givcs a stronger and more apparent tie to economic develop-
ment than does federal control. In a number of states and regions addi-
tional development of renewable resources and associated industries is
se n as one route toward a stronger and more divcrse state and regional
economy. Many specific examples could be cited at length. And forces and
factors encouraging this trend could also be analyzed at length. Suffice it to
say that a strong sense ofconnection between forest rcsourccs and a major
societal purpose (namely, employmcnt and economic development) exisL<;
in a number of parts of the country. These include regions with large
systems of state and county managed resources.
By contrast and despite strenuous Forest Service efforts, therc seems to
be little public sense of connection at national level between forests and
other renewable resources and any simply stated major societal purpose.
For some reason, rcsource affairs at u .S. national level frequently are
interpreted by citizens and organizations as a zero-sum game where what's
good for one interest must automatically be bad for others. A sense of
connection between renewable resources and national economic purpose
(beyond that ofspecific firms and industries) seems particularly weak. It is
a peculiar quirk to have little interest at national level, and a great deal of
interest in many states and regions. Reasons for this quirk are subject for
another analysis; so is the demonstrably stronger sense of connection cur-
remly evidenced at the national level in Canada.
Simpler, more straightforward planning processes for resource man-
agement are a second importam factor in a number of jurisdictions. There
is little doubt that the processes for national forests specified by the
ational Forest Management Act are extremely complex. State processes
can be and frequently are a great deal more straightforward, not being
legally bou nd by anything as complex as ~FMA . Astrong sense of connec-
tion to societal purpose is able to more easily guide these simpler proc-
esses.
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more opportunity for vigorous, result-oriented management and less ten-
dency toward partial paralysis among competing interests and symbolic
issues.
Financial constraints and possible alternative solutions
Methods for financing resource management by states and counties
differ considerably from one jurisdiction to another. So does adequacy of
the funding available at prescnt. We can best identify typical financial
constraints by examining one situation that is apparently reasonably com-
mon. That is the situation where management is financed liu :.stantially
from current receipts (c.g. state forest timber sales receipts, recreation user
fees, mineral royalties).
This arrangement can frequently be a major con~tra i nl. Past ma:: 'l ge-
meOl influences current resource condition which influences current re-
ceipts which in turn influence current management which then influences
future resource condition and receipts. In essence this is a classic low-level
development trap, especially if low-intenliity management has been the
norm in the past. Even if additional investment in improved management
would now demonstrably payout in attractive terms, capital simply isn 't
available due to reliance on current receipts. This, for example, is precisely
the point made concerning management of Michigan 's State Forest system
by a group of interpendent economists several years ago in a wide ranging
analysis titled "Michigan's Fiscal and Economic Structure". Specific may
differ but the central difficulty may occur in many states and organizations.
At least four generic alternatives may be available for breaking out of
this low-level dcvclopmenttrap.
State generalfunds
This would amount to additional regular appropriation for resource
management. It would call for state general funds to supplement current
receipts now going into resource management. It is fine if such appropria-
tion can in fact be obtained. But there is often a severe difficulty in
obtaining appropriation despite promiliing opportunities; a one-or-two-
year appropriation process is being asked to fund long-term projecL<;
without a dear dilitinClion between inve.-,trnent and expenditure. In es-
sence, we're right back to the basic source of the original difficulty in
funding.
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Non-renewable resource revenues
The essential idea is to invest revenues from oil and gas and other non-
renewables in improved management of renewable resources. This in
essence is a way to strengthen the renewable resource base for the day
when revenues from non-renewables diminish as a resulL of resource
depletion in particular locations. This is an argument with considerable
logic and appeal. It has apparently been applied successfully in several
cases, most notably in California. One potential difficulty is the earmarking
of such funds for public land acquisition or other purposes not supportive
of improved resource management with an economic orientation. (This in
fact has occurred in Michigan where a large fund based on oil and gas
revenues is earmarked primarily for acquisition ofland chiefly valuable for
recreation purposes).
Federal financial asststance/revenue sharing
In a different federal budgetary climate this would make considerable
sense. Superior revenue-generating capability ofLhe federal tax structure is
a major factor. Comparative efficiency of management of state-managed
res, ..rces in light of political-institutional factors discussed in the last
section is another major factor.
Counter-arguments are: (1) that increased federal assistance would be
running against that current tide; and (2) that direct federal support of
management of state-owned resources might risk importation of national
symbolic issues and contentions directly into state resource management.
This would seem to be a substantial risk. Perhaps this risk could be
minimized by quietly augmenting existing federal/state funding mecha-
nism at an appropriate time. (Augmentation of an existing mechanism is
less likely to stir up a fuss than is a wholly new mechanism more visibly
linking federal and state resource management). Even that will require at
least partial turning of the currcnt tide.
Innovative fUnding arrangements for specific purposes
lhis would involve more specifically investment-oriented funding
mechanism for portions of state resource management. These are portions
that promi:-;e alLractive rcturns in direct financial terms. A "forest develop-
ment fund" being discussed in Michigan illustrates the essential idea . The
core of the matter would be to borrow money now to intensify timber
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management on carefully selected portions of the state forcst system in
anticipation of increased future returns. Security for investors would rest in
a portion of timber value on the state forests. Land tenure arrangements
would be undisturbed. This concept was perhaps the furthcst reaching
initiative suggested in our Governor's target industry program for forcst
resources and industries. An extensive analysis of specific investment
opportunities has been completed. Based upon it, major discussion with
the state's principal bonding consultants is now going forward. These
discussions are leading toward a legislative proposal for a state forest
finance authority to administer the fund. This authority would be housed
in the state forest resources organization.
Any of these alternative arrangements may be useful in loosening
financial constraints in particular states. IL is my impression that the second
and the fourth may be more successful than the others in the present era .
They arc the arrangements based on investment of non-renewable-re-
source revenues, and innovative funding arrangements to provide invest-
ment funds for specific purposes.
Major state opportunities in assistance and incentive programs
State forestry agencies have a major role in programs of assistance and
incentives for private forest owners (in addition to directly managing state
owned resources). They are frequently the lead agency for focussing and
improving a coalition of public and private organizations that play impor-
tant parts in offering a potentially unified package of assistance and
incentives.
My essential points are (a) that assistance and incentives arc important,
and are indeed the low-cost part of the resource supply curve, and (b) that
state initiatives can help substantially to get these efforts focussed and
improved. Each of these points can be usefully elaborated.
Comparisons made by Robert). Marty show that assistance and incen-
tives to private owners is a highly cost-effective route to additional outputs.
He observes that in these programs the public pays onJy a part of the cost;
owners willingly absorb a significant part. By contrast, in management of
public land the public pays the whole cost. Thus assistance and incentives
arc the low cost part of the resource supply curve. Marty thus corrects an
implicit assumption [hat is often made, namely that assistance and incen-
tives arc the high-cost part of the supply curve. That incorrect assumption
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is inherent in views that treat supply ofgoods and services from nonindus-
trial private forests as a residual after considering supplies from all other
ownership categories. That view is simply bargaining from the wrong end
of the price list l
There is also strong evidence of the major beneficial impact of readily
available assistance. II. Fred Kaiser and others analyzed the investment
response of owners of recently harvested pine land in southeastern states.
They compared owners for whom assi tance was readily available with
those fm whom it was nol. The difference was stark. Eighty-four percent of
those with readily available assistance made appreciable investment in
reforestation, only 1'1 percent of those without readily available assistance
did so. Kaiser later stated (in response to questioning) that he thought the
basic pattern of response to readily available assistance was applicable in
other regions as well .
There have also been several highly analytic measures of the payoffs of
particular aSpeCl'i of assistance and incentives. Frederick Cubbage has
closely analyzed beneficial efTeCl'i in comparison with COSlS for technical
assistance to private forest owners. There have also been several analyses
of economic effectiveness of the Forestry Incentives Program and associ-
ated financial incentives. Major analysts include Tom Mills, Paul Ellef.sen.
and Chris Risbrudl. All found that these assistance and incentive compo-
nents payout quite well.
But assistance and incentives can be further strengthened by initiatives
centering largely at state level. Two complementary Michigan illustrations
may be useful.
A pilot project is operating in one portion of the state. It has two
important objectives. The first is to more directly target and reach out to
land owners with the most productive properties and strongest investment
characteristics. The second is to more closely knit together the efforls of a
substantial number of public agencies and private organizations involved
in assistance and incentiVes. The project leader is my cooperative forestry
specialist for this part of the state. lne project is partially su pported by
Forest Service funding.
A forest improvement district has been formed in another part of the
state. This is a self-organized coalition of private forest owners. They have
banded together for mutually beneficial joint management and marketing.
This forest improvement district has been organized under a statewide
enabling act passed several years ago. lnis act sets the stage for a number
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of kinds of state assistance to forest owners who take the initiative lCJ
organize themselves. From state perspective this amounts to another form
of targeting.
These initiatives may rea, onably be expected lCJ further increase
effectiveness of assistance and incentives. Methods that prove successful
will likely be t;-ansferable both within the particular state and beyond. Il
may also be possible to combine successful aspects of the two initiativcs
with synergistic effects.
Summary and conclusions
Substamial resources arc directly managed by state and county gov-
ernments. These rcsources are concentrated lCJ a considerable degree in
two important regions.
State and county owned resources are managed for a wide spectrum of
values and uses. The range and balance of these values differ somewhat
between large and small state and county ~ystems. Large systems appear to
have opportunities for commodity values and an economic orientation
beyond that now found on national forests. Small systems in densely
populated states may have primary value for landscape diversity and
associated values in an otherwise highly developed landscape.
Several political and institutional faclCJrs facilitate considerable focus
on economic values in large systems. They are factors that are currently
stronger at state than at federal level. They centcr on a stronger and more
widely perceived link between resources and major societal purposes,
generally simpler planning processes, and oftcn less contcntion over
symbolic issues than is the case at national level.
State and county resource management is often financially constrained
by excessive reliance on current receipts reflecting past low-intensity
management. ThiS difficulty might be relieved in several alternative ways
covering a range from quilC conventional lCJ rather innovative financial
arrangements.
States also have a leading role in assi tance and incentives for private
forest owners. Assistance and inccntives have been shown to be important
and effective by highly competent analysIs. Assistance and incentives are
the low-cost part of the resource supply curve. There arc possioililies for
further improvement in assistance and incenlives via Slale initiatives which
are illustrated by two Michigan examples.
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experimentation with use of market methods, even where ownership may
remain public. The New York Ttmes recently reported that:
In Moscow, entrepreneurial comrades are running their
own beauty parlors and auto repair shops, while in China
many farmers are eschewing the communal system in favor of
selling produce they grow themselves.
On the other side of the ideological world, Britain and
France are pushing to reinvigorate their state-owned compa-
nies by selling them to the public, while in Washington the
Reagan Administration is pressing ahead with lax cuts and its
war against government regulation of business.
It seems that no maller whcre you look, governments
have been turning to market mechanisms - Adam Smith's in-
genious invisible hand -to pep up their economics. Econo-
mists say there is unusual agreement among capitalist and
Communist countries about the importance of giving freer
rein to the market: that overarching mechanism that helps
articulate consumer desires, encourages inventiveness and
disciplines inefficient producers.
"In remarkably different circumstances, people are learn-
ing that one can make market systems work in very useful
ways,» said Charles Lindblom, a Yale University political
economist and author of Politics and Markets.
Capitalist and Communist countries alike have been look-
ing for ways to reinvigorate their economies and avoid the
kind of painful stagnation that marked much of the 1970's.
They are straining as well to increase efTiciency in reaction to
greater worldwide competitive pressures. And they are also
recognizing that central planning does not work as well once
countries achieve a basic level of industrial development.!l)
The United States is regarded around the world as an excmplar of the
benefits of ownership and reliance on markets. However, U.S. forestry is
an anomaly in this regard. Almost 40 percent of U.S. forestland is owned by
the federal government. Federal forests contain morc than SO percent of
the existing U.S. inventory of softwood timber.
t-Ience, unlike many segments of the .S. economy, a turn towards
markct processes potentially involves not only privately owned lands but
the vast forest lands owned by the federal government itself. One option
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Public employees, for example, cannot be dismissed without extensive
review and opportunity for appeal. Employment procedures in the public
sector may make it less likely that an employee will be treated arbitrarily or
unjustly, but also less likely that ineffective employees will be removed .
Public equity standards result in the compression of pay levels in the public
sector, making it impossible to ofTer salaries and other compensation very
much above average pay levels. The private sector is thus typically able to
command the talent it need,>, whereas the U.S. public sector sometimes
must go without skills because it is unable to pay the price.
1be incentives of the private sector limit the voice of the citizens to
those who have a direct financial interest in the matter. By contrast, evcry
citizen and voter is encouraged in the public sector to give his opinion and
to expect that this opinion will be heard. The American political system is
one thatleavcs public decisions often to be determined by interest group
bargaining and negotiation - sometimes called "interest group liberalism."
In many areas of public policy, interest-group pressures are the true driving
force, leading to the creation of wasteful and inefficient programs. 1he
private sector, by contrast, is guided by the pressures of market incentives
and within the individual firm through a structured dccisionmaking proc-
ess.
Observing the differences between public and private cultures, many
observers have questioned the desirability of applying the value norms of
"publicness" in all the areas where they arc now applied. Instead, the
argument is made that the norms of "privateness" would yield significantly
more efficient production and, broadly applied, a significantly greater total
national output of goods and services. The forces of market compctition
would tend to weed out poorly run and inefficicnt firms, leaving resources
in the hands of firms that can do the most with them. With a greater total
output, most citizens would end up better off, even if some had to suffer
greater employment insecurity and other potential market disruptions in
their life. Taking a broad view of all these issues, Charles Schultze argucd
in 19n in The Public Use O/The Private Interest that:
In any exccpt a complctely stagnant society, an efficient
use of resources means constant change. From the standpoint
ofstatic efficiency the more completely and rapidly the econ·
omy shifts production to meet changes in con~umer tastes,
production technologies, resource availability, or locational
advantages, the greater the efficiency. From a dynamic stand·
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point the greater the advances in technology and the faster
they are adopted, the greater the efficiency. While these
changes on balance generate gains for society in the form of
higher living standards. almost everyone of them deprives
some firms and individuals of income, often temporarily and
for only a few, but sometimes permanently and for large
numbers. The introduction ofa new technology in a firm may
displace a handful of skilled workers who, after a period of
unemployment, find equivalent jobs elsewhere. Or a shoe
factory in a one-plant community may dose, permanently
lowering the income of middle-aged skilled workers, local
merchants, and property owners. BOlh of these types of
income losses may occur in an economy running at full
employment; both are even greater in a recession. Under the
social arrangements of the private market. those who may
suffer losses are not usually able to stand in the way of
change. As a consequence efficiency-creating changes arc
not seriously impeded.
Over the years the American political system has devel-
oped a set of formal and informal rules about losses associ-
ated with political decisions. first, we tend to subject political
decisions to the rule. "Do no direct harm." We can let har~
occur as the second- and third-order consequences of politi-
cal action or through sheer inaction. but we cannot be seen to
cause harm to anyone as the direct consequence of collective
actions. There is absolutely nothing in either economic or
political theory to argue that efficiency considerations should
always take precedence. And sometimes there is no way to
avoid unconscionably large losses to some group except by
avoiding or at least moderating changes otherwise called for
by efficiency considerations. Nevertheless, in designing in-
struments for collective intervention that will avoid loss. we
plate far too much stress on eschewing efficient solutions.
and far too little on compensation and general income-redis-
tribution measures. Over time, the cumulative consequences
are likely to be a much smaller social pie for everyone.l3J
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Improving market mechanisms
Il is, as noted above, a central planning approach to speak of the
private sector being assigned to supply some designated portion of total
national forest outputs. Increasing the total output of private forests also is
not necessarily a proper goal of public policy. It all depends on how the
output is increased. If the effort does not yield an adequate rate of return
on investment, for example, there is lillie to be said for increased forest
output, public or private. In practice, it has often been necessary to proVide
new public subsidies in order to achieve expanded outputs. Rather than
increasing outputs, public policy is more appropriately directed at the goal
of improving the workings of markets. This task typically involves the
design of beller property right and other legal and social institutions that
set the framework and ru les within which the market fu nctions. Such a goal
is as applicable to forestry as to other areas of the economy. Further, the
result could be either to decrease or to increase forest outputs.
The market for Western water, for example, could be improved by the
adoption of a beller defined property right regime.(4) If they were assured
saleable property rights to the water, many Western farmers might very
well sell their water rights to urban users who value the water more highly.
The re~ult would be to conserve on agricultural ,use of water, while
providing needed water for economic expanSion elsewhere. It would also
reduce the need to construct expensive dams, canals and other Western
water projects, illustrating the point that improving market processes docs
not necessarily yield greater output, but instead may yield a more socially
appropriate use of existing supplics. Indeed, it is one of the key advantage.')
of a well functioning market that it often avoids the need to increase total
supplies to meet demands that have been artificially stimulated by below-
market prices.
The establishment of saleable and enforceable property rights to
groundwater could similarly have such an effect. Groundwater rights
would create an incentive for existing users to conserve, because they
could later sell the valuable rights to the groundwater not currently used. If
groundwater were managed mOre effiCiently, it would help to diminish the
need for new water containment and distribution faCilities, along \"'ith
other sources of water supply.
With respect to the uses of the land re..<;ources of the national fore..<;L<;,
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the impediments to using markets are of two kinds. First, the federal land
agencies typically do not respond directly to market incentives, nor do they
allow the direct sale of their resources to private owners who would do the
same. Although some resource'> are made available through lease for
private production, the federal government typically imposes conditions
on the lease that are specifically designed to supercede and override
market incentives. For example, leases of oil, coal and other federal
minerals typically contain a "diligent development requirement" that is
designed to compel production within some specified period Coften 10
years). Similarly, timber sales require in almost all cases that the harvest
must occur within seven years or less.
'The workings of the timber market could be improved by a redesign of
the institutions which implement the sale of federaltimber.l51 To be sure,
diligence requirements for Limber harvC<;L,> may be necessary at present ,
because payments of bid prices are largely deferred until harvc'>t lime and
.no intere<;t is charged for delay of harvesting. As a result, lacking a
diligence requirement, the optimal bidding strategy would be to bid very
high.and then wait until timber prices eventually reach a level to justify the
high bid. However, if the Government were to charge an appropriate rate
of interest, diligence requirements would lose much of their current
appeal. If they were abandoned, while market interest rates were charged,
(private timber companies might have much greater leeway in deciding
when timber harvests should occur. Since they could hold federal timber
supplies for longer periods, it would also be possible for timber companies
to accumulate a substantial timber inventory and to achieve a closer
coordination of private investment decisions with future harvesting oppor-
tunities.
Another example of an institutional redesign that might be undertaken
to improve market processes would be to allow the direct sale among
ranchers and other parties of grazing permits to public forest lands. Much
like the creation of water rights, the establishment of an active market for
grazing rights would transfer rights from those ranchers who value them
less to those who value them more. It is also possible that environmental
organi7.ations might most highly value grazing rights. If the Government
permitted it, wilderness groups might purchase grazing rights in wilder-
ness areas, not to use them, but to retire them. Whatever the specific
outcome, the consequence would be greater efficiency in the use of a
forest resource, in this case the forage resource. It has also been pro-
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posed that a special wilderness board, consisting of leading representa-
tives of the environmental movement, might be created to manage and
perhaps decide in some cases to sell off parts of the existing wilderness
system. The revenues received from such sales then could be used to
purchase additional wilderness. In this way, the market mechanism could
be enlisted to improve the overall quality of the national wilderness
system. Existing lands within the system would be sold when the receipts
would be sufficient to allow the purchase of more desirable wilderness
lands elsewhere - much as trading in grazing rights might allow for a
better allocation of these rights,I61
These examples illustrate ways in which market mechanisms in for-
estry might be improved by institutional redesign. To be surc, the market
does not accomplish all tasks with case. Information, for example, repre-
sents a particular problem for market incentives, especially information
that is of broad social usefulness. This information may be valuable to all
market participants, yet the inability to establish an effective property right
to such information may frustrate its private provi ion. llence, government
involvement may be especially needed in areas such as the collection of
broad market data and basic research. It is also, of cour, e, true that the
market does not take into account many environmental impacts. ThiS may
justify government regulatory involvement, assuming that these impacts
are substantial enough to warrant the cost and problems of government
intervention.
The next sections briefiy describe steps that might be taken to improve
the workings of markets for specific forest resourccs.
ImproVing timber markets
Subsidized production of natural resources is an old and honorable
American tradition. The oil and gas industry is perhaps best known in this
regard, long famous for its depletion allowances, tax rules for drilling
expenses, and other government favors. 'Ihe tax advantages to the timber
industry are less well known, but have also done their share to contribute
to the profitability of the industry. Most recently, the timber industry
obtained a new form ofgovernment aid, the imposition of a tariff directed
against Canadian timber imports and designed to raise American timber
prices.
Federal lands have contributed to the support of the timber industry
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through the practice in many areas ofselling timber at prices well below the
cost to federal agencies of holding the sales. In general, harvesting rules
and other practices of federal forest agencies are unresponsive to market
forces - indeed, are sometimes specifically designed to supercede these
forces - thus removing a large segment of the U.S. timber resource from
the market mechanism.
Improvements in the workings of the timber market could be achieved
on both the public and private sides. The tariff, tax and oLher special favors
bestowed on private timber owners could be curtailed or abolished. On
public forests below-cost sales could be ended. More radically, as sug-
gested above, the management of public forests could be altered to allow
government managers of public timber to behave more like the owners of
private firms.There are other more incremental steps that could be taken in
the public sector, such as the lengthening of diligence requirements for
timber harvests or the abolition of the restrictions on export of timber from
federal forests. Ultimately, one might want to consider selling off into
direct private ownership those public lands that hold exceptionally valu-
able timber and whose primary use is for timber harvesting.
A philosophy of making the market work better does not preclude a
need for government planning. However, government efforts are shifted
from overriding the market through direct commands to redesigning the
institutional framework within which the market functions. Taking the
case oflarge industrial forestry, the market here does not seem to have any
obvious need of major redesign. There may be some issues ofantitrust that
arise in industrial forestry. Existing environmental regulation may be more
closely scrutinized, perhaps applying benefit-cost tests more closely to
forestry regulations, perhaps introducing tax or other market incentives for
environmental protection (where such incentives are feasible), and per-
haps also tightening up on regulation in some cases. It may also be
desirable to require direct public purchase of private forest land, as
opposed to regulatory controls that in some cases severely limit or might
even preclude harvesting in order to serve wildlife and recreational pur-
poses.
In contrast to industrial forestry, there has been a great deal of discus-
sion over the years that the market works poorly with respect La private
forest lands in non-industrial ownership. The main problem has been
perceived to be a lack of information among non-industrial owners. The e
owners may be unaware of regeneration, fertilization, thinning and other
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forestry practices that could significantly increase the yields from their
lands. They may not even be aware of their own volumes of timber, market
prices and the revenues that they could earn from selling timber. Since
non-industrial forests represent about 60 percent of the commercial forest
area, any major improvements in the workings of this market could make
a significant contribution to U.S. forestry efficiency.
However, others doubt that the non-industrial market works as poorly
as some claim. Many non-industrial owners may regard their forest as a
consumption item, rather than a production item. Given the small size of
many non-industrial holdings, the dissemination of timber market infor-
mation to widely dispersed owners could itself be costly enough to make
the effort economically questionable. Moreover, if private timber owners
need better information, there are private mechanisms - such as private
contracts signed by non-industrial owners with timber management advi-
sors and agents - that could serve thiS purpose.
In his comprehensive study of the issue, Marion Clawson offered the
conclusion that "the scale of programs aimed specifically at the non-
industrial private forests has been small and qucstions may well be raised
about their effectiveness and their rationale." Without any'special new
efforts, Clawson found that "non-industrial private forest owners arc
indeed responsive to prices and that their timber output will increase in the
future if wood prices continue to rise."(71
ImproVing recreation markets
Compared with timber markets, the development of recreational mar-
kets in the United States is still in a primitive stage. It may be that the
development of the institutions of a market is itself partly a response to
economic forces. A market mechanism involves legal and other costs for
the enforcement of property rights and the charging of prices. These costs
may be justified only when potential prices and revenues reach a high
enough level. It may be that the United States is only now reaching this
point with respect to dispersed recreation. As Neil Sampson has recently
said:
What we must do ... is create new institutional ways for
farmers, foresters and landowners to be able to lkal with the
"people" aspects of recreational use. If owners incur costs,
and recreation users reap benefiL<;. there has to be a way for
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the users to repay the owners, or there simply will not bc the
amount of recreation that would otherwise be possible. We
pride ourselves in this country on our ability to let the free
market regulate most of our activities, but this is onc wherc
we have not yet invented a markct mechanism in many
places, and we need to encourage that.18!
One of the main obstacles to private provision of recreation is the fear
of legal liability, the threat of high damage awards, and the consequent
high cost of insurance. The President's Commission on the American
Outdoors reported recently that "as we held hearings across the country,
we heard time and again about the liability crisis. In 1985-1986, liability
premiums for recreational providersskyrocketcd 200-300 percent - some-
times more. "19! Many states have statutes which seek to protect landown-
ers from lawsuits but only if they do not impose any fees or charges. Such
laws obviously constitute a major obstacle to the development of private
recreational markets. More broadly, legislative clarification of liability
could do a great deal to improve recreation markets. Many lando~ners
simf)ly bar the public in order to avoid high insurance costs and other
potential liability problems.
Many private landowners own parcels that are too small by themselves
fodhe most enjoyable recreational usc. I lowever, if they joined with other
nearby landowners, they might be able to pool their lands to create a
recreational unit of an efficient size. Such pooling may require the forma-
tion ofnew cooperative, partnership or other legal pooling mechanisms, as
well as the dissemination of information to landowners concerning the
availability of such mechanisms. It might be regarded as a sort of condo-
minium ownership for the limited purpose of providing recreational ac-
cess.Just as the building ofordinary condominiums followed the availabil-
ity of appropriate legal mechanisms, so might joint management of recrea-
tionallands also follow new legal arrangements designed specifically for
this purpose.
Use of market processes depends on the existence of enforceable
pr0perty rights. Government in some cases actively intervenes to prevent
the exercise ofsuch rights. For example, some states grant automatic public
access to rivers and streams for fishing, denying property owners the right
to exclude fishermen . Excessive fishing and ::;cvere depiction of stock::; has
resulted in some areas. It may be appropriate, especially for smaller
streams, to allow landowners to control fishing and to charge fishermen for
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access.
Active private markets for hunting have begun to develop in some
areas. In Texas, the great majority of hunting today is for fee on private
lands. t Iowever, nationwide, only 3.1 percent of the land available for
hunting involves the payment of a fee.llOl Forty-four percent of all hunting
land in the United States is public, while 53 percent is private land that docs
not involve a fee. Further growth of private hunting will be encouraged by
the economic difficulties of traditional agriculture. Some farmers may find
that they can cam much more from the sale of hunting rights than they
have earned from growing crqps or raising livestock. Further growth of
private hunting would also be encouraged by providing a more secure
property right Farmers need to know that, if they invest in improvements
for wildlife habitat, they will be able to capture some of the benefits of
increased wildlife numbers. State wildlife laws may need to be revised to
allow landowners greater flexibility in seasons and in hunting levels on
their land, where they have taken steps to improve wildlife habitat. Tighter
and more vigorous enforcement of trespass laws is also critical. Ross
Shelton reports that "an extended consi tent marketing season plus flexi -
bility in harvest would greatly improve landowners' incentives as well as
their prospecL') of being successful with wildlife enterprises."1111
The workings of the recreational market could also be improved on
public lands. Charging of higher recreation fees would be an effective way
of raising revenues to cover management costs, as well as rationing access
to congested areas. Where the absence of well defined entry points results
in high collection costs, it may be appropriate to consider a requirement for
a public land stamp to be carried by all users. Where federal and private
lands are intermingled, cooperative arrangements to allow fee hunting and
other market arrangements could be developed. Because some landown-
ers effectively control access to public lands, they might be allowed to
charge for this access in return for some sharing of the payments with the
federal government or in return for habitat improvements and 'other
publicly beneficial actions.
Federal land agencies have been slow to make land available for
intensive recreational uses. Approval of ski facilities has become a time-
consuming and expensive process, one any developer would have to
think long and hard about before rbking any resources. Obtaining public
land to build a mountain hotel or other resort facility is difficult if not
impossible. In the past, use of public lands for second homes was limited.
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This use is being contracted, not expanded. Yet, an economic calculation
would show in many cases that these potential intensive recreational uses
of public lands creatc values far exceeding those of any other usc. Putting
the market mechanism to work would also mean devising new instruments
and procedures to allow public lands to compete with othcr available lands
for the purpose of determining the location of major new recreational
facilities.
Improving forage markets
The markets for forage on privatc land and for livestock are decentral-
ized and competitive. llowever, there may be some respects in which
better informed participants in these existing private markets could make
better decisions - for example, in deciding questions of the type of
livestock to raise and the seasons and intensity ofgrazing use. Government
may have a useful role in supporting research and disseminating informa-
tion on these matters. Thc market for forage on public lands, by contrast, is
highly imperfect. Duc to long historic use and government acceptance,
owners of private ranche'i have acquired de facto private rights to graze on
particular parccls of public land. If ownership of property consists of the
possession of a bundle of rights, as it is often asserted, one might even say
that public ownership of land is a misnomer. Much like split private
ownership of surface and subsurface rights, thc BLM and Forest Service
grazing lands also involve split ownership - private ownership of grazing
rights and public ownership of othcr surface rights.
The private grazing rights to public lands, however, are subject to all
kinds of limitations and conditions on their transfcr.The BLM. for example,
has actively sought in recent years to prevent subleasing of grazing rights.
The agency was embarrassed by reports ofsubleasing of grazing righL'i for
prices as high as $10 or more per AUM, as much as 7 times what it was
charging. The real sin here is not the high price, but the exposure of public
ownership of the graling rights as a myth. The BLM is unable to do what
any ordinary private owner would do in the same circumstance, that is, to
raisc the price. Instcad, it has sought to require that all leasing revenues
above the governmcnt graZing pricc must be turned over to the govern-
ment - which would effectively preclude most subleasing. This policy in
essence puts the governmcnt in the position of requiring the inefficient use
of thc forage resource.
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ImprovemenL,> in the forage market would involve the abolition of the
various restrictions on trading in grazing rights to public lands.1121 Pull
freedom to sublease would be grantcd, as well as the ability to.sell outright
the grazing righLc;. Existing restrictions on possession of grazing rights -
e.g., the need to own complementary base property - would be abol-
ished. As suggested above, environmental and other private groups should
also be able to buyout the grazing rights to public land, retiring these rights
from graZing. Government funds from the Land and Water Conservation
Fund perhaps might be used for this purpose.
The great majority of livestock graZing on BLM lands could probably
be retired - an objective professed by a number of environmentalists -
for less than $1 billion dollars. There would also be further major benefits
to the federallreasury. The long run discounted value of all the future costs
to the government of administering grazing on BLM lands - both direct
and indirect costs - are probably well in excess of $1 billion dollars, by
some cakulations perhaps even as high as $3 billion dollars. llencc, even
if the government had to pay to buyout grazing rights itself, these
expenditures in many cases would yield a net long run economic benefit to
the government.
Improving minerals markets
As mentioned above, oil and gas and other minerals have been the
recipients over the years ofa variety ofgovernment tax, import control, and
other special favors . They have also at times been subject to special
taxation such as the windfall profits tax. For a long time, regulation of
natural gas artificially depressed gas prices and inhibited exploration,
eventually resulting in shortages of gas in the 1970's. It would be hard to
argue that the net result ofall these government interventions in (he energy
market has becn a more efficient production and consumption of U.S.
energy. Indeed, the trend of public policy for the past decade has been to
remove many of these past government interventions as counterproduc-
tive.
Federal leases yielded 18 percent of the nations oil production in 1985,
29 percent of its natural gas production, and 19 percent of its coal produc-
tion. The broader philosophy of federal leasing has been that resources
should be made available to the market only when their production will
shortly be forthcoming and that this timeframe for production further
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should be mandated by the government. In the case of oil and gas, this
philosophy has translated into a strategy to lease what could be produced
at current prices but not to lease resources that are uneconomic at present.
In the case of federal coal , the strategy has been to not lease more Lhan
projections of near term production levels require - although large
amounts of federal coal were leased in the 1960's with little public or
policymaker attention given to this action.Il31
These featurec; of federal energy leasing policy refiect the strong
concern to avoid speculation. Yet speculation is Lhe allocation of natural
resource use over time by means of the market mechanism. That is to say,
federal energy leasing policy has been driven by a well-defined goal of not
using the market mechanism, but actively avoiding and frustrating its
use.l14J
With respect to federal energy holdings, a first critical step towards an
improved market process would be to achieve grcater philosophical ac-
ceptance of the very concept of using the market in this area. Given such
acceptance, a variety of policy measures could then be adopted. Thc basic
approach would be to lease considerably larger amounts of federal energy
resources, thereby leaving actual production of some of these resources
well in thc future. A necessary accompanying policy change would be to
lengthen or abolish the "diligence" requirements that would otherwise
threaten to force premature production of some of the enlarged resource
base under lease.
Conclusion
·the implementation of RPA has been based on a central planning
framework. Future output demands would be projected and future sources
of supply forecast. In this framework the private sector is treated as one
more source of supply. Private production should be estimated - and
perhaps modified by policy measures - as part of the broader process of
bringing supplies up to thc levels necessary to meet projectcd demands. If
futurc .demands seem to exceed supply, thc focus should be on seeking
expanded output of all sources of supply, including privatc sources.
Furthermore, some policy measures to reduce demand should also be
considered.
However, all over the world countricc; that have followed central
planning approaches of this kind are today rejecting them as simplistic and
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unrealistic. They arc concluding that central planning cannot accumulate
all the information needed and cannot keep up with evenL.., especially in
today's rapidly changing world economy. Instead, planners arc looking to
the market as a decentralized, more flexible and more rapidly adjusting
framework for making economic decisions. Economic planners them-
selves are redirecting their efforts, devoting fewer of their own resources to
production and consumption forecasts, and instead focusing on planning
for means to make the market mechanism work more effectively.
Perhaps the HPA process for 1990 should take heed of this new
international drive to recognize and remedy failings of past central plan-
ning. Instead of traditional central planning, perhaps the 1990 version of
RPA should focus on the planning of new and better means of using the
mechanisms of forestry markets. It would be ironic if the United States -
the possessor of the foremost market economy in the world - should now
fall behind even some communist and socialist nations in studying and
applying the usc of market methods for it.. nationally owned forest re-
sources.
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Demand-side Management
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Our problem, as I understand it, is that the demand for the goods and
services provided on forestland is growing faster than the supply. This is
the general finding of the latest RPA Assessment. It is the given point of
departure for this conference. And I believe it-in a general way.
The usual response of economists when presented with this problem
is that, distributive and stability issues aside, it is no problem. Demand
exceeding supply only implies increasing prices. Increasing prices induce
production increases, substinJtion and technical change. The problem is to
anticipate the price increases so that we can know where to extend
additional productive effort and where to concentrate efforts searching for
substitute products and developing new technologies. Anticipation is the
key because we want to extend our productive effort, to find substitutes
and to develop new technologies before prices rise to unacceptable levels.
Anticipation is all the more important in forestry where long production
periods and a large public role with attendant delays in budgetary respon-
siveness compound the likelihood of large and unacceptable price in-
creases before the necessary output re..<;ponse becomes effective in the
market.
This argument is fine except where there are non-priced goods or
services, therefore where there are no price signals to act as incentives to
increase production, to search for substitutes or to develop new technolo-
gies. Where there are non-priced goods and services we must create new
incentives to respond to a demand which outstrips supply. (n our case, the
US ForeSt Service already has the production incentives. For example, it
knows that recreation demand is growing faster than recreation supply and
it plans to do something about it. The questions are what - and what
about those private providers of recreation who operate in a mixed market
where the price, perhaps, does not reflect full market valuation?
If we accept these arguments, then they mean that our assignments for
this conference arc to address questions such as "Are the anticipatory
signals sufficient and, if they are, how can we best respond to them?" One
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clear response is to adjust production upward. This can be accomplished
1) by increasing all inputs and, therefore, all outputs using currently active
production processes. This is the usual approach of RPA planning. It can
also be accomplished 2) by substituting more plentiful or less expensive
inputs in current production processes, or 3) by improving efficiency in the
production processes themselves. II I Each of these approaches creates
more of the current outputs ofgoods and services from forestland: timber,
water, range, minerals, recreation/ wildernc'>S, and wildlife and fish. Three
other papers have the assignment to examine these approaches for federal,
state and private lands. I will also addre..'>S the second and third alternatives
briefly (because they were aSSigned to me and) because 1 anticipate that
they may not be the real focus of these other papers.
An altogether different set of responses are appropriate on the demand
side of the problem. These responses are my primary assignment for this
conference. First, where consumers observe no price signal (e.g., recrea-
tion, wildlife) there is the possibility of institutional change in order to
introduce a rationing procedure. 1will reflect on this possibility and I will
also reflect on cases (perhaps doubly covered in other papers) where
suppliers incompletely receive the correct price Signal (i.e., water, non-
industrial private timber). Second, where the outputs of forestland are
intermediate goods which become inputs to other final goods (i.e., timber,
water, range, minerals), then substitution and techni~lchange are reason-
able -responses for our consideration. There are important restrictions on
demand-side management of final goods and services (i.e., recreationand
wilderness, fish and wildlife). We shall consider these restrictions in due
course.
The body of this paper takes these potential responses in order: 1) pro-
duction-side substitution and technical change, 2) institutional change
where there is no adequate price Signal and 3) substitution and technical
change in the intermediate goods markets. The paper refers to known
examples and empirical evidence where they exist. A final section of the
paper reflects on the potential acceptance ofthe best ideas from these three
cat~gories by the interest groups who are most directly concerned.
Production-side substitution and technical change
This response to high prices (or potentially high prices, or demand
exceeding supply) includes any sub titution of current inputs or modifica-
tions in currcnt production processes which still yield the same forest
outputs. Examples might be soil nutrients or genetic seed slack which
yield the same volume of high quality timber as before but from a smaller
area or in a shortcr time period. Another example would be some proce-
dure which pcrmits more people to enjoy the same quality recreational
experience on a given piece ofland and within a given time period. We can
let our minds run free and create all sorts of examples but, to be relevant,
the examples must permit production at cost levels equalLO or less than the
anticipated price. That is, higher cost lCchnologies are not responSive to
our needs.
It is difficult to anticipate the potential of thiS response. I suspect there
cannot be many opportunities for input substitution in the production of
minerals or water.!21 For timber, there is a long list of seed improvements
and soil nutrients which might be applied- and will be applied on those
sites that can support them financially as expected final harvest prices rise.
I anticipate that one result of smaller recreation, wildlife and fish research
budgets relative to timber research budgets is that we are less aware of the
input substitution possibilities for production ofthese non-priced servit"cs.
One suggestion is that wilderness trails might substitute hillsides for
ridgctops and valleys in their placcmcnt.1311lillsides often have space for
several parallel trails, therefore space for more hikers before congestion
sets in or before the land area attains its carrying capacity. Perhaps there is
similar opportunity to use hillsides instead of ridgetops and valley bOllorns
to expand campground facilities as well. 'Ihe answer largely depends on
the possibilities for concealing human activity from other human activity
and for protecting hillside environmenL<; which, because of their slopes,
are more fragile than ridgetops and valley bOllorns.
A second production-side response is for technical change. This
means new production processes, new combination of inputs, leading 10
the same quantity and quality output of goods and services from fores-
tland. Thcre are two possibilities, implementation of currently known
techniques which are actively in use elsewhere and development and
implementation of altogether new production processes.
There is an obvious and important example for the former. The public
agencies, including all federal and some state timberland managing agen-
cies, can convert to a more mark(~t responsive timber management strategy.
This has been a regular suggestion of forest economiSL'i for a least 30
years-and we do observe some movement in the direction of market
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rcsponsiveness, but the movement has been slow and there remains great
potential for additional productivity gains. In brief, this means disposing of
the current "allowable cut" procedure for detcrmining timber management
and harvest opportunities and replacing it with 1) timber harvest decisions
dependant on timber sale prices which equal or exceed all costs of sale
preparation and sale administration plus that share of road costs associated
with harvesting the stand and 2) timber management decisions which no
longer make financial accounting ties between independent timber man-
agement activities on different stands. For example, receipts from harvest-
ing or commercial thinning in one stand cannot justify planting a neighbor-
ing acre. Moreover, we can obtain further easy production expansion by
increasing management inputs on those good sites which pass the mar-
ginal financial tests. For example, thinnings should be done where the
discounted future revenue gain due to expected yield increases from
thinning exceeds the current cost of thinning. This too is not a new
suggestion.
My own estimates in the mid-1970s for the Douglas-fir region alone
showed a potential sustainable increase of 68 percent annually at current
price trends--and from enough less land to permit expanding all reserved
public land ( ational Parks, Fish and Wildlife Reserves, ationall'orest set-
asides of all types, and state parks) by 273 percent.l4) Of course, the various
public agencies might not choose to set all this land aside. evertheless.
these numbers do offer a substantial insight to the potential gains in one
region .
One criticism of that analysis was that there were not. at that time and
in that region, sufficient improved seedlings to satisfy the economic
demand that I anticipated. Therefore, the yield gains would be smaller than
projected. Nevertheless, even if there were no potential whatsoever for
using improved seedlings on the public lands, sustainable harvest in-
creases of 44 percent annually are reasonable with current technologies
and price trends.
I also made a more recent estimate of the initial year impact of such a
shiflto market responsive harvesting by the US Forest Service alone for all
regions of the country. IS) This estimate relies on the Adams-I Jaynes TAMM
model with its market responsive demand estimates, and an imputed
public supply which responds to production costs. (I believe that this is the
first time anyone has added this production cost feature to the Forest
Service's own assessment model.) Tables 1 and 2 show the results: large
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currently economic technologies. Between now and the year 2030 (the
final focal date of the latest RPA Assessment) there undoubtedly will be
new research and new technological breakthroughs which will provide
additional opportunity for productivity gains. Historically this opportunity
has been small for timber in the United States. ewman observes that the
rate of technical change for the southern pine industry, probably the most
dynamic regional segment of the US timber industry, has been at a rate of
0.5-1.0 percent annually.1101 Although this rate is small compared with
other industries, it still supports a 27 percent increase in southern timber
production for the thirty year period 1950-1980. There is a drawback here,
.however, that the research investments which made this technical change
,possible have not been efficient investments in general. Therefore, we
have difficulty recommending large public research expenditures and
-similar rates oftechnical change, even for southern pine, in the near future.
,On the other hand, the previous pattern of research budget allocations may
prevail. Even then, previous rates of technical change are not evidence of
.future rates. evertheless, they may be indicators.
Most timber production research has been of the land-saving or capital
(investment time)-saving variety. This is reasonable because land and
\.capital, not labor, are the predominant inputs. They have not been scarce
inputs, however, so long as there have been standing old growth timber,
abandoned fields converting to timber and remaining timber opportunities
on less accessible sites. Research directed toward relatively plentiful inputs
is unlikely to have much effect on technical change. The time when these
plentiful-input options are available is disappearing but it has not fully
disappeared yet. Indeed, the South is now going through another period of
old field conversion and the decline of the tobacco industry suggests at
least one more cycle of eventual old field harvests.
Thus, there will continue to be timber research breakthroughs but the
potential for economic production gains from timber research probably
remains small for lhe remainder oflhis century and beyond.!llI The range
resource probably experiences similar good forlune, as beef demand
grows more slowly and beef cattle arc raised on more concentrated areas,
leaving increasing areas ofless-used range as reserve for future expansion.
There may be greater opportunities for productivity gains from re-
search and new technologies applying to the other forest resource goods
and services, both priced and non-priced. Certainly waterdoes not have its
equivalents of untapped inventories (undiscovered aquifers?) or old fields.
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The relative scarcity of the critical inputs to recreation/wilderness and
wildlife and fish is less clear. Is there an untapped margin? If not, then we
may observe good possibilities for research and technological break-
throughs. I know of no empirical assessment of research benefits for these
resources except evidence of the benefits from research investments in
other areas of agriculture and non-timber forestry range from 30 to 300
percent annually.l12,13,141
Institutional change
The second general potential response to increasing relative price."
and the first which approximates a demand-side response, is institutional
change for those cases where consumers receive no adequate price signal.
This is especially true for water and for all the generally non-priced services
produced on forestland: recreation/wilderness, wildlife and fish . While on
the topic ofprice signals, we can also reflect on a special timber case where
suppliers may not have full information on existing market (price) signals.
1ne issue of non-priced forest resource services receives a lot of
attention. Therefore, we only need to re-state it briefly. The basic problem
is excess use, usc in excess of social marginal valuation. If campers, for
example, use forestland as if the price of campground access is zero, then
congestion is the only deterrent to additional use. Campers usc the facility
as if it were free when, indeed, there may be sub tantial COSL., of camp-
ground management.
One possible solution is to ration permits for campground use. This
will not alter expectations of increasing demand, but it will decrease
consumption of the currently non-priced resource service. The ational
Park Service applies some form of permit rationing in many of its more
popular facilities and the Forest Service does the same at select site.,. A
more generally recommended solution is to begin pricing admission and
use at rates commensurate with marginal management COSLS. Two resulLs
would be decreased consumption from the public land., and a new
incentive (the positive market price) for production on private forestland .
Consumption from private lands indicatcs a corresponding and additional
decrease in consumption from public lands. There mighl also be a side
benefit. Revenue producing services generally receive more favorable
consideration from the public budgetary authorities. Therefore, the side
benefit is that there might be additional funds available for expanding
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production.
It is difficult to anticipate the magnitude of potential gains from pricing
recreation/wilderness, wildlife or fish . Some forms ofpublic forestland rec-
reation are currently priced at a minimum fee. Daniels conducted the only
analysis to my knowledge which reflects on both campground supply and
demand.l151 For four public campgrounds in the Seeley-Swan Valley in
western Montana, Daniels finds the current nominal fee close to optimal.
Therefore, Daniels would argue that there is no substantial gain from
improved pricing in the Seeley-Swan Valley.Can we generalize on this very
specific observation? Cordell's recreation research work unit in Athens,
Georgia together with Peterson's unit in Ft. Collins, Colorado is extending
Daniels' question to a national scale as part of the next RPA Assessment
Eventually, Cordell and Peterson will be able to reflect further on the
adjustments in consumption due to pricing public recreation use. 0 one,
to my knowledge, has considered the impact on use levels of pricing
wilderness, wildlife and fish experiences. The potential gains may be
important.
Water use presents a different pricing problem. Water is generally
priced in a three tier system, one price for industrial users, a lower price for
domestic users and a lower price yet for agricultural users.I16J Agricultural
and, sometimes, domestic users are charged at rates below the ~arket
production costs. Removing the bias from this system would decrease
consumption, particularly in many arid wC5tern locales. This problem,
however, is outside the realm of forestry. either foresters nor interest
groups active in forestry have much influence over the rationalization of
water prices.
There is also a special timber case where some suppliers, not consum-
ers, receive incomplete market information. Non-industrial private forest
landowners whose greatest economic activity is in some other enterprise
(i.e., they are farmers or second home owners but only part-time or
occasional fore5ters) have less opportunity to be fully aware of the market
than do their counterpart full-time forester/ industrial managers or the
loggers and mill managers with whom they must negotiate their timber
sales. As a result, NIPF landowners are in a poorer negotiating position,
receive lower prices for their timber and offer less timber for sale.
The solution is a regular price reporting service. Timber Mart South is
the only example ofsuch a service in forestry-although there are numer-
ous examples in agriculture. TMS operatcs in 38 sub-state regions through-
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out the South and Southeast. Our evidence is that it may impact NIPF
landowner market awareness sufficiently to expand regional harvests by
perhaps two percent annually.l17,18J This is not a large amount. Further-
more , the similar impact in other regions is likely to be even smaller
because IPF landowners contribute a smaller share to lOtal timber pro-
duction in other regions.
In conclusion, there are opportunities for institutional adjustments
which will increase production ( 'IPF timber) and decrease consumption
(water, wilderness, wildlife and fish, and perhaps some recreation) of
forest resource services. The opportunities in timber are small but they also
cost very little. The opportunities in water are probably ouL')ide the sphere
of forestry 's influence. The opportunities for recreation arc uncertain but
the opportunities among other non-priced services may be greater. Fur-
thermore, establishing a price system for them may encourage the side
benefit of additional public budgetary support for the further expansion of
productive capacity. 1his benefit is familiar to most other revenue generat-
ing public agency services.
Technical change in intermediate goods
This section of the paper reflects on technical change on the market
demand side of forest resource goods and services. I believe that potential
exists here for great responses to the problems associated with increasing
relative prices. Some of the recent empirical evidence is particularly impres-
sive and we will review it here.
First, however, consider an important restriction, Free societies and
open economics believe in consumer sovereignty. Among other things,
this means that the public interest may be well-served by sharing informa-
tion which, fully assimilated , would lead to a change in patterns of final
demand. Nevertheless, it is never an appropriate public service to manage
final demand, to attempt to convince the public that it really would he
better off with a different array of demands. This is an appropriate role for
a dictator or a public servant in a centrally planned state. It is not the role for
a public servant in the United Statcs.l19J
What docs this mean to us? It means that neither the academics nor the
public employees at this conference have any business recommending
manipulation of final product demands: recreation/ wilderness, wildlife
and fish . We serve to respond to public demands for these services as the
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public expresses them-not as we might prefer to receive them. We also
serve to respond to public demands for housing, paper, agricultural crops
and various other final goods for which trees, water, minerals and range
are all intermediaJe inputs. It is approprlaJe for us to develop improved
means for satisfying the same final product demand but with fewer or
better quality or longer lasting wood, water, mineral or range inputs. This
is technical change on the demand side. Take one tree and make it go
further in the production of a house. Use more gypsum as a substitutefor
wood or structural particleboard as a substitute for plywood or dimcnsion
lumber while producing the same quality house-as judged by the final
consumer.
Enough on this important restriction. What is the potcntial for de-
mand-side management to slow relative price increases for timber, water,
minerals or range? Stier, Greber and White, and Kendrick have variously
found historical rates of technical change in the neighborhood of two
percent annually for the wood and wood fiber using industries.l20,21 ,221
They generally found a labor-saving bias in technology which means that,
for constant industrial output, the uses of roundwood and capital facilities
as inputs in these industries declines at a rate somewhat slower than
two percent annually. A one percent rate of roundwood-saving technical
chaflge means that in 72 years these industries use just half as much
roundwood to produce the same volume of final product. If this ratc
continues, then we will only need 3/4 as much in the year 2030 as we usc
today in order to produce the same volume of output.
Seldon, Seldon and Newman, Bruner and Strauss and Bengston have
examined public research, the partial source (with private research) of this
technical change in six wood and wood fiber using industries (softwood
plywood, sawmills, wood preservatives, pulp, paper, and structural parti-
deboard).[23,24,25,26J lhey find that the marginal dollar invested in
public research returns approximately $20 :n social benefits. They also find
social returns ranging up to 300 percent annually. This value of the
marginal product is similar to many investigations of agricultural research
but these social returns may be three times as great as in agriculturc.l271
lhe difference is partly due to improved methods for research evaluation
since the bulk of the agricultural examinations was done, but it is also
partly due to the much shorter lags between research and implementation
for the forest industries. Dissemination of results occurs much quicker,
therefore research breakthroughs payoff much quicker when there are
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only a few firms in an industry rather than thousands of farmers.
Finally, in a most simple, yet "most graphic case, Bob Buckman has
pointed out that research leading to truss-framed housing construction did
more to reduce the demand for wood than releasing all potential forest sct-
asides from timber production can do to increa e supply. Presumably, the
same is true for various other research breakthroughs affecting intermedi-
ate forest products.
-General rates of technical change across the entire US economy and
the more specific rates for the industries using range (agriculture), water
(agriculture and various other industries) and minerals (various mineral
processing industries) display even greater historical change than does
forestry.l281 Moreover, there is a multitude ofevidence, beginning with the
classic analysis by Barnell and Morse, that the relative prices, therefore the
basic scarcities, of basic agricultural and mineral resources have been
declining for as long'as we can trace their market histories-since the early
19th century in some cases.1291
This past paints an optimistic prologue. It shows that we have man-
aged quite ably with hi 'torical demand growing faster than supply. It also
shows how we managed. Research has been the SOl'Jrce of technical
change amd research in the most recent thirty years in the aggregate of all
wood and wood fiber utilizing industries has been particularly rewarding.
The way to continue to cope with increasing demand is to encourage
research in all areas where forest resource services arc intermediate inputs
to final consumer goods. Particular opportunities exist where we reasona-
bly anticipate the resource input costs will increase at the margin.
Stumpage is a prime example.130,31I We cannot make stumpage
relatively less expensive so long as there is marginal land and standing
unmanaged timber. We can invest research dollars to find technologies
that extend the productivity of each board foot of stumpage. Furthermore,
we can concentrate research expenditures in industries which have no
reasonable substitutes in consumption. There is less opportunity to dissi-
pate the impacts of research breakthroughs in these industries. For ex-
ample, structural particleboard substitutes for plywood and oriented
stra~dboardsubstitutes for structural particleboard but nothing yet substi-
tutes for oriented strandboard as its quality increases or its price decreases.
Therefore, oriented strandboard is a good candidate for research expcndi-
tures.l32!
Of course, a secondary benefit from reducing, or at least controlling
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the expansion of demand for timber, water, range and minerals is that it
leaves more residual forest resources for recreation/wilderness, wildlife
and fish.
Conclusion
Let's review the major possibilities for controlling increases in the
relative prices of forest produced goods and selVices or, if you prefer,
minimizing a scenario of future consumption outpacing future productive
capacity.
On the production side we can rid ourselves of the archaic public
timber management strategy sometimes identified by the "allowable cut
effect". The preferred alternative is a more market responsive accounting
system and improved economic efficiency in timber production on the
public lands. My own estimates show large potential financial and produc-
tivity gains-as well as associated environmental gains from decreasing
timber production on poorer quality lands. My impression is that some
public agencies (US Forest SelVice, Washington's Department of atural
Resources) are moving in this direction, if slowly. There is both environ-
mental and industry support. The political problem may be in the Rocky
Mountain region where this change in management will decrease timber
production. The industry and many communities will object.
There may also be recreation/wilderness and wildlife and fish gains
from introducing new, as yet undeveloped techniques. The Schecter-Lucas
idea on trail placement is one example. It is difficult to predict the potential
here. Similarly, it is difficult to predict the potential for new institutional
arrangements for rationing non-market services. Pricing these selVices has
the additional positive revenue prodUCing feature that it may make future
Congressional and Executive branch budget support easier to obtain. On
the other hand, pricing still meets with environmental resistance (although
not as much as it once did) and there is no empirical evidence that pricing
will produce either large resource reallocation or budgetary gains when
compared with current allocations.
The other possibilities for institutional change do not hold much
greater promise. Water pricing is long overdue for improved rationaliza-
lion. It is also probably beyond our capability to affect. Timber price
reporting selViccs designed to get information to non-industrial private
landowners can probably create small increases in timber production-
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and for very low cost. They will meet with some (probably weak) resis-
tance from loggers and millowners who stand to lose market power to the
IPF landowners.l331
The final great opportunity lies in demand-side management, in pro-
ducing technological breakthroughs which save on the consumption of
those forest outputs that are also as inputs to further production. ThiS
suggests research support for conserving wood, water and minerals as
intermediate inputs. Available evidence points to truly great opportunities
here. For example, it is not unrealistic to anticipate cutting wood and wood
fiber consumption by half in the 42 years before 203O-while maintaining
final output quantity and quality. Furthermore, the resulting decreases in
consumption of the market-valued intermediate goods will leave more
forest available to support expanding consumption of both market-valued
goods and non-market resource services. The problems do not lie in
convincing the industry, the environmentalists or any regional interests.
Rather, they lie in convincing the public budgetary authorities of the
magnitude of potential social benefits and demonstrating to them the
appropriate public role.
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Business needs
While the four businesse:i are quite different, firm:i in each of them
have some common requirements in what they want and expect relativ.e to
the resources they need. They also have some common views on the re-
sponsibilities of government with respect to them. Government acts in the
marketplace in many ways, but is expected to act in ways that smooth the
path for the normal and lawful conduct of business. It has a role that is
different from and far larger than that of any private business. Its decisions
are political, but not wholly independent of market forces. Firms in the four
businesses view the RPA Program as an expression of government policy
in the framework of their overall expectations for government. The follow-
ing four requirements fairly describe what business wants from govern-
ment and, by extension, from the RPA Program.
Predictability.· reasonable assurance that government actions will not
unexpectedly change the conditions surrounding the firm's operatjons.
The marketplace is fraught with uncertainties. Firms believe that govern-
ment should act in a way that reduces uncertainties, especially in those
instances where government plays an active role in the market. Only in
times of crisis do they expect that government should change its course
substantially.
Good business climate: responsiveness to business interests. While few
firms today would contend that "the business of government is business,"
most believe that government should view itself as a partner of business in
pursuing the common good. This means listening to business views and
acting generally in accord with them.
Good in/ormation: accurate and timely information for making investment
and other business decisions. Business firms reasonably expect that the
basic information from government is accurate. Government has long had
a spedal role in providing aggregated information, in part because of the
economies in haVing a single entity collect and disseminate census-type
information.
Low costs: low-priced land or resources relative to values, and low-cost
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operations. Firms believe thargovernment should nm extract monopoly
profits, nor should it impose needless burdens on those using government
land or resources. Further, government' actions, such as environmental
regulations, should not lead to unduly higher costs or higher priced
resources from other lands.
Businesses and the national forests
The businesses considered here view the RPA Program mainly as it
might affect actions on the ational Forests. Some briefcomments on each
of the businesses as it relates to the ational Forests are needed to set the
stage for the subsequent discussion . There are many nuances to these
relationships that cannot be covered in this brief discussion.
Many firms in the limber business depend heavily on National Forest
timber. Bot many do not or depend on it for only a pa rt of their needs. Most
of the ational Forest Limber is sold competitively and both prices and
allocation among firms are determined by the usual sort of market forces.
Special rules, however, often allow small firms to avoid direct competition
with larger and possibly more efficient firms. In areas where there is lillie
competition, prices may be low bccause of the way in which values are
appraised and timber allocated.
The concentration of heavily timbered 'ational Forests in the West
means that policies that affect the now of timber from the ational Forests
have important interrcgional impacts. The major disputes with the Forest
Service have typically been over the level of harvests. Many in the timber
business in the West believe there has been an implied commitmcnt by thc
Forest service to maintain timber harvest levels close to the maximum
potcntial physical production, a commitment that increasingly is difficult to
meet.
The dependence of the ranching industry on 'ational Forests is
regionally important in the West. Grazing permits were allocated long ago
to ranches with "base properties" that can provide forage in seasons that
complement National Forest grazing.! 1I Permit prices are set administra-
tively at levels well below what they would bring in compctitive markets
and the value of holding such permits has become built into the value of
ranches that have a more or less perpetual right to the permits.!21
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The terms for grazing permits on the ational forcsts are tied politi-
cally to similar permits for grazing on federal lands managed by the Bureau
of Land Management. While the original allocations were made somewhat
differently and the prices are somewhat different from those on the
rational Forests, the BLM graZing permits are also more or less permanent
and underpriced. Ranches frequently have both BLM and National Forest
permits. The Western cattle and sheep industries have been very successful
in maintaining the long-standing permit and price arrangements. Any
attempts to change these arrangements for the ational Forests have to
address the BLM arrangements as well.
The mining industry gains access to federal lands under two distinct
systems. For oil and gas and certain other minerals typically found in
extensive deposits, National Forest lands are leased upon application by an
interested party. Competitive bidding is used in a small proportion of the
cases, where the area to be leased meets certain technical conditions. If a
permit to explore is granted, the holder pays a modest annual rental and
carries on exploration activities up to the life of the permit, usually ten
years. If a suitable deposit is discovered, a lease is granted to the discov-
erer, effectively until production ceases, and the holder pays a one-eighth
royalty on production. The one-eighth royalty is the same as that com-
monly used on private lands.
The "location" system for hardrock minerals, such as copper and gold,
differs considerably.131 0 permit or official notification to the Forest
Service is required until "significant disturbance" of the surface is about to
occur. An operating plan is filed at that time and the Forest Service has
exercised limited authority to sugge..c;t changes in such plans. To prevent
others from "jumping" a claim, the prospector is required to do annual
"assessment work" on each claim (a claim is about twenty acres) and to
notify the Forest Service that thiS work has been done. Asingle prospector
or firm can establish an unlimited number of claims. If an economically
viable ore body is discovered, the claimant can get title to both the surface
and the underlying ore body on payment of a small fee. 0 other rentals.
royalties on production, or other payments are collected either before or
after the claim has been patented.
Both thc leasing system and the location systcm are archaic. They
apply to Bureau of Land Management lands as well as to thc 'aLional
Forests' and, as with graZing leases, policy changes for one agency are
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linked politically to changes for the other. Environmental groups have
tried to get these systems changed without success. Small mining firms
especially have fought to keep them because they provide reasonably
assured access to the large contiguous tracts of federal lands, which
contain some of the most allractive potential mineral properties in the
nation. 'fhe fact that the charges for access are low has been less important
to the mineral industries than the right to access itself.
The ski area and recreation businesses on National Forests get permits
that specify the uses, areas, and conditions under which the businesses can
be conducted. Charges are based on an evaluation or an appraisal of an
appropriate annual rental in relation to expected revenues and profits.
Firms must show evidence of technical and financial competence. Com-
petitive bidding is rarely used to allocate permits. Conditions p'ut in the
permit by the Forest Service will often determine whether the proposed
operation has any chance of success.
Only some areas on the ational Forests are suitable for these recrea-
tion businesses. Potential ski areas, in particular, are limited in number.
Ute ational Forests contain many of these potential ski areas as well as
areas suitable for horseback trail riding and similar activities. These firms,
like those in the timber and minerals industries, range from the very large,
some of which are part of national corporations and well financed, to the
very small.
The Program and business interests
The RPA Program is a planning document, one that business firms
view mainly in terms of how it might affect decisions on the National
Forests. Firms understand that plans for the individual ational Forests will
affect their interests more directly than the nationwide RPA Program. But
they want to know what, if anything, the Program will do to continue or
change existing arrangements and to affect land allocations on the a-
tional Forests.
Parts of the Program that deal with research and forestry programs for
private lands are also of interest to some firms. But it is apparent thalthe
Program is written mainly for the National Forests. Further, the research
and private forest programs discussed in the Program have almost no effect
on businesses other than timber.
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The response that business firms would most like to see in the Program
is one that recognizes implied or de facto commitments of National Forest
resoUlices to these businesses.These include: providing timber and grazing
at something near the maximum physical production on lands suitable for
these .purposes, keeping most ational Forest land open for minerals
prospecting, and making attractive areas for ski developments and other
commercial recreation enterprises available for permits. It would be a
response that assigns weight to the key business interest,; identified ahove
and recognizes the particular advantages that ational Forest land has in
satisfying these interests.
The Program cannot be clearly characterized as pro- or antibusiness. It
docs not make a strong case for either business or environmental interests.
It respondS in some degree to the RPA Assessment, which addresses the
general need for resources for the four businesses. But it also respond.. to
about an equal degree to the environmental and dispersed recreation
interests in the Assessment. The Forest Service clearly tried to balance the
various interests in the Program, but in so doing, failed to present a
distinctive viewpoint on how to respond to changing conditions.
The Program's description of the role that should be played by the
ational Forests is clearest and most meaningful for timber. The volume of
ational Forest timber that is to be offered for sale is projected by regions.
Similar projections are made for levels of livestock grazing. Commitment..
in the Program for access to federal lands for mining and ski area or other
commercial recreation businesses are, however, nebulous.
The potential impact of the Program on the predictability of resource
outputs is greatest for timber processors. The timber industry supported
passage of the Resources Planning Act because it believed it would lead to
commitments by the federal government to defined timber harvest goals
that would guide decisions on the individual National Forests. Projected
timber sale offerings in the Program are not truly commitment'), but they
give a sense of Forest Service intent. Parallel projections of permitted
graZing levels also have to be seen as something less than a commitment.
Grazing levels are likely to continue to be determined more by politics than
by analysis or appropriations.
'The Program makes no real commitment ofland to mining and ski area
or other commercial recreation businesses. The importance assigned to
minerals in the Assessment may be gratifying to miners, but decisions to
withdraw land from mineral entry will have little to do with what is said in
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either the Assessment or the Program. Both the A')sessment and the
Program are vague on the role of commercial recreation on !.he National
Forests. . '
The Program projects no radical changes in levels of timber harvests
and grazing on the National ForesL').To this extent it recognizes the implied
past commitments to business interests and the importance of these uses.
On the other side, however, it also projects increasing general recreation
and other uses that compete with business needs. To this extent, the
Program gives lillie support to business interests.
Environmenlal restrictions on use of resources has been an important
issue for busine.,')s fnterest') . These affect all four businesses, whether on
federal or other lands. The effects of such restrictions on the availability of
resources and the conditions that firms must meet in using resource')
receive liule allention in the Program.The lack ofa clear perspective <:>0 the
effects of environmental 'restrictions adds to the uncertainties with which
the projections bf resource availability must be viewed.
Aside from the projections of levels of funding and, for timber and
grazing, levels of resource outputs, the RPA Program provides the four
businesses with very little information on which to base business deci-
sions. The projections of funding levels, especially in view of the uncer-
tainty implied by "high" and "low" bound'), are more in the nature of
"wishes" rather than realistic expectation').
The Assessment and iL') supporting materials, however, are useful
sources of information on the forest and resources situation. While the
Assessment contains information on all of the forest and range resources,
only the timber and, to a much lesser degree, the ranching.businesses will
find much information that pertains directly to their business interests.
Information on timber resources is particularly detailed and the simula-
tions of policy and economic options give users some sense of the effecL')
of changes in relevant variables.
More information in the Assessment on resources and uses other than
timber would benefit all of the businesses. ontimber uses of the ational
Forests are increasing and, while this is not viewed favorably by most
business interests, the Assessment is the logical place for them to look for
information that will buttress their case for greater allention to business
concerns.
Costs to the user of National Forest resource') and operations are not
addressed in the Program or in the Assessment. Yet, major issues revolve
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around costs and pricing. The implications of pricing policies for levels of
use are important and suggest alternatives that could well be addressed in
the Program.l11 Some business interests benefit from a continuation of
current pricing policies and would probably oppose bringing these issues
into the open. But, business interests on the whole would probably bcnefit
from having these issues faced head on.
Some philosophy
lbe philosophical base on which the RPA Program is built is as
important as the specific ways in which it treats each resource. The
Program, while it covcrs Forest Service research and cooperative forestry
activities, is basically a program for the National Forests. The overall
objectives of the recommended actions reflect a short-term policy of
"reducing the federal budget" and a long-term policy of "efficient manage-
ment of natural resources." lbe Program also refers to the purposes for
which the ational Forests were established and the desire to contribute to
the growth of the economy and real wealth of the nation, maintain or
improve environmental quality in a cost-effective way, and minimize short-
term disruptions in community stability.[5]
This hodge-podge of objectives does not wholly distinguish the Na-
tional Forests from other forest lands. Indeed, business representatives
frequently claim similar objectives for their business operations. The real
distinction.. between business and ational Forest goals are between the
purposes of the National Forests as first stated in the 1897 Act and thcn in
the 1960 Multiple Use Act and busines..'ies' goal of maximizing returns to
owners. It is at least somewhat peculiar that the purposes of the National
Forests, those that might distinguish them from other forest land, are not
mentioned clearly in the Program.
lbose statements of objectives that appear in the Program contrast
with the views of those who prepared the plan for the Green Mountain
ational Forest in Vermont: that this National Forest "should be managed
to provide benefits that private land does not... ."161 The dicJ:lotomy be-
tween this view of the role of the ational Forests and the Program's
implied view that the ational Forests should be managed to meet much
the same objectives as other fore..'its is at the heart of the disputes.over the
Program and the forest plans.
In the Green Mountain plan, the role of the at,ional Forest in provid-
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ing "benefits that private land does not" favors wilderness, wildlife, and
other nonmarketed uses. lhis is also the view of many environmental
interests. But business interests have an alternative view of a special role
for the ational Forests.
The fact that timber, minerals, rangeland, and recreation sites arc also
available on private lands does not diminish the importance of 'ational
Forests for these resources. The National Forests have unique resources for
the four businesses-high quality timber, potentially minable minerals and
potential ski areas (both of which are scarce and occur more or less
randomly relative to other National Forest resources), and summer grazing
that makes many ranches on private land usable. In some caseS-limber,
some minerals, potential ski areas-the 'ational Forests have a significant
pan of the total national inventory. To claim that the special role for
ational Forests is only to provide wilderness or wildlife overlooks their
potentially vital role in helping to meet these other needs.
A business view ojsome alternatives
The whole burden of supplying resources to meet business needs
cannot be easily shifted to private or state lands for at least two reasons.
First, as just stated, the ational Forests have some resources wanted in the
marketplace that simply are not available on other lands in anything near
the quantities demanded by the public. Markets will adjust to changes in
availability of resources, but right now nearly all of the old-growth timber,
which consumers value highly, is on the ational Forests. Relative to
private lands, the National Forests have been explored only lightly for oil
and gas and they cover much of the western mineral belt. Most potential ski
areas in the West are on the ational Forests. And ranching in much of the
West would be devastated without access to the National Forests for
summer grazing.
Second, past implied and de facto commitments of national ForC'it
lands and resources that have led to private investments also remain to be
honored. On a national scale, private and state lands can providc at Icast
some of the resources used by businesses. But in those localc'> where
ational Forests are a dominant source of resources, private or state foresL'i
are inadequate substitutc,;. Making :"ational Forest rcsuurcc') unavailable
means the demise of thc')c kinds of businesses in these locales and thc loss
of investments, even though national markets might not suffer greatly.
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Decreasing the demand for forest resources as a way of addressing the
reality of limited supplies is a plausible public policy approach. Two
guidelines are appropriate. First, business firms generally prefer that re-
source use be rationed through the marketplace. The problems in avoiding
the market were amply demonstrated by the legislative and administrative
approaches used to ration petroleum and natural gas products during the
recent'energy crisis. Trying to reduce final demand for consumer products,
such as housing or gasoline, that depend in part on fomc;t resources as a
way of addressing a perceived forc'>t resource shortage is hopeless. Poli-
cies directed at actions so far from the desired effect are quite Jikely to have
unintended and unexpected costs and to be politically unpalatable.
The rorest Service has research projeclS at the Forest Products Labora-
tory to improve processing technology to reduce the demand for timber.
Timber industry firms generally support such improvements in technology
and government research leading to them. Parallel research to improve the
efficiency of canle and sheep in converting range forage and the recovery
of minerals from ore.." and waste materials would also be supported by the
ranching and mineral industries. This, however, has been well outside the
re.."ponsibilities of the Forest Service.
Managing recreation use of the ational Forests to balance demand
with available space is also plausible. In fact, most commercial recreation
enterpriSes on the National Foresl" tend to concentrate use. Since most of
these uses do not directly substitute for dispersed recreation, however,this
docs not address the major problem of competition between dispersed
recreation and other uscs.for forestland.
The single most effective step in adjusting the demand for forest
resources to be more in concert with supplies would be for the federal
government to charge market prices for all of the resources and uses of
alional Forests. Not only would this shift the balance of resource de-
mands on the ational Forests, but it would also open the way for private
forest owners to charge market price..'> for recreation and better allocate the
use of their land.(7) This is impracticable as long as similar uses of nearby
National Forests are available at no charge. Even if it proved to be
impossible to charge market prices for some resources or uses of the
alional Forests (e.g., protecting gene pools of endangered species),
charging for others such as wildland recreation , including hunting and
fishing, would help balance demands for these uses with those for re-
sources used and paid for by business firms.
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Improving the RPA program
We have assumed that demand will grow faster than supply for all
forest resources and uses. further , it is apparent that the ational ForcsL<;
cannot meet all demands for anyone resource or use, much less for all of
them. We have examined the RPA Program and noted that its picture of the
future is one of marginal incremenL<; to current federal forestry budgeL<;
with little change in basic policy direction. It mainly presents a program for
the alional forests and is limited in its views of the potential of other
fore<;t lands.
The timber industry was one of the strong supporters of passing the
RPA Act, because it saw this as a way to gain predictability in National
Forest timber harvesL<;.181 The results have to be disappointing for the
timber industry. The firms in the industry were probably less sanguine
about the Program than their representatives in Washington, but they abo
must be disappointed with iL<; meager results. The other businesses had
less at stake, but they, t(X) , can have little hope that the Program in its
present form will benefit them. They realize that their future will depend
more on local ational Forest decisions than on the sort of numbers that
now come out of the national Program.
lbe way in which the Forest Service has conceived the Program and iL<;
role in selling goals for the Forest Service has much to do with its
weakness. The Program at heart is an extended argument favoring incre-
mental additions to Forest Service budgets. It mallers lillie that the addi-
tions are greater for the "high bound" than for the "low bound." They
present no important vision of how the Forest Service believes the nation
should meet increased and changing demands for forest resources.
An excuse might be that the RPA process has gotten bogged down in
the annual budget cycle. This was probably inevitable, given the way in
which it is perceived by the Forest Service. Another excuse might be that
this was a result of the public participation in establishing goals for the
Program - a level of participation that may be required by the times, but
provides confuSing directions.
A more important cause of the failure of the RPA Program to meet the
needs of business interests is that it has gotten bogged down in detail
rather than providing the vision within which detailed decisions can be
made. Rivlin has pointed to the problems of making economic policy-
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"decisions arc made too often, in too great detail, and reviewed by too
many layers"-and concludes that, "'t's time to simplify the process... and to
tip the balance between subsLance and process back toward substance."[91
Applying this advice to the Program would be at least as satisfying to
business interests as the current approach.
What about the content of an improved RPA Program? Can the RPA
process better respond to business needs and, at the same time, continue
to be politically accepLable to other interests whose support is necessary
for its survival? Two changes in the current RPA process would improve the
chances of its survival and provide useful policy and program direction.
The first proposed change addresses the matter ofpredictability. In the
most recent version, the Program, as noted earlier, is a Forest service "wish
list," one that is confused by the "high and low bounds." Few believe that
the Program commits either the Forest Service or this and succeeding
administrations to either the near-term or more distant program levels. or
does the Program present a likely picture of National Forest uses in the
future. The Program is "incremenLalist," despite the evidence in the Assess-
ment and in everyday policy matters that significant changes in ational
Forest uses are likely.
ational planning, as in the Program, is unlikely to lead to firm, -Iong-
term commitments by government. Greater commitment, however, could
be achieved by using the Program to define broader goals, rather than
budget levels, for the 'ational Forests. The RPA process is the obvious
place to face the issue ofwhether the ational Forests should be "managed
to provide benefits that private land does not." Obviously, business inter-
ests would prefer that a decision be made in favor of management for
resources used by business. But even a clear policy that recognizes
business interests as subordinate to producing public goods would be
preferable to the current wavering in the face of interest grou p pressures. It
would give business interests a greater sense of predictability on which
they could base their own decisions.
The Program should bc made just a program for the ational ForesL<;,
onc that would present a goal toward which policies and programs should
aim. By presenting the Program as a vision of the National Forests two or
three decades in the future, the immediate problems of conflicts with
current budgets would be avoided. The Program has not bcen effective, in
any case, in influencing budgets despite the high hopes that once were,
held. Limiting the Program to the ational Forests would give the Forest
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Service an opportunity to define policy and program needs, if any, for
other lands once a direction has been set for the ational Forests, its major
responsibility. As it is now, other lands are given short shrift in the Program
and program needs relative to those for the ational Forests are unclear.
A second change would be to have the Program present a clear
description of the external and implicit costs and benefits associated with
the ational Forests and the goal for them. What are the 'ational ForesLs
costing the public? What are the benefits that the public receives from
them? The 1985 Program presents some estimates of the annual direct'C<)sts
of National Forest management and the direct and implicit revenues by
major resource. This is only part of the story, of course.
Business interests realize that significant external costs, and probably
less substantial external benefits, are associated with their activities. They
believe the same is true of ational Forest activities. They suspect, further,
that a clear explanation and presentation of these external costs and
benefits, as well as the implicit costs ofholding the ational forests , would
justify some reallocations of resources in their favor.
One part ofsuch an analysis, possibly in the Assessment, should show
how all ordinary uses of the National Forests-timber, minerals, dispersed
recreation, hunting, and so on-would compete on the basis of relative
values as expre'>Sed in a competitive market. What would be learned from
such an approach? First of all, establishing market value charges for those
uses of ational Forests that are now prOVided at no charge would reduce
the quantity of each use that is demanded. It would also increase the area
allocated to timber production and harvesting in some parts of the country
and decrease this area in other pans.
The value to business firms of this kind of information would extend
well beyond the RPA process. Obviously, such information would be used
in arguing in fa vor of business positions on a variety of issue'> because it is
consistent with the kinds of market rules under which businesses operate.
But it would also help the Forest Service guide its activities and argue its
positions on such issues as below-cost timber sales in ways that might well
benefit business interests.
These proposals for change in the Program, if implemented, could go
a long way toward reducing not only the coslS--Cconomic, social, and
political-of holding and managing the National Forests, but also of the
RPA process. This process has become a burden that threatens itself, as
well as the support that is needed for continued public ownership ahd
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management of the National ForesLC). The RPA Program could, with some
change, help chart a course for the National Foresis lhal would meet the
basic needs of business. It is nOl doing this now.
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are concerned with the amenity resources and values of forests and
rangelands -wildlife, outdoor recreation, streams and lakes, and scenery.
Under the amenity standard rally backpackers, hunters, birders, trailriders,
off-road vehicle enthusiasts, and recreational vehicle tourists.
Obviously, these groups have widely different interests and concerns
which can be, and often are, in conflict. Some advocate preservation of
wildland with minimum management both for recreation use and to
provide ecological services - maintenance of water and air quality, gene
pools, and so forth. Others favor fairly active management to provide
habitats for huntable species. Some like roads through the forests, others
abhor them. Some use developed campgrounds, others prefer to hike to
remote wild areas to pitch their tents. Some see the forests primarily as a
place for active recreation, others prize them for existence values and the
ecological services they provide.
Moreover, there are national, regional, and local environmental
groups and each level views the world through its own prism. l\iational
organizations often address issues in philosophical terms, while regional
and local groups are concerned about what actually happens on the
ground in a specific national forest, or even on a prized parcel of land.
Sometimes local interests see eye-to-eye with regional and national
groups, in other instances they do not. But beware of stereotypes. While
environmental groups may be composed of individuals who hold certain
core values and have primary interests in certain activities, in real life
people do many things outdoors, often in combination on a single forest
visit, or in different seasons. Similarly, an individual may belong to several
groups, with somewhat different primary interests. Individuals and organi-
~.ations occupy space along a continuum of interests and activities and
even discontinuous points on the continuum.
Both diversity and commonalty should be kept in mind when consid-
ering the preferences of environmental groups and a RPA Program that
responds to their interests. For purposes of this conference, this paper
generally will speak from the position ofgroups more interested in wilder-
ness and dispersed recreation in the national forests, and the maintenance
of high quality wildlife habitats. Nationally, these groups are well organ-
ized and vocal and are involved, in varying degrees, in influencing execu-
Live branch and Congressional decisions on forest and rangeland re-
sources.
Their positions on issues are rooted in two overarching principals:
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First, the national forests should provide public goods and services for
which they are especially suited because of their size and the fact that they
are publicly owned. Basically, this means that they should provide oppor-
tunities and services which will not be adequately supplied by private
forests and rangelands either because of an insufficient land-base or
because economic incentives are absent.
Second, the fundamental ecological integrity of the national forests
should be maintained, and enhanced whenever possible. Ecosystem func-
tions should not be impaired, and they should be maintained and man-
aged as reservoirs of species and genetic diversity.
These two points provide the philosophical basis for advocating
reduced timber harvests on the national forests , maintenance of old-
growth habitats, minimum roading, and reduced emphasis on highly-
developed recreation facilities, among other things.
1he assessment IS centralfinding
There has been general satisfaction with the analysis and findings of
the Assessments. Nonetheless, some environmental groups challenge the
basic finding of past ASSCSSmenl'i that the demand for all forest and
rangeland resources is rising faster than supplies. They have made the
point, for example, that the amount of roaded recreation on the national
forests is already more than adequate to satisfy any foreseeable demand. In
other cases, demand may be artificial rather than actual. For example, !.he
beef industry sought to maintain a high demand for traditional well-
marbled beef long after the public had turned to leaner culC;. Some might
say that this could be addressed by an RPA Program "reduction ofdemand"
alternative. But the difference between eliminating an artificial stimulus
and redUcing demand through sacrifice and encouraging changes in
consumer habits and preferences is more than semantics.
Three dimensions for building an RPA program
The RPA Program should be built in three dimensions. One dimension
must consider the various uses/activities/values that take place or are
present on forest and rangeland. The second dimension is that oflandown-
ership (or deliverers - federal, state, private). Uses should be match~d
with the ownership most suited and appropriate for that usc. The third
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dimension deals with landowner assistance and research programs that
increase the productivity of forest and rangelands for all uses and values,
and encourage sound stewardship across alI ownerships.
To keep analysis to a manageable scale, this paper will concentrate on
timber, range, and recreation and wildlife. This should be sufficient to
illustrate the principle of matching a use with the appropriate response. To
reflect the differing interests of environmental organizations, broadly
defined, it is necessary to break recreation use into dispersed and intensive
categories, and wildlife into those favoring early successional habitats and
those requiring mature vegetation. .
Similarly, ifthe full range of opportunities for thc provision ofall goods
.and services associated with forest and rangelands are to be adequately
considered, we must keep in mind that there is a range of landownerships,
each especially suitcd to providing specific forest and rangeland goods
and services. There are at least four classes of ownerships of forest and
rangeland: (1) industrial forestland (some rangeland could also be classi-
fied as industrial); (2) non-industrial private lands; (3) non-federal public
land (state, county, and municipal forest and parks); and (4) federal lands.
The federal lands consist mainly of national forests and parks and Bureau
of Land Management public domain, although areas managed by the
Corps ofEngineers, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Tennessee Valley
Authority, contribute substantially to the supply of forest or rangeland
resources in some regions, as do Indian tribal lands.
Regions of the country vary considerably in the proportion of forest
and rangeland in these various ownership categories. For this reason, even
a na~ional program must address regional forest and rangeland attributes
and opportunities.
Here, then, is how environmental groups might develop a preferred
RPA iProgram alternative based on this analysis.
Timber
Enviironmenlalists generally favor decreased harvests on federal forest
land,and increascd production on private lands. But timber production on
non-federal public lands, and problems inherent in increasing harvests on
private.lands need to be addressed.
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Indisputably, environment.al groups favor decreased timber harvests
on the national forests. The Wilderness S<>ciety, for example, has called for
phased reduction from the present 11 billion board feet (hbO to about (:)
bbf.111 Environmentalists also oppose high harvest ralCs on BLM land
because this involves cutting old-growth on the 0 & eland'). Ilowever,
some environmentalist analysts have inferred that some areas in the
national forests might be managed more intensively for timber produc-
lion.l21 An environmentalist preferred Program would call for a significant
cut in timber production on federal lands, concentrating occurring harvests
on sites of high productivity and low environmental sensitivity and where
recreation values are low or uses are compatible with intensive limber
management.
Slale Response
State-owned forests arc concentrated in the West and ~ortheasl.
Generally, they arc managed somewhat more intensivc1y than the national
forcsts. Some state constitutions require that the state foresb be managed
primarily to return revenue for support of educational institutions, and this
lead') to very intensive management.
National environmental organizations have not focused on timber
programs on non-federal public lands as much as they have on programs
involving national forests and I3LM lands, but one suspects that they hold
a basic belief that no public lands should be managed as tree farms. Local
environmental groups generally have shown little dissatisfaction with
current management direction of the state forests, although a few years
ago, environmentalists in Washington state challenged the ratc of cutting
on state forests there.
State forests in the East could sustain a higher rate of harvesL<;, since
growth far excceds removals. Because states also tcnd to respond to the
demands of deer humers for early-successional habitat, moderately intcn-
sive management is consistent with overall state wildlife objectives. In-
creased timber production on state land" - so long as this is not translated
into plantation managc.mcnt - would be acceptable to environmentalists
since it might reduce timber demand') on the national [orests and encour-
age their managemcnt for longer rotations and [or wildlife requiring
mature vegetation and minimum human disturbance. Ilowever, the size
and distribution of state forests vis-a-vis federal land.. in a state or region
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could influence environmentalists' aUitudes toward managemem of state
forests. Environmemalists might be far more concerned about state forest
management if state forests constituted the only or major public lands in a
region .
In a few states, coumy forest ownership is significant. These lands are
managed relatively intensively for timber. In these areas, local sentiment
appears to favor imensive management for economic and wildlife objec-
tives. At the national and regional levels, environmentalists probably
would acquiesce to intensive management of county and municipal forest
lands, particularly where county forest production can be used to leverage
reduced harvests from nearby national forests.
Industry
Though not immune to the influence of national policy, industry
largely manages its lands outside the influence of national, regional, and
local environmental organizations (though most companies make their
lands accessible for recreation as a local public relations gesture). On
industry land, the trend is toward imcnsive management of highly produc-
tive sites and disposal of lands where productivity does not justify invest-
mems.l3J Environmentalists generally favor imensified managcmem of
industry lands, since it might lessen industry's hunger for national forest
timber. There is little the RPA Program can do in a direct way to stimulate
investments in timber production on industry land, although it can do it
indirectly, inasmuch as federal decisions on levels of harvest from the
national forests influence stumpage prices which in turn stimulate or
depress investments in timber management by the private sector.
Change in federal tax policy is another possibility; the RPA Program
might explore tax policies which would provide incentives to industry for
timberland investment. Just how environmentalists would view actions to
encourage industry investment in forest management is not known, but if
they were receptive the opportunities for stimulating an industry-environ-
mentalist dialogue are imriguing.
Non-Industrial Private Forests (NIPF)
Like the forestry community generally , environmentalists look to IPF
lands to play an increasingly significam role in satisfying national and
regional demands for timber. Environmentalists are particularly interested
in increasing NI PI' production to compensate for reductions of harvests on
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the national forests . Difficulties in stimulating timber management on NIP!"
lands are well known, and expectations held for this major component of
the nation's commercial forest base land may not be realistic - at least in
the short-term. Still, environmentalists favor the encouragement of timber
production on IPF lands through technical assistance and financial incen-
tives. Moreover, reduction of harvests on the national forests and limits on
selling timber below cost should increase stumpage prices and stimulate
inve"tments on both non-industrial and industrial forest lands.
Reduction in demand
Environmentalists intuitively would support the demand-reduction
response as it applies to longer use and re-use of timber and fiber. This,
after all, is consistent with the fundamental conservation philosophy. They
probably would be wary of substituting non-renewable - such as alumi-
num and plastic - for timber-based products. Because of higher energy
requirements and increased potential for air and water pollution, substitu-
tion of non-renewable resources for lumber and fiber arc not in the
interests of environmental quality and resources conservation, and would
be favored only selectively, if at all.
The environmentalist strategy, in sum, calls for major reductions in
harvests from federal public lands, and varying degrees of increased timber
production by other ownerships to satisfy demand. Several points should
be kept in mind when considering such a strategy. First, it would work to
the disadvantage of forest products industries in the West that do not have
their own land base and where federal forests dominate the commercial
timberland base. It would work to the advantage of industry in the South
and East where non-federal forestland predominates. I ationally, it proba-
bly would accelerate the movement of industry from the I orthwe"t to the
South and East.
There are some potential environmental problems as well. Intensified
management on private lands - especially conversion from hardwoods to
conifers - could reduce or eliminate some wildlife habitats of -local
importance. A few years ago, wildlife groups successfully challenged a
Weyerhaeuser Company plan to convert large acreages of its holdings in
Oklahoma from hardwoods to pine. Moreover, few eastern states have
effective forc'it practicc'> acts; thus timber production would be transferred
from the national forests which do have environmental standard., for
management, to lands subject to less environmental control. Finally, to the
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extent that increased domestic stumpage prices encourage import of IC5s
expensive foreign timber, the nation's balance of payments could suffer,
with adverse effects on the national economy.
Range
Forest Service graZing programs playa relatively minor role in overall
livestock production, although it is of local significance in some areas.
Forest Service lands generally are in better condition and not subjected to
the environmental damage that occurs on BLM's public domain and some
state rangeland.l-il However, range graZing does conOict with recreation
values in some national fore"t areas. There can be no doubt that range
grazing in the West has severely damaged riparian ecosystems. Environ-
mentalists have advocated increasing public lands graZing fees, assuming
that that would decrease use of the public forest and rangelands by
livestock. They also advocate stronger environmental controls over live-
stock operations and greater investment in riparian protection and' reha-
bilitation. Further, they point out that livestock operators who use the
public lands contribute relatively little to the nation 's total supply of red
meat.
Issues associated with livc"tock operations on the wc"tern public
lands, and grazing fec<;, were argued at length two years ago in a series of
workshops sponsored by the Congressional Re"earch Service. Generally,
environmentalist.. advocated:
• Significant reductions in grazing on federal land.., by reducing
AUMs and increasing the grazing fee to a realistic level.
• Stronger environmental requirements on livestock operators.
• Increased funding for rangeland riparian ecosystem protection.
• Encouragement of livestock production on private lands in the
South to compensate for reductions in the West. As one environmentalist
put it, "If you're talking preserving the cattlemen's lifestyles, invest in the
West; if you're talking livestock production, invest in thc South."
The South is not the ultimate solution however; much of the land is
highl;y productive for other forest and agricultural usc,;, and competition
fodand for agriculture and urban development intense.l51 To the extent
that graZing is incompatible with other USC5, other uses are likely to prevail
because economic returns are greater. In the South, grazing tcnds to take
place on lands of low productivity for agricultural use and as a secondary
use of some forest land. While there are opportunities to increase grazing
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in the South, most of the increase in livestock production will Ol:cur
through intensified management, combining grazing with other uses. This,
too, has its limiL<;. .
There is little available information ()I) whether I-lal(:-owned land in
the West is capable of sustaining increased grazing. One suspect') that for
most of the West, state-owned range is in about the same condition, and
suffers the same problems, as BLM lands. The reduction of demand re-
sponse is a real possibility - and is already occurring.161 Even the beef
industry admiL<; that per capita consumption ofbeef is not likely to increase
significantly. Just how far the public's demand for red meat will fall - or
can be pushed - is unknown. Environmentalists are not terribly con-
cerned with maintaining high levels of red meat production and are willing
to let prices rise and the marketplace prevail.
Outdoor recreation
Many different recreational activities take place on forC.<;L<; and range-
lands. Because of the variety of activitic.'i, recreation provides the best
opportunity for demonstrating how different usc.'i which require different
kinds of land and facilitic.<; and have different degrees of compatibility with
other uses, can be distributed among different ownerships.
For analytical purposes, recreation must be broken into at least two
categories in order to determine the appropriate response: dispersed
recreation and intensive recreation. For purposes of this paper, disper:-;cd
recreation is considered to be those activitic.s that require fairly large
expanses of relatively undisturbed land; access is by foot, horseback, or
canoe; and facilities are minimal. Dispersed recreation is but one use or
value of wilderness. Intensive recreation occurs where substantial num-
bers of people occupy a relatively small area (e.g., a campground or
swimming lake), accc.ss is by mechanical means, and facilities - including
roads - arc substantial. Which deliverers arc most capable of responding
to demand.. for each of these categories of recreation?
Dispersed Recreation
Federal Response. By definition, dispersed recreation requires a large
area of land or water. In most region~ of the country, federal forests, parks.
and, in the West, BLM lands offer the most - or only - opporlunitic.<; for
dispersed recreation. Federalland'i, and thus opportunities, are far greater
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in the West than in the East. Overall, this argues for increased federal
attention to dispersed recreation opportunities, and wilderness designa-
tion to preserve the values of undisturbed areas, including recreation
values.
~~ate Response. Few states have forests or state parks of the size of the
large federal holdings. There are opportunities for increased dispersed
recreation on state forest lands in the upper Lake States (Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan) and some areas of the 'ortheast (Penm:;ylvania and
ew York), but overall,the ability ofstates to provide dispersed recreation
is limited.
Private sector. Few private holdings are large enough to satisfy dis-
persed recreation needs, and those that are, generally are owned by the
forest products industry and managed for timber. Industry land, unlike
public land, is generally unsuitable for dispersed recreation because of
extensive roading and timber harvesting.
Reduced Demand. There would appear to be no public benefit in
discouraging dispersed recreation, although there is evidence that the
demand is leveling off as the population ages. There are opportunities to
tran<;fer demand by distributing dispersed recreation use so as to avoid
environmental damage through overuse of sensitive ecosystcms, and so
provide more satisfying experiences.
A Special Word About Wilderness. Wilderness is an important usc/
value of the federal land'), and a use for which thesc lands are uniquely
suited. While some states have established wilderness systems, and some
additional land might be managed at near-wilderness standards, the ft;d-
erallands will provide the bulk of designated wilderness.
Intensive Recreation
There appears to be a high demand for some kinds of intensive
recreation - campgrounds with electrical hookups, downhill ski areas,
picnic areas, lakeside marinas, and roads for pleasure driving (which
should be distinguished from primitive forest roads for access to
backcountry areas). Motorized or mechanical recreation (c.g., trailbikcs)
also may be increasing. Opportunities for increasing the supply of inten-
sive recreation is almost the mirror image of those for dispersed recreation.
Federal Response. With some exceptions, intcnsivc recreation is nol
emphasized on federal forest') and rangelands. Forest campgrounds tcnd.
toward thc more primitive (e.g., pit toilet'), no electrical hookups), and
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there seems to be a sustained demand for this kind of camping experience.
While moderately-developed campgrounds may be appropriate in some
areas, intensive recreation should not be a high priority for the national
forests. The same is true of BLM lands.
The great ational Parks, like Yosemite, Yellowstone, Mount Rainier,
and the Grand Canyon, traditionally have had concessionaire-operated
hotels and intensively-developed campgrounds. Indeed, many people
choose the national parks because, like the popular hotel chain, they are
confident there will be no surprises - facilities will be top rate. Smaller,
more recreation-oriented units of the National Park System have empha-
sized relatively intensive recreation usc. But even in the national parks,
there should be no further expanSion of intensely developed facilities.
Some now in existence might appropriately be phased out, with greater
reliance on private sector providers.
.S~ate Response. Intensive recreation generally is incompatible with the
timber goals of state forestland, where recreation opportunitic<; arc similar
to those on the national forests. State parks, on the other hand, traditionally
have featured intensive recreation, and the trend appears to be accelerat-
ing. West Virginia, for example, features a developed attraction at each of
its state parks, an allempt to turn them into destination rc<;orts. [n some
states, the state parks are becoming important elements in aggressive
tourism campaigns. To the extent that intensive recreation in state parks
reducc') the pressure for developed facilities on federal forc')ts and par-
klands, it would be encouraged by environmentalists. .
Private Sector Response. Because there is a greater willingnc<;s lo pay
for high quality facilitic." and fee collection is easier and cost-effective, the
provision of intensive recreation appears ideally suited to the private
sector. Indeed, one implicit reason for raising federal campground fcc" is
to avoid underculling nearby private campground.,. The possibility ()f
financial return might expand opportunities to increase private provision
of some other kinds of recreation as well; many farmers in the south
supplement their incomes by leasing their land to hunting clubs. In the
upper Lake States, commercial interests have joined with local snowmobile
clubs to provide snowmobile trails, with hotels and restaurants profiting
through the snowmobilers' business. Opportunities for increasing some
kinds of recreation use on private land would appl.:ar promising if ther<.: is
a commensurate financial benefit to the landowner.
Reduced Demand. There may be good reason, now Of in the future, to
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try to reduce the demand for some kind., of intensive recreation in some
regions. Downhill skiing, which often is dependent on national forestland
for ski slopes, is a case in point In some parts ofthe country, it appears that
downhill skiing development has reached or is near the saturation point.
Ski slopes affect the scenic qualities of the national forests , and the
seasonal influx of skiers and attendant needs for roads and water and
sewer systems has stressed local communities.l7J IL may be necessary to
recognize mat in some areas the capaCity for this popular activity has been
reached.
Wildlife
As noted earlier, for purposes of determining what wildlife resources
and uses can best be accommodated by the various land ownerships, it is
useful to divide wildlife into those species which favor early successional
habitats and mose which require mature or undisturbed forests . Admit-
tedly, thiS is an oversimplification, since species require different habitats
for different purposes (feeding, breeding, cover) and at different times in
their life cycles. Even so, by generaliZing in this way one can begin to
determine which landownership classes are most likely to satisfy the the
habitat needs ofspecies requiring early successional vegetation and those,
including many rare and endangered species, which require mature timber
and minimum human disturbance.
Ordinarily, the early successional habitats will be provided on those
landownerships which practice moderate to intensive timber manage-
ment; specifically state foresls. other non-federal public lands, non-indus-
trial and industrial private forest land. In the East, these ownerships
comprise me bulk of forest land. With e.arly successional habitat provided
in abundance on other ownerships, the national foresL<; should emphasize
management to maintain mature habital<; which are not likely to be
proy.ided elsewhere. This is consistent with the environmentalist position
on timber described earlier.
The situation is different in the West, where the majority of forestland
is in federal ownership. and consideration must be given to multiple
needs. In the West. it is appropriate for the national foresLs to provide both
mature and early-successional habitats in a mix that takes into account
what is available locally and regionally on land in other ownerships. Even
so, it is the mature habitats that are most in peril. and environmentalists are
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likely to press for national forest management that emphasizes mature,
relatively undisturbed forests.
Assistance to state and private forestry and research
Environmental groups have paid relatively little attention to the Forest
Service's programs of assistance to states and small forest landowners and
programs of research. While they favor action to encourage timber produc-
tion on private lands, environmentalists have not given priority to state and
private forestry programs and appropriations. Likewise, national environ-
mental groups never have made a significant effort to inOuence Forest
Service research, though some local groups have monitored specific proj -
ects in which they were interested. A few years ago, Washington state
conse'rvationists provided critical support for Jerry Franklin's research on
the ecology of old growth ecosystems in the Pacific Northwcst
The lack of environmentalist attention to these two key Forest Service
activities is regrettable. The Porest Service's state and private forestry
assistance programs provide an important counterpoint to management of
the ational Forest System; a decrease in commercial timber production on
the national forest" might be compensated for by increased production on
state and NIPF lands. The rorest Service research program emphasizes
timber, and it appears that non-timber research has suffered disproportion-
ately in budget cutbacks.
State forestry agencies, by and large, are facing the same kinds or
budget pressure as the Forest Service. The agencies with which I am
familiar look to the Forest Service as an important source of funds to
supplement state legislative appropriations, especially for forest resouro.;
planning. Without Forest Service financial and technical support it is
questionable whether some states would have prepared comprehensive
state forest resou rce plans. One can argue that if these activities are of high
state priority, then the states should be willing to pay for them. The counter
argument runs that state forestry activities have social, economic, and
environmental consequences with national implications, and thus the
federal government rightfully should bear a portion of the cost.
Forest product" industries appear to be increasing technical assistance
to private landowners, and it is possible that this will continue. Whether
industry's effort') would offset reductions in federal assistance, and
whether broader societal interests would be served by a reliance on
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industry, is, from the environmentalist perspective, questionable.
The Forest Service boasts that it operates the world's largest forestry
research program. At the state level, research generally is conducted by
land grant colleges, which are closely tied to the Forest Service's program.
State governors and legislatures appear to be primarily interested in timber
production and marketing. States might be willing to increase support for
research aimed at increasing timber production, but it is doubtful whether
it would do the same for recreation, or studies of general forest ecology.
Nor can industry be counted on to take thf; lead in research. When timber
markets collapsed in the early 1980s, some companies made significant
reductions in their research programs.
In sum, environmentalists would (or should) support increased em-
phasis and funding for state and private forestry and increased funding for
research, with greater emphasis on recreation, general forest ecology,
ways of integrating non-commodity resources into timber management on
I IPFs, and ways of mitigating the adverse impacts of timber harvests on
both public and private lands.
ConclUSion
The Forest Service has indicated that it plans to orient the program
toward the achievement of a limited number of broad societal goals.181
Linking the Program to broad social goals should make it far more relevant
and useful to decision-makers. Forests are not managed for the edification
of foresters; management presumably is aimed at satisfying social, eco-
nomic, and environmental objectives important to the American people.
By directing its forest resources plan toward achievement of a few broad
social objectives, Michigan's forest management division has been suc-
cessful in winning increased support from the governor and staLe legisla-
ture. One reason Congress has not paid much attention to the RPA Program
is that it is not percieved as being relevant to the day-to-day social and
economic (and even environmental) issues demanding aUention.(9)
This paper has sketched a theoretical approach Lo applying the four
responses prescribed by the organizers of this symposium to the provision
of the various forest and range resources, uses, and values. Once goals
have been established , a simple matrix illustrates how analysis might
proceed (Figure 1).
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Such a matrix might serve as a guide to the development of alternatives
under the differcnt "stratcgies" (I prefer to call them bcnchmarks) around
which thc ForeM Service plans to develop alternatives for the 1990 Pro-
~m. .
If it was determined, for examplc, that more timber was required in the
interest ofgrcater economic growth and diversity, then ownerships should
be analyzed to determinc which can most appropriately increase produc-
tion given agency missions, private landowner objectives, environmental
and economic considerations, and regional ownership distribution. Thc
same would be true of allocating investment..,,> in outdoor recreation to
achieve the human health and wellncss goal. from this, it is possible to
identify the appropriate roles for the National Forest System and craft a
responsive program for forest Service assistance to state and private
forestry and research. Thus, Program alternatives could be constructed
around thc achic,,"t:mt:nt of each goal compatibly with the others. Analysis
of possible ways to allocate resources, uses,and values should integr~tc
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goals wiLhin Lhe alLernatives, mixing and matching different combinations
of resources, uses, and values with different responses.
The Program should not require all sectors to emphasize production of
the same kind,; of output';. This was a major flaw in the construction of
alternatives for the 1985 Program. For example, under the high-commodity
production alternative, the ational forest System, State and Private For-
estry and Research all were dedicated to maximizing commodities. Like-
wise, under the high amenity alternative, all three activities were directed
toward achievement of amenities. Il is reasonable to assume that private
forests and some national forest lands might be managed for intensive
timber production, thus meeting the commodity objectives, while other
lands might emphasize amenity values to the degree required to meet
amenity objectives. All sectors should not be expected to contribute
equally to the delivery of a specific resource, usc, or value.
By crafting a Program which seeks to both allocate resources, uses,
and values among different ownerships and to meet broad social goals, it
could be that outpUL<; of aI/forest and rangeland goods and services could
be increased significantly. The result would be a win-win situation for
disparate forestry interests - and the American people.
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Olympia, WA 98504
The activities of the u.s. Forest Service have important effects on
states, their citizens, communities. and industries. In many western states
particularly , major portions of the area within state boundaries is managed
by the Forest Service, and resource industries can depend heavily on
resource supplies from national forestlands. In other states, Forest Service
assistance to resource production from state and private lands can have
important economic cffccts. The elaboratc and mulLifaceted planning
activities undertaken by the Forest Service at district. forest. region, and
national levels confront states with numerous opportunities to attempt to
influence Forest Service decisions. One such opportunity is the prepara-
tion every five years of a national program under authority of the 1974
Resources Planning Act (RPA).
The purpose ofthis paper is to discuss how states might be expected to
express their economic interests within the RPA process. It will particularly
discuss a series of hypothetical options for responding to assumed in-
creased demand for all resources supplied from our nation 's forests. These
options include increasing supplies from national forest system lands, from
state or private lands. or decreasing demand for these resources. The
recommendations suggested in this paper do not necessarily reflect the
actual preferences of the state of Washington for the 1990 RPA Program.
The analysis in this paper assumes that there will be no major changes
in the RPA or in the u.s. Forest Service's other major statutes, such as the
Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act or the statutory limits on log exports
from national forest system lands. It is also assumed that there will be no
major realignments of ownership between different federal agencies, or
between the federal government. the states. and private parties. Relaxation
of these assumptions could change the recommendations contained in this
paper.
STATE ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
The varied nature ofstate interests
States, like the federal government, are complex political entities made
up of many diverse constituencies. A state's most general economic inter-
est in natural resource management is to realize a high level of income by
the state and its citizens from the use of natural resources, either on lands
within the state or by industries located within the state. Financial benefit')
to state government itself from natural resource use include tax revenue
from property taxes, business activity taxes, excise taxes, income taxes,
and sales taxeSj from rents, royalties, or payments for state owned natural
rcsource assets; and from federal payments derived from use of federally
owned assets. The relative importance of thesc sources of revenue de-
pcnds on a statc's tax structure, the amount of state or federally owned
land, the importance of various resource industry sectors within thc state,
and other factors. States also seek to control state expenses related to
natural resource use.
Beyond the limited perspective of the state treasury, states also express
general economic development policies seeking to provide cconomic
benefits to state citizens. There may be one or more of a number of
alternative economic development policy directions, such as diversifying
economic activity to provide greater long term stability of employment
opportunities, improving the profitability of traditionally important indus-
tries through taxing policies or other means, stimulating new investment
from outside the state through favorable taxing or regulatory measure'>,
improving the geographic distribution of employment opportunities, and
improving educational institutions, infrastructure, or other basic support
systems for economic development.
ot all these policy options are mutually consi tent. A policy that's
good for one economic interest within a state may not be good for another.
The objective of state governments to raise tax revenues connicts, no less
than in the federal arena, with profitable business activity, and may
discourage siting of attractive new industrial facilities. The state as a
resource owner has views concerning resource prices which can be at
odds with the views of in-state manufacturers purchasing state owned
resources. Different industries, for example tourism and timber, may be
competing for the same resource base. General economic development
strategies may seck to save declining rural industries, or may alternatiyely
try to bring new industries to depressed areas, or assist unemployed
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workers to relocate and seek employment elsewhere. Specific economic
development projects which provide short term economic gains may be
argued against if they are viewed as jeopardizing "quality-of-life" allributcs
significant in auracting new industry over the long term.
A state may not even be singlemindedly in favor of federal expendi-
tures within the slate, such as for small landowner cost-sharing programs.
A state's political temperament on the general subject of federal taxation
and spending may color iL'i view of the parochial gain to the state of a
federal spending program, especially if federal dollars come with strings
attached.
Besides the variety of economic interests and beliefs within a state,
different states and different regions have clearly compcting interests in
federal resource policy. These differences are based on the importance,
both comparatively and absolutely, ofvarious resource uses in a state, such
as timber, grazing, recreation, etc.; on the relative importance of federal,
state, and private resource ownership; on the markets on which states are
dependent, both domestic and export; on the different tax structures ofthe
statcs; and on the demographic differences of states, such as the impor-
tance of urban versus rural populations and industries.
Finally, thc federal policy direction advocated by a state's political
leaders is certainly not determined solely by the economic interests of the
statc. Other state concerns, such as the maintenance of traditional lifestyles
or the protection of environmental amenities are likely to figure signifi-
cantly into the state's recommendations to a federal agency such as the U.S.
Forest Service.
The preceding discussion has been intended to show that there is no
monolithic "state economic development perspective" on forest resource
supply issues likely to be consistently or universally expressed by state
political leaders. Instead, u.s. Forest Service officials are likely to hear a
variety of different state perspectives on different issues at different times,
depending on who is speaking. In addition, there may be very important
differences between the interests of state government and those of local
governments. Forest resource supply shifts that may be insignificant at the
state level, in a state with a predominantly urban service economy, may be
of drastic importance to an individual county or town heavily dependent
on a forest resource industry for local employment and taxes.
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General economic development perspectives ofstates
With the foregoing variations in stalcs' economic development per-
spectives kept dearly in mind, there arc certainly some general statements
that can be made about states' views on alternative source.') of increased
supply to respond to demands for forest resources. States can generally be
expected to favor policies which increase the value of forest lands to states
andlor which reduce the prices or increase the availability or quality of
resources needed by important industries within the stare. States will also
favor policies which reduce the need for state expenditures or which
increase federal expenditures in the state (unless outweighed by a conser-
vative view of federal fiscal policy, as noted above). An individual state will
favor policies which contribute to the general economic development
strategies of that state, whether it be providing old growth timber to
dependent rural sawmills, attracting new investment through ski area
development, or recognizing the need for economic diversity by balancing
competing resource uses.
Federal proposals to increase fore..<;t resource supplies from national
forests, state lands, or private lands, or to try to "limulate reductions in
demand, would be important from the general economic perspective of
states. However, there are limits on the practicality of such broad propos-
als. Resource capabilities of national forestlands limit the ability of those
lands to sustain major increase..<; in production of all resources, particularly
in some regions. Much greater range forage production is unlikely from
national forests on the Pacific coast or in the East, for example, while
increases in timber supplies cannot be large on Rocky mountain and arid
West national forests. Likewise, state owned lands are of such limited
extent nationally and in specific regions, that they cannot be expected to
provide major increases in forest resource supplie.s. While private lands in
many regions are a promising source of increased supplie..<; for some
resources such as timber, their ability to supply ski area sites and primitive
recreation opportunities is limited.
For some resources in some regions, major choices do appear to be
possible, such as greater emphaSiS on public versus private lands for
increased timber supplies in the South, for increased hunting and fishing
opportunities in several regions including the Pacific Southwest, fur in-
creased water supplies in the Rockies, and for increased water quality
protection in the East. In other cases the real opportunities to increase
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resource supplies lie only on one ownership or the other. Even where
choices are evident, the choices may not be the Forest Service's to make.
Thc Service's ability to stimulate a shift of resource production, minerals for
exampic, from national forest to privatc lands may not be large. And it:;
ability to directly reduce demand for forage or developed recreation
opportunities appears to be quite limited.
Increasing resource suppliesfrom nationalforest system lands
In general, states would favor increased federal investment in produc-
tive management of national forest lands, or would oppose decreased
investment, where important industries are dependent on resource sup-
plies from national forest lands. In many cases this economic dependency
results not just from locational factors, but from the national forests ' lands
being physically most suitable to produce certain resources of high quality
and quantity. Old growth timber production from Pacific coast national
forests is an example, as is dispersed recreation opportunities in the
Intcrmountain region.
The disadvantagcs of incrcased cxpenditurcs on national forcstlands,
from a general state perspective, include a possibility, given limited federal
dollars, that this would result in lower funding of state and private forestry
programs and rescarch, which may be more important to many states than
investments in national forest lands. This would especially be viewed as a
problem where national forest lands arc not best suited to sustain increascs
in high value resource uses, such as recreation opportunities ncar urban
areas. Additionally, increasing supplies of marketable commodities from
national foresllands may reduce the price which the state as a landowner,
or which private landowners could receive for products supplied from
their lands. For examplc, prices of stumpage on state owned land, and
resulting state revenue, may be sensitivc to major changes in quantity of
stumpage available from nearby national forests, if both are flowing to the
same market.
Stales may welcome the national forests ' supplying a full rangc of
resource uses as a social policy, in furtherance of the Forest Servicc's
broadly supported multiple use mission. This may even ease political
pressure on slate and private land:; to :;upply multiplc uscs contrary to thc
management objectives of those lands.
However, simultaneously increasing supplies of economically impor-
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tant competing resources may reduce the quality of one or both, or
necessitate spending excessive money and time in planning LO resolve
conflicts. States would not welcome an elevated level of political conflict
among advocates of competing resource uses on national forcstland,; for
this in turn would disrupt state-level forest resource discussions to which
those same interests arc a parry. Inflamed polarization concerning forest
management policy serves no jurisdiction's interest.
Finally, if dramatic increases in commodity supplies from national
forests serve to accentuate the boomlbust tendencies of local rural econo-
mies, states may experience greater demand for social service expendi-
lures.
Increasing resource supplies from state lands
To the extent this strategy could be implemented it could be a substan-
tial benefit to those states which have major forest land holdings, for the
resulting increase in value of the land would provide greater state revenue.
The value of forest resources to industries using them may also be in-
creased if state lands possess critical advantages over federal lands, or if
there are few or no available federal lands in the state. Advantages ofstate
lands may include lack of export restrictions for stumpage, nearness to
ports or mills, fewer environmental re<;trictions, or fewer limits on develop-
ments such as condominiums near ski areas. Most states would also
welcome the increases in State and Private Forestry expenditures such a
strategy seems to imply.
To the extent there is important competition among different resource
uses, this strategy simply shifts the political repercussions to the state level.
This could be seen as an advantage or disadvantage by the state... Perhaps
state political processes may be better able to resolve local resource
conflicts. For one thing, state lands may have a narrower mission than
national forest lands. Increases in outputs of resource uses to which those
lands are widely understood to be dedicated may be more acceptable. At
the least, state ofTicials would have more control over the outcomes of
resource conflicts important LO the state.
However, if an emphaSiS on federal investments on state lands result..
in decreased investments on national forc.';t !>ystem lands, this would not
be seen as economically beneficial by states with significant national forest
lands or whose major industries are dependent on national forest lands.
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Some local industries may be hurt by higher resource prices, particularly if
state resources can flow to broader markets. or those industries could
suITer from being forced to shift to less preferred or less familiar sources of
supply.
More fundamentally , state lands may not be able to respond ade-
quately to demand for higher resource outputs, due to legal constraints.
These may limit the type of resource which the state land can supply, either
commodity or non-commodity. In the case of renewable commodity
resources. state lands may already be producing at the maximum sustain-
able rate. In general this strategy is likely to be supported by states only if
combined with other strategies having more widely shared benefits.
Increasing resource supplies from private lands
Private lands may be better suited than national forest lands to provide
increased supplies of a number of important commodity re:;ourccs includ-
ing timber. forage. minerals, and developed recreation sites. If this results
in reduced cosls or improved quality or marketability of forest products.
the value of resource industries to states may be enhanced. Tax revenue
may increase as well as state employment opportunities. Private parties
operating on a profit motive may be more sensitive to what markels arc
'really demanding. At the same time, if commodities are emphasized on
lands where profit is an accepted management objective, and national
forests emphasize amenity resources, political conflict may be reduced.
However, this strategy is not without pitfalls for state governments and
state economic interests. As with shiflS of production to state lands. some
resource users may suffer from higher price,;, unfamiliar sources ofsupply,
or variable quality. Compared to national forestlands, private lands, like
state lands, may not be capable of responding to demands for increased
supplies. In many regions of the country, private timber lands are poorly
sto<iked with commercial species or are in very young age classes. on-
industrial landowners may have objectives incompatible with commercial
timber production, including conversion to more intensive land uses.
These will be especially troublec;ome problems if proposals to increase
production from private lands are linked to decreased production from
suitable federal lands. From the state government perspective. difficult
legislative actions may be required to provide financial incentives to entice
small landowners into resource production, such as tax incentives. finan-
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cial assistance or authority to charge fees for traditionally free forest uses.
If private land shifts into and out of resource production, tensions may be
created with neighbors, leading to demands on states for increased regula-
tory authority and enforcement crforL<;.
Reducing demand for forest resources
Generally, this strategy would not be favored by states unless substi-
tute producL') are more economically important to the state than the
product being displaced. For example, increased use of particle board may
increase the value ofsome forestlands growing timber not suitable for saw
timber markeL'i. Substitution may also reduce consumer prices for products
consumed within a state. And reduced demand may prevent any produc-
tion on lands where there would be a high rate of resource use conflicts.
However, state economic development goals are generally to increase
rather than decrease the market for the stale'S resources. I{educed demand
causes prices to fall. While this may be good for consumers, it is a serious
drawback for producers. Substitutes used as intermediate production
factors, even when cheaper than traditional forest outputs, may be of
poorer quality or less predictably available.
Desirable strategies/or individual  forest resources
Each of the general options for responding to increased for<.:st re-
source demands has important advantages and disadvantages from the
state perspective. one is clearly superior in itself. The most important
consideration in a given state's preference for Resources Planning Act
Program alternatives is likely to be the ways in which each alternative
balances competition for forest resources among those resource uses most
economically important to the state. Creative ways to reduce these conflicts
are crucial in extending resource supplies, or at least reducing costs. States
can be expected to favor a program strategy built as much as possible on
locally developed plans, whether national forest plans or state forest
resource plans. It is in these planning efforts that state and local influence
is likely to be strongest, and in which state interests are best balanced with
broad national goalR.
The following discussion presents strategies for each important forest
resource which could be favored by the states. These proposals are highly
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dependent on the quality of available information concerning resource
capabilities and demands on various ownerships. Information has been
gathered from the 1985 RPA Program EIS and the 1984 RPA Assessment
update.!1) Better information could lead to different proposals.
Timber
The general strategy is first to take pains to protect all forest resources
including timber from losses due to fire, insects, and disease; second to
work to increase markets, recognizing the benefits of this strategy to
manufacturers, log brokers, states, and the federal treasury; third to in-
crease supply only on the best timber growing sites having the least
conOict with other resource", near good markets, or where purchasers are
most dependent on current sources of supply; fourth to avoid flooding the
market with timber in an effort to reduce consumer prices, recognizing that
modest increases in consumer prices reflect economic gains for resource
owners, and fifth to seriously recognize that there are economically impor-
tant competing resource uses even on the best timber growing sites, and
that creative problem resolution is crucial.
The ational Association of State Foresters has recently stated in
Congressional tcstimony that forest pest management and suppression
should be given more emphasis on national forest lands as well as state and
private lands.!2) In addition, NASF has strongly recommended retaining a
strong cooperative fire protection program, arguing that the benefits in
avoided resource losses on all ownerships far outweigh the costs. The best
way to extend supplies of timber and other resources is to avoid cata-
strophic losses.
NASI" has also recommended a new marketing and industrial develop-
ment initiative within the Forest Service's Forest Management and Utiliza-
tion Program.The intention is to improve the competitiveness of U.S. forest
products producers in domestic and export markets, and to assist in
reducing the U.S. trade deficit for forest producl".!2) Increasing exports,
from the Pacific coast particularly, can help raise prices enough to keep
producers operating even as their timber supply costs rise.
A major shift of increased timber production to state-owned lands is
not feasible in most regions where state lands are lacking in sufficient area,
are already producing at full sustainable harvest rates, or have constraints
due to non-timber objectives. Increased state timber production could be
counted on only to address very small scale market imbalances. I Iowevcr,
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states will favor federal policies which support high stumpage prices from
state lands, such as the ability to export sawlogs from state land...
States are likely to support federal policies to increase timber produc-
tion from the most physically capable and economically feasible private
lands. Such an emphasis should not, however, be in place of harvests from
better national forest lands, and should not attempt to displace higher
valued uses of private land, such as residential uses or grazing.
States are strong supporters of increased funding for forest research .
As pointed out by both NASF and the Society of American Foresters,
research is important for reducing insect and disease and fire losses,
increasing wood utilization, improving international markcting, and rc-
solving competition between timber production and other forcst resource
uses.121131
Range
For the national forest system, range rehabilitation is the most impor-
tant priority. In general, increased production and increased grazing
should be a long term rather than short term goal for these lands. Mcan-
while, other ownerships are better suited to increase forage production,
and Forest Service policy should seek to stimulate shifts to other owner-
ships. In the arid West, range rehabilitation on national forestlands can be
combined with needed watershed protection measures on those same
lands. ational forest range programs should probably not be viewed as a
money-making endeavor from thc fedcraltreasury standpoint. I [owever,
they have important local economic benefits to states.
Water Supply
Providing steady flows of good quality water is a vital national forest
value from a state economic perspective, especially where poor water
quality or excessive or insufficient water flows act as a major constraint on
economic activity important to states.
Analysis of the advantagc.. of watershed improvement investment" on
national forest lands must also take account of me downstream benefi15 of
reduced drinking watcr treatment expenditure., and reduced expenditurc..
to repair damage from flooding or mud..lides.
State efforts to increase water conservation, water transfers, and waler
re-use should also be supported by the Forest Service and other federal
agencic<;. As legal questions surrounding these strategies are resolved,
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they offer the best hope in the future of increasing the value of water
supplies in the West.
I JeveJoped RecreaJi(m
The Forest Service should promote use of nalional forest land for
developmenl of ski areas or developed water recreation areas where
national forest land has favorable physical and/or economic characlcristics
compared to other existing or potential sites and where developed recrea-
lion has a high economic value compared to alternative usc,; of the national
forest lands. Analysis of developmenl possibililies on national forc')t land
should take inlO accountlhe potential for increasing the value of adjacenl
slale or private land which could accommodale support facilities or condo-
minium development. A slale's posilion on intensive development will
also depend on lhe pOlential need for increased state and local expendi -
turc') on sewage facilitic'), road repairs and other infraslructure needs.
Developmenl on state or private lands would be preferable where
those sites are physically beuer situatcd, located closer to urban popula-
tion centers, or where more intensive development and thus a higher
valued use of the land, and higher direct economic returns to the state arc
possible. States will strongly support continued federal funding of state
and local recreation facilities through the Land and Water Conservation
Fund or a successor fund such as has been recommended by the
President's Commission for the American Outdoors.
Minerals
States will support increased availability of the most valuable mineral
resources on national forestlands. States can be expected to be sensitive to
the pOlential conniet between mineral development and olher forest
resource uses economically important to a region. The potential social
disadvantages of boom/bust mineral development in rural areas will also
be important to states.
Dispersed Recreation/Fishing and IluntinglWi/derness
!nlhe case ofwildernc<;s or other major rcservations of forc')tland with
maturc timber or other important cconomic values, states may favor lelling
Congress decide the issue, since a stale's Congressional delegation will
have a major role. Thc')c are explicitly political decisions probably besl
made by a political body. rather than a bureaucracy. In stales where
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wilderness bills have been passed, states can be expected to cncouragc the
Forest Service to take full but economically sound advantage of Congres-
sional "release" languagc, to continue economic use of areas not desig-
nated as wilderness. Other major reservations of forest land, such as
spotted owl habitat in the Pacific orthwest for example, is also most likely
to be best decided in an explicitly political decision-making forum.
Other forms of dispersed recreation are important uses of national
forest system lands in all regions, and are generally compatible with most
other uses of these lands. Prevalence ofdispersed recreation opportunities
can be an important element of the attractiveness of a region to new
industry.
Regional preferences
Regional differences in states' views are likely to be most important in
determining a state's position on federal forest policy. What docs the
preceding discussion suggest about various regions' preferences for in-
creased resource outputs from federal, state, or private lands?
Pacific Northwest and Alaska
The prcferred strategy in this region is likely to be one of continuing
stable levels of timber supply from national forest lande;. Ilarvest of old
growth timber should continue at about current levels with no dramatic
increases to reduce consumer prices or decreases to provide major new
pristine habitat or wilderness protection. This region has the most valuable
timber resources on national forest lands, representing a value to the
federal treasury and state industry, especially where local mills are depend-
ent on national forest supplies. In these cases, long term sustainability of
harvests, not a short term glut is what 's needed. The long term approach on
national forest lande; also prevenLe; prices for state-owned stumpage from
being depressed. In this region, recreation, wilderness, and habitat areas
are important and are currently well provided, needing only marginal
additions. The main challenge will be maintaining high timber production
while supporting the region's economically important commercial fishing
industry as well as sport and tribal fisheries, by providing quality anadro-
mous fisheries habitat and fish enhan~t:n)(;nt fa~iliti~~. Conlln~n.: ial fishinS
is especially important in Alaska. Water resource policit:s giving priority to
in-stream recreational uses arc likely to be favored as well, along with
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increased outputs of dispersed recreation opportunities on national forcst,
state, and private lands.
California
As with the Pacific Northwest, stable timber supply levels from na-
tional forest lands, neither sharply increasing or decreasing, are likely to be
preferred, along with increased development of snow and water-based
recreation facilities on federal lands and increased dispersed recreation
opportunities on all ownerships.
Intermountain
A preferred strategy by states in this region is likely to be one of
continued stable supplies of timber and grazing from national forests at
about current levels, increased investment in range rehabilitation and
watershed protection, and increases in dispersed recreation opportunities
on federal , state, and private land5.
Southwest
States in this region arc likely to prefer increases in dispersed and
water-based developed recreation opportunities and watershed protec-
tion on national forest lands over increases in timber production from
those lands. Increased range rehabilitation is also likely to be supported.
Coordination of activities with those on other federal lands is an important
part of a preferred strategy in this region and the Intermountain region.
Rocky Mountain
Stability in national forest timber supplies in areas with dependent
communities is likely to be supported by states in this region, even though
costs may exceed benefiL5 from the federal perspective. Current levels of
grazing outputs and support for increased outputs from private lands
should also be preferred, along with increased development of snow-
based recreation facilities on federal lands. Increased availability of mineral
resources from national forest lands is also likely to be strongly favored
here.
Northeast
States in this region are likely to support increased investment in
timber production from state and private lands and increased dispersed
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and developed recreation opportunities from national forest lands. State
forestlands in the Lakes States particularly would benefit from investments
enabling conversion to more desirable timber species.
Southeast
In this region, states are likely to strongly favor continued and in-
creased federal support for limber production on private land'). Increased
forage production from private lands is also possible in this region.
Watershed protection and dispersed recreation are likely to be favored
uses of national forestland, along with current levels of timber production.
The USDA Conservation Reserve Program is supported as a means of both
improving watersheds and increasing timber production on private lands.
Advantages and disadvantages
The principle advantages of the program strategy discussed here are
that it encourages increases in forest resource supplies on those lands
physically and economically best suited to produce those resources, while
explicitly recognizing the competition among economically important
resource uscs. This strategy would openly involve state as well as federal
political institutions in the resolution of these critical resource problems at
a regional level. This strategy docs attempt to use federal investments on
both national forest and private land to overcome critical constraint,; to
long term increa!'ies in resource supplie!'i in rC'5ponse to rising market
prices. I (owever, it i!'i ultimately willing to let markets determine prices. and
does not attempt to deprc'iS consumer prices to the detriment of producers.
The broad federal program direction, as part of this strategy, is sen!'iitive to
the economic advantages and disadvantages for states and local area!'i.
The strategy ha!'i several important disadvantages:
• From the standpoint of federal budget writer!'i, it docs re-
quire increased expenditures in some Forest Service pro-
grams, such as Slate and Private Forestry and research. It also
calls for increased !'ipcnding in non-lJSFS programs such as
the Land and Water Conservation Fund. To the extent this
strategy reflects diverse regional preferences rather than a
!'iweeping national vision , it may not generate strong political
support for necessary budget levels.
• In the eyes of the Forest Service. these recommendations
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may appear to have very high information requirements:
information on local economics and market conditions and
the comparative profitability of different resource uses on
different ownerships. The strategy also implies some loss of
control over decisions by the Forest Service bureaucracy in
favor of greater influence by state and local offiCials, and
greater time spent in cooperative planning.
• From the state perspectivc, as has been mentioned, incrcas-
ing supplies from private lands may require difficult deci-
sions on legal or financial incentives, increased regulations,
fees for traditionally free forest uses, etc. The strategy also
implies a greater state role in solving resource use competi-
tion problems on national forestlands, a position some state
officials may not welcome.
Potential resolution ojdisadvantages
""he proposcd stratcgy has several fcatu res which cou ld helP moderate
fiscal skepticism, For one thing, an explicit investment analysis, bascd on
the physical and economic characteristics of land in differcnt ownerships
and different regions should provide a basis for assuring budget writers
that only the most promising invc')tmenLc; are being proposed, Emphasiz-
ing the economic benefiLc; to rc-;ourcc owners, including the federal
government, should also make the proposal attractive. If statcs are given
more influence over the key decisions on competing resource uses, state
Congressional delegations may see themselves as having a bigger stake in
advocating appropriations to implement those solutions.
If funding levels are significantly lc<;s than the Forest Service would
desire, as has consistently been the case since the enactment of HPA, the
strategy presented here could be followed, "'he more explicit investment
analysis should permit current funds to be reallocated to a combination of
the most economically promising short term and long term programs, by
region. Greater Forest Service budget flexibility might help. It may also be
possible to provide Congress with information showing the relationship
between Forest Service funding trends and various external indicc<;, so that
continucd delay of adequate funding can bc highlighted and the consc-
quences for achieving agrced on goals can be bclter undcrstood. . oonc
should expect the Forest Service to escape a general belt tightening, but
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diminishing opportunities for future economic growth should be visible to
budget writers.
Lack of information is another diHlcult problem. Ilowever, a great deal
of the neces."ary information certainly exists already and need.. mainly to
be assembled in a usable format. Forest Service staff resources may be
more erfectivcly allocated to conducting objective technical and economic
analysis if they are freed from the full responsibility of searching for
equitable resolution of political problems. Shifting some of that responsi-
bility to state officials could help. This strategy requires a more permeable
Forest Service, or more permeable portions of the Forest Service. But the
advamages of a collaborative approach to problem solving may be worth
the organizational stress.
Collaborative problem solving is the key to the resource competition
explicitly acknowledged in this strategy. An example of collaborative
problem solving at the state level exists in the recently completed landmark
agreement'i on forestry regulation in Washinglon Stale known as lhe
Timber/Fish/Wildlife Agreement or T/F/ W.I-il This agreement replacc.'i
fixed regulatory standards with a more flexible "adaplive management"
approach. The agreement among traditional opponents was possible be-
cause several criteria were met: 1) all sides were frustrated with the
impending regulatory outcome, in which all imerCSL'i had participated but
over which no interest felt in control; 2) a critical level of trust had
developed among several key interesl group leaders as a rc.<;ull of collabo-
ration on other issuc.,,; 3) the partic.<; agreed lo use technical information
collaboratively to find solutions rather than competitively to support
pOSitions; ti) the focus was on mutual support for bottom line needs; 5)
creative opportunitic.'i were sought to enhance rather than just defend
resource valuc.,,; 6) discus.<;ion and resolution took place outside of formal
environmental review or law making procedurc.<; and 7) agreement... were
formalized under the aUlhority of existing legally accountable governmcnt
bodies.
Adaptive managemenL is a particularly powerful approach to natural
resource dispules because it docs not depend on perfect information, nor
docs it require a final commitment by the partic.c;. Instead, a commitment is
made to a carefully designed monitoring program keyed to improving
knowlcdge over lime. In addition, the parlks agree to I.:hang<;.<; in approadl
where indicated by improved knowledge.
Finally, difficulties in statcs' financial and legal abilitiec; to stimulate
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and control increased resource production from private forestlands could
perhaps be addressed by a combination of federal assistance and oversight
and independent evaluation of states' performance. Information on the
most workable mechanisms for stimulating private production could be
made available to states as could assistance with state planning which
would then lead to necessary legal or administrative changes. Financial
incentives could be provided through the State and Private Forestry Pro-
gram. This could, if carefully targeted, be a better use of limited federal
fund') than the less profitable investments in national forest system lands.
States' progress toward implementing necessary measures could be moni-
tored by the Forest Service, by NASF, by SAF, or some other organi7.ation,
enabling Congress to chart and evaluate state effol15 and results.
RPA process needs
The RPA Program strategy suggested in this paper could be summa-
rized as a combination of pursuing economic efficiency, seen from the
perspective of a state/federal partnership, and aggregating local plans. De-
veloping and promoting this strategy could be assisted by certain improvc-
ments in the RPA Assessment information and RPA Program altcrnative
development. ,
Improved information is needed in the Assessment on regional forest
resource capabilities on all ownerships. This recommendation has also
been made by the recent Belmont Ilouse RPA Workshop convened by the
Conservation Foundation.l51 Much of this information should be available
from national forest plans. To the extent possible, economic evaluatkms
should be included indicating in some way the net economic value of
different resource uses on federal, state and private lands. Displaying the
varying capabilities of forestlands to supply different resource uses would
assist readers in drawing conclusions about the best resource use combina-
tions in each region. This display would also clearly point out the compe-
tition among different forest uses at different levels of production, and the
relative advantages and disadvantages of increasing production on differ-
ent ownerships.
The general tone of the Assessment could reasonably be adjusted
away from the implicit a~~umption that increascc; in consumer prices for
forc')t products arc in all case') bad and need to be countered by increases
in supply. Instead, the Assessment should recognize basic principles df
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market equilibrium and acknowledge the economic perspective of pro-
ducers, including federal lands.
An important function of the Assessmem should be to identify strate-
gic policy issues. These arc critical constrainl'i on or opportunities for
achieving the nation's long term forcst land management goals. These
could relate to market trends, budget constraints, organizational capabili-
ties, technology, information availability, demographics, political pres-
surcs, and competition among resource uses. Strategic issues may be
national or regional.
The RPA Program, rather than being an exercise in comprehensive
planning, should propose alternative approache<; to resolving the strategic
policy issues. The Program should explain how each alternative addresses
the most critical issues identified in the Asse'iSment. Alternatives should
differ both in the budgetlevcl required, and in the policy direction relative
to strategic issues.
Program alternatives reflecting a few alternative budget levels, espe-
cially increments below current levels, would enable OMB and Congress
to explicitly consider the results of realistic budget proposals. Alternative
approaches to resolving strategic policy issucs would allow Congress,
interest groups, and states to explicitly consider needed resolution of key
issues, especially the need for political decisions by Congress. nle<;e
Congressional decisions could also be used as management guidance
within the Forest Service, making the RPA process and Program more
meaningful for subsequent Forest Service management.
Conclusion
While there arc difficulties clearly defining a state economic develop-
ment perspective on RPA, states have been active participants in the RPA
process. Future state effort depends on the states' expectation that im-
provements in the Program will have meaningful results in Congressional
budgeting and Forest Service management. To the extent states cominue
to participate, this paper has auempted to show the varied but coherent
policy preferences states may express. Broad economic efficiency and
greater state political involvement are the general characteristics of the
anticipated prderences.
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The development of federal policies and programs regarding the
management of America's forest and range resources involves more than
just the Forest Service and the Congress. The Office of Management and
Budget (OMB), a staff agency located within the Executive Office of the
President, plays a central role in the functioning of the federal land
management agencies through its fiscal and legislative clearance, program
coordination and development and budget preparation. Though many
have a general impression of OMH as the fiscal conscience of the go.vern-
ment, or the "abominable no-man" as it has been called, OMB as an
institution remains an enigma even to many "insiders" in federal resource
policy-making. The cloak which seems to cover OMB is largely of its own
making; the agency does not invite scrutiny from the outside world and it
has taken effective measures to avoid having the substance of its budget
and policy negotiations with the agencies and departments widely known.
Historical context
The predecessor of OMB, the former Bureau of the Budget (BOB),
came into being in response to the need for debt management and the
coordination of agency budget requests through the Executive. Prior to
1921, agency budgets were submitted directly to the Department of the
Treasury and aggregated with little modification for use by Congress. 'Ihe
Prec;ident played a very limited role in the formulation of a national
budgeLllI In 1912, President Taft's Commission on Economy and Effi -
ciency recommended that a national executive budget be developed
"whereby the executive may be made responsible for getting before the
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country a definite, well-considered. comprehensive program."(2) The Con-
gress was well aware of the recent string of budget deficits (a new
phenomenon at that time) and, perhaps recognizing its own inability or
unwillingness to deal effectively with such allocation decisions. permitted
much of its near-total Constitutional authority over budget development to
be gradually assumed by the President.l3) The Budget and Accounting Act
of 1921 denied federal agencies independent influence on the budget de-
cisions of Congress by specifically empowering the new Bureau of the
Budget to "assemble, correlate, revise, reduce or increase the estimates of
the several departments or establishments" and to make detailed adminis-
trative studies to " secure greater economy and efficiency in the conduct of
public service."(4)
Just as the fundamental values of today's Forest Service were largely
shaped by the agency 's first Chief, Gifford Pinchot. the basic values at OMB
remain much the same as when they were set out by the agency's first
Director. Charles G. Dawes. Dawes asserted that the budget bureau should
maintain the highest standards of professionalism and remain impartial,
non-pOlitical and non-partisan. a view subsequently referred to as the
doctrine of "neutral competence." Dawes saw a strict (if naive) dichotomy
between policy-making and administration- "only a non-political staff
could do a good managerial job for a political chief executive, and .. . the
best way to let the technicians make their useful professional contribution
Iislto keep them thoroughly subordinated to political authority."151 The
BOB professional staff would be concerned simply with economy and ef-
ficiency in routine government business, "workers in the stoke-hole ~ho
had nothing to do with the steering of the ship. "16) Dawes also stressed that
BOB must serve first as a staff agency to the President, not the various
departments and bureaus in the Executive Branch-"the effectiveness of
the budget machinery depends upon its independence of departments and
its complete dependence upon the Presidenl."(7) Similarly, BOB loyalty
was to the Office ofthe President, not to the partisan efforts of any current
or preceding Administration. As such, the budget bureau viewed them-
selves as the elite of the civil service, the American equivalent to the
respected British civil service cadre at Whitehall. It was said that ifa Martian
army marched on lhe Capitol, everyone in Washington would flee to the
hills except the budget bureau staff. which would stay behind and prepare
for an orderly transition in governmem.l8)
However, during the Nixon Administration, the professional image of
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the bureau was badly tarnished by politicization. The agency had always
walked a tighLrope between overextending its responsibilities into the
political and operating levels, and overly narrowing its role and viewpoint
through concentration on routine details. Either extreme would severely
damage both its professional credibility and its usefulness to the President.
The budget director might at times become the Presidential point-man on
issues, but the bureau itself could not be seen as a source of partisan
support. In 1971, the former BOB was replaced by an Office of Manage-
ment and Budget COMB) and a new Domestic Policy Council. In Nixon's
words, "... the creation of the OMB represents far more than a mere change
of name for the Bureau of the Budget. It represents a basic change in
concept and emphasis, reflecting the broader management needs of the
Office of the President. "191 Under Nixon, OMB became known as the
Office of Meddling and Bumbling for its widespread interference in the
internal management processes of the agencies and departments. The
report of President Ford's transition team (1974) found that OMB was "too
involved in departmental processes and limiting the departments' ability to
come up with innovative ideas." OMB had become "an advocate of policy
ralher than a politically neutral analytic tool .. . imposing budget~ry
decisions on other federal departments and agencies that were based on
political considerations rather than the economic program approved by
Congress. "1101
Congress' reassertion of its Constitutional authority over budgeting
through the 1974 Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act
was largely a response to such widespread abuses by the Nixon Admini-
stration. James T. Lynn, President Ford's budget director and the first
requiring Senate confirmation, took pains to remove the taint of politiciza-
tion from OMB, symbolically moving his office from the White Ilouse back
to the old Executive Office lluilding where it had been prior to 1971. It was
in this context, and at this difficult juncture in OMB's history, that the RPA
legislation came up for consideration. However, OMB's resistance to the
RPA legislation, and its continuing difficulty with the implementation of
RPA, are rooted not in the politicization of the institution by one Admini-
stration or another, but in the enduring values and perspectives ofOMB as
an organization and an impartial staff agency to the President.
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Economic efficiency and the role of~he budget examiner
The OMB budget examiner assigned to oversee the activitic') of a given
agency must act, in rurn, as both inquisitor and advocate. True to the intent
of the 1921 Budget and Accounting Act, the President (and thus OMB)
takes the most comprehensive view of federal spending priorities of any
player in any branch of the government. In serving the President, OMB
must balance priorities among all the federal agencies, from national
defense and foreign aid programs to highways and social welfare pro-
grams. All programs, including forest resource management, must take
their places in the grand sweep of federal responsibilities. As more de/acto
budget authority has come to reside in the President, OMB has played an
increasingly critical rolc in balancing federal spending priorities while
keeping the grand total within accepted deficit limits. With the establish-
ment of thc Congressional Budget Office and the I3udget Committees in
each house by the 1974 budget reform act, Congress now has at least some
institution for looking at the overall federal budget. Though the Budget
Committees provide guidelines to the myriad appropriations subcommit-
tees (organized gencrally along the lines of the agencic<; they oversee),
there is still no institution that can offer the type of detailed investigation,
analysis and recommendations long offered by OMB.
In conducting the preliminary review of an agency's budget requc<;t,
the budget examiner must represent OMB's fundamental perspectives and
values, i.e., economy and efficiency, in pressing for the justification of
eontinuing programs as well as new or expanding programs. In the role of
the inquisitor, the examiner must prc<;s such quc<;tions as: What is the real
public demand for this good or service? Is there a legislative or executive
mandate that the federal government attempt to meet this demand rather
than leaving it to state/local governments or the private sector? Is the
proposed program and funding level the most cost-effective means by
which the stated objectives can be achieved?The first instinct of the budget
examiner is to look for an opportunity to not approve a new initiative.
Ilowever, OMI3 realizes that, in the word<; of onc budget examiner, "there
are many things that need to be done, and"we want to do the right
thing."11 II But it is the rc<;ponsibilily of the examiner to press hard and be
certain that any new iniliative 15 well justified and that adequate analysis
has been done to document and support that justification.
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1nese justifications, and supporting analysis, become critically impor-
tant when the examiner must present the agency's budget to the division
chief, and when it in tu rn must be prc~ented to the Executive Associate
Director for Budget and to the politically-appointed Deputy Director and
Director before being made a part of the President's Budget. Thus, it is in
the agency's best interest for the budget examiner to have the best possible
supporting analysis for iL<> budget proposal. The examiner is the agency's
only de facto advocate in OMB's internal negotiations on what will consti-
tute the President's Budget. If an adequate justification is not at hand, the
budget examiner will seldom advocate funding a program or, if he or she
doc'> push it, the program will most likely be turned down(an examiner
must be careful that his or her concerns for an agency's interests do not
appear to supercede his loyalty to OMB; examiners may be periodically
rotated to overseeing different agencies to avoid such "going native") .
In theory, the RPA Assessment and Program should provide just the
sort of information OMB need') from the Forest Service in order to justify its
programs. Earlier national-level program documents (e.g., the Resource
Development Program 119611, "RPAIf' Ilate 60sl and the Environmental
Program for the Future I197'm were seen as efforts to raise the visibility
(and funding prospects) of Forest Service programs, primarily with the
Congressional appropriations committees. These were regarded by OMB
as no more than program promotion devices lacking any real analytical
justification for the increased budgeL,) that were called for. When the
concept of RPA was being developed, it appeared to be just what OMB was
looking for from the Forc'>t Service. The RPA Assessment document, to be
prepared on a ten -year cycle, would provide a comprehensive examina-
tion of the national renewable rc')ource demand and supply situations and
the Forest Service's production possibilities and rc'>ource capabilities. Such
a document would presumably provide just the detailed analytical basis
needed to justify Forest Service funding requcsts.
However, RPA also required the preparation of a Program document
which would respond to the needs and opportunities identified in the
Assc')sment by establishing a set of 50-year rc,>ource output goals and
setting more detailed resource objectives and funding targets for the five
years covered by each new Program. In submitting a new five-year Pro-
gram to the Congress, the President is required by RPA to accompany il
with a Statement of Policy, which essentially reprc')ents the President 's
commitment to implementing the new Program. With each subsequent
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annual budget proposal, the President must indicate where the proposed
budget deviates from the budget targets in the RPA Program and the
reasons justifying the deviations. Finally, RPA requires the Fore<;t SCrvice to
prepare an Annual Report, which must include a comparison of the actual
resource management accomplishments for the year with the resource
output objectives for that year as indicated in the Program.
OMB's primary responsibility is to the President and his need for
ncxibility in responding to shifting budget needs and priorities. OMB
disliked even the implicit constrainL., on the President for sctting Forest
Service funding at whatever level he deemed necessary given the other
federal re')ponsibilities at the moment. In particular, OMB did not like the
Presidential accountability to Congress implied in the requirement for a
Statement of Policy laying out the President's commitment to funding the
Program over its five year lifetime. Also troublesome was the potential for
Presidential embarrassment in the requirement that each annual budget
show deviations from the Program and the reasons therefor. Similarly, any
significant deviations from the Program that appeared in the Annual Report
could be portrayed as the President's lack of commitment to conservation
or his inability to qlfry out his own natural resource policy and programs.
In Congressional testimony, OMB opposed these features of the RPA
bill but, interestingly, did not oppose the underlying purpose and thrust of
the legislation. The reporting requirements remained intact in the final bill,
however, and OMB recommended a Presidential veto. For reasons de-
scribed in the background brief, President Ford signed the RPA despite the
veto recommendation, but OMB authored the caveat that went along with
the signing: ". .. certain provisions of this act disturb me, e')pecially those
provisions relating to Presidential discretion in formulating annual budget
requests for our nation's fore.,try programs . ... ..1121
RPA implementation
In the view of officials at OrvtB, RPA implementation by the Forest
Service over the past decade has confirmed their forebodings for Presiden-
tial embarrassment while disappointing them in its failure to provide a
sound analytical basis to justify Forec;t Service programs. Though not
exactly inspiring the Presidential humiliation and remorse of, say, the Iran-
Contra affair, the vast deviations between recent RPA Programs and subse-
quent President's BudgeLc; have been noted across the spectrum of Forest
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Service constituent groups. The Assessment, while better regarded than
the Program, has become so predictable in its conclusions that "anyone
who read the last one already knows what the next one will say." More-
over, the Program is felt to have degenerated to little more than another
agency promotion device without adequate analysis to support its budget
recommendations. In the words of a former examiner of Forest Service
budgets, "it's the same old good newslbad news pitch. The bad news is
that demand is climbing out of Sight for every renewable resource the
Forest Service deals with. The good news is that all they need is another
billion dollars of someone else's money to catch up with it."
A more specific criticism of the Program development process is that,
rather than utilize a straightforward marginal analysis approach, the Forest
Service calls for large incremental increases, "doing the economic analysis
after the fact" to show that benefits would be increased with large increases
in funding. OMB officials assert that, for many Forest Service programs,
nearly the same incremental benefits could be obtained at much lower
incremental cost. In their view, the Forest Service preemptively calls for
large incremental increases rather than plotting out even generalized
marginal cost and marginal benefit curves to determine their intersection at
some optimal level of output. It is fclt that Program alternatives always
shoot way beyond this pOint of intersection and that lesser increments arc
not adequately evaluated.
It is widely presumed that OMB has lillie regard for re.,ources that do
not produce monetary returns to the Treasury.Officials there assert that the
public value of non-market forest resources is clearly recognized .and is
given due consideration in reviewing Fore.,t Service funding proposals for
multiple-usc management. What OMB has more difficulty accepting is the
methodology by which the Forest Service imputes dollar values for these
resources. One particular criticism is that the Forest service tends not to
factor out consumer surplus and thus arrives at price., for non-market
resource outputs that are not analytically comparable to market prices for
timber, mineral and range resources.
In reviewing Forest Service programs, OMB doc., not look for a
positive benefit/cost ratio as much as it seeks a positive ratio of ma18inal
benefits (MB) to marginal costs (Me) for market resources as well as non-
market resources. Over the past five years, for instance, OMB has repeal -
edly turned down proposals from the Secretary of Agriculture for rl}ajor
increases in timber harvesting on the national forests. Even though much
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of the increased harvesting would have taken place in the relativcly
profitable Pacific orthwest and California forests, it was OMB's dctermi-
nation that the additional costs associated with higher harvest levels far
exceeded even longer-term benefiL'). Similarly, while OMB recognizes the
tremendous public value of recreation on the national forests (more than
twice the recreation use of the ational Park System), it is far from clear to
them that those benefits, primarily from dispersed non-developed recrea-
tion, can be significantly increased through any reasonable increase in
recreation cxpcnditures. OMB has supported Forest Service efforL<; to
amend the Land and Water Conservation Act so as to permit the charging of
fees at less developed recreation sites, and feels that anywhere a Forest
Service campground can be shown lO pay for itself one should be con-
structed without delay.
Contrary to popular belief, OMB docs attempt to consider the value of
longer term investmenL<; in natural resource management. But program
expenditurc'i must be justificd in one of two ways: (1) the program must be
shown to be currently economically viable when capital invc'itments such
as r0ads and facilities are amortized over a reasonable period of time, or (2)
the program must be shown to be facing rising real pricc') or valuc<; such
that, although the program may not currently be "profitable," it can be
shown that invc<;tmenLs are needed now to provide a program that will be
economically viable in the reasonably near future. In regard to the current
debate over below-cost timber sales. for example, OMB has no problem
with investing in a road network that will produce negative cash nows over
the short term but will permit a longer-tcrm positive cash now once acccss
is in place. On the other hand, OMB feels there are many areas in which
further timber investments are clearly not justified, even when supposed
multiple use benefits are factored in. OMB officials have pointed,out that
they do not support gelling into long-term unprofitable situations for the
sake of objectives such as "community stability" which lack any legislative
or executive mandate.
A general view at OMB is that it cannot advocate unprofitable public or
privatc investmenL'i. DC'ipite thc findings of the Assessment, OMB is not
convinced that the Forc')t Service State and Private f'orc<;try (S&PF) pro-
gram is using public money wisely in regard to encouraging sound invc'it-
ments. In their view, timber simply is not as economically scarce as the
Forest Service claims or else investments would pay better than they do.
Questions of equitable benefit distribution arise as well. For instance, in
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direct assistance programs, are the benefits being distributed appropriately
among the American people or is this ~ "public investment for private
gain"? To OMB, the answer is doubtful, even considering the effect of a
greater timber supply from private land,; in reducing consumer prices for
wood product').
Improving the linkage between the assessment and the pro-
gram
Possibilities for a greater reliance on federal resources to meet the needs
and opportunities identified in the Assessment
'Ihe dichotomy between policy and adminislIation is seldom as clearly
defined as former BOH director Dawes once asserted. Although OMB is
theoretically not a policy-making institution officials there regularly
grapple with such poliCY questions as "What is the appropriate federal role
in meeting national demand for renewable resource goods and services
and in promoting investment in resource production on state and private
land')?" OMB input on such questions is both direct. through recommenda-
tions taken up through the Executive Office of the President. and indirect,
through the screening and evaluation of Forest Service budget justifica-
tions. People at the political levels ofOMB may work with the Department<;
to determine how agency effort') can be made more consistent with the
current Administration 's policies of reducing the size and scope of the
federal bureaucracy (including land and asset ownership) and scaling back
on federal spending at the state and local levels.
For other reason,; as well, this is not the most auspicious point in
history to propose a major expansion of federal spending on natural
resource management. The urgency of dealing with the budget deficit,
with or without Gramm-Rudman, will continue to work against the initia-
tion of new programs or significant real-term increases in spending on
existing programs. The necessity of budget cutbacks will require the
prioritization of existing programs and the further reduction of programs
that cannot be justified as precisely as others. 'lhese will be programs with
the smallest -MEl-Me ratio, i.e., the least marginal loss in benefit" for the
greatest marginal decrease in costs. Without the constraint" of Gramm-
Rudman a sort of triage can be performed, allowing the least vi;tble
programs to die out while maintaining the most viable programs at more
fully operative levels.
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Policy differences between this Administration and the next notwith-
standing, there will be few opportunities in the near future to significantly
expand federal resource programs beyond what now exists. Beyond this
Administration, there may not be the policy emphasis on the reduction of
the federal role in the states, but OMB will still be evaluating budget
requests in terms of economy and efficiency and, most likely, in the
context of budget deficits at least as large and as urgent as today's. Furthcr
along, we may get thc deficit more under control, but the opportunities to
expand budgcts in real terms will remain extremely limited. Current trende;
for spending on the non-discretionary portion of the federal budgct
suggest that competition for any newly available budget resources will be
intense. Measures to permit a greater reliance on federal lands to meet
expanding resource needs will have to pass the same test of economy and
efficiency in an increasingly restrictive and competitive budget environ-
ment. In planning to best meet the resource demands of the nation, the
opportunities to rely even more heavily on federal resources should not be
presumed.
Possibilities for a greater reliance on state lands and on industrial and
non-industrialprivate forest lands
There are basically three types of measures that can be taken to
encourage investment and more intensive management on state and
private forest lands: (1) direct federal assistance such as cost-sharing and
forestry incentives, (2) indirect federal assistance such as ~av()rable tax
treatment for investments in future forest productivity, and (3) information
and technical assistance. As a general rule, OMB docs not support either of
the first two approaches but, of the two, finds indirect assistance the least
objectionable. As noted above, OMB takes a dim view of "public invcst-
ment for private gain,» and it makes little difference whether it is donc
through increased federal outlays or decreased federal revenue. There is a
strong belief in market solutions, that the federal government should not
go any further than it already has in favoring one kind of private commcr-
cial investmcnt over another.
OMB has always been against the philosophy of direct federal assis-
tance to privatc forest landowners. The feeling is that if the prospective rate
of rcturn for morc intcnsive forcst managcmenl is nOl sufficienllo l:llcour-
age private investment, then the federal government should not intervellc
to boost the rate of rcturn beyond the level at which the markct actually
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values the products. OMB has auempted for several years running to
entirely eliminate the S&PF program from the Forest Service budget This is
due in part to the fundamental inconsistency of S&PP activities with OMB's
market solution approach, and in pan La the fact that the states are
collectively running a $63 billion budget surplus while the federal govern-
ment is running a $200+ billion budget deficit lhe prevailing altitude is, if
iL makes sense to the slates to subsidize private forest landowners, then let
them pay for it themselves.
OMB is only slightly less critical of indirect federal assistance through
such measures as favorable tax treatments. The 1982 tax reform bill's
reforestation tax credit for non-industrial private landowners was strongly
resisted by OMB as an unnecessary and inappropriate reduction of federal
revenues. They also favored more recent efforLs by the Treasury Depart-
ment to revoke capital-gains tax treatment for certain industrial and non-
industrial private forest management investments such as roads. Interest-
ingly, OMB passively favored tariffs on Canadian lumber imports; to the
extent that Canadian subsidization could be shown to have already dis-
turbed the market, tariffs were seen as an acceptable way of restoring a
"level playing field."
Recognizing the variety of reasons for outputs from non-industrial
private forestlands being perhaps lower than is economically optimal (and
shOWing that their response to state and private forestry initiatives is not
always negative), OMB strongly advocates an increased effort to educate
landowners about what economic opportunities do exist OMB's percep-
tion is that the landowners' lack of information regarding timbcr markets
and markets for such things as hunting leases and camping permit~ is, in
itself, a market imperfection. So to the extent that outputs from state and
private lands can be enhanced by removing such market imperfections,
OMB is all in favor. If the future supply and demand situation for timber is
expected to cause significant real-term increases in stumpage prices (N.B.,
the 1984 RPA Assessment Update and the Southern Timber Study) thcn
landowners should be apprised that immediate investmenL<; in forest
management are likely to yield Significantly higher rates of return than
currcnt price trcnd" would suggest If extension foresters could show
landowners the financial advantages to more intensive limber managc-
ment (increasing rates of return, tax advantages for the present and future
through tax deferrals and estate planning) officials at OMB predict thaI a
great many more landowners would take notice than now do. I( the
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Program contained specific proposals for improving the education of
forest landowners, for instance through a clearinghouse for forest resuurce
financial/economic information or a forum for information exchange, it
would likely receive strong suppurt from OMB.
Addressing the Assessment findings by reducing demands jor jorest re-
sources
1he clearest way to actively reduce demand for forest resources is to
either find substitutes or achieve greater processing and use efficiencies
through technological advances. Demand might also be reduced by
changes in consumcr tastes. For example, there are indications that, as the
population ages and bccomes more urban-oriented, the demand for cer-
tain types of outdoor recreation will grow much more slowly than pro-
jccted in recent Assessments. Again, it is OMB's assertion that the most
effideOl and economical federal action is to let the markets, both economic
and political, find thcir own equilibrium. As the costs uf raw matcrials and
labor have increased, technology has permitted the fabrication of more
wood products from fewer trees and fewer man-hours. More substitution
is also taking place, although many who generally oppose the cutting of
trees are thinking twice about the added energy and pollution costs to
,'iociety of alternativc'i such as substituting aluminum studs for wooden in
housing and commercial construction. These effects are already happen-
ing without federal marketplace interventions promoting one commercial
,enterprise over another.
Such considerations are of direct relevance when looking over the
Forest Service rC'iearch program. OMB considers much of the rC<iCarch
done by the Forest Service to be a public good. A great deal of land and
resource management research is needed for managing federal lands, and
the usefulness of this rC'iearch to private land management is a valuable
side benefit. A certain amount of wood products procc<)Sing and end-usc
research also servc'> the poblic in increasing the efficiency and usefulness
of products from small- to medium~sized processors who would not
otherwise conduct the research themselves. To a considerable extent,
lower total cost to a large number of firms distributes benefits broadly to
the public.
Rcsearch that bcnefiL'i a relatively few large firms, such as the major
wood products corporations, is more quc'itionable, however. Technologi-
cal advances in such areas as sawmill recovery, reconstituted board prod-
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ucts and truss structures benefit the public from a resource use efficiency
standpoint, in effect slretching the existing supply of raw materials and
presumably reducing the competition for forest resources between com-
modity and amenity users. evertheless, such research tends to con<:en-
trate significant commercial benefits on a relatively few large processors.
To the extent that such research should continue to be conducted by the
Forest Service. more should be shifted to a cooperative agreement ap-
proach wherein the major beneficiaries share in the cost ofconducting the
research.
Conclusion
With improved economic analysis underpinning the Program alterna-
tives as well as the Assessment. RPA can still turn out to be extremely useful
to the Forest Service in justifying it') program funding requests and gaining
OMB approval for budget proposals. The Assessment is generally well
supported, although OMB will probably continue to view it') demand
projections with some skepticism. What will really make the difference to
OMB will be a more complete and more credible marginal analysis to
support the specifics of the Program. showing in each instance that the
Forest Service program in question is operating as close as possible to the
optimal marginal cost/marginal benefit intersection.
OMB will continue to depend heavily on the market to bring renew-
able resource supplies from all ownerships more in line with prevailing
and projected resource demands. The fundamental values of OMB, econ-
omy and efficiency, will continue to be the primary guideline'i in evaluat-
ing federal renewable resource management programs. Such considera-
tions, combined with the need to balance overall budget priorities in an
increasingly re'itrictive and competitive budget environment, will severely
limit prospects for increasing the federal role in the production of most
forest resources. Federal measure') to increase output') from state and
private land'i should be limited to educating landowners so that they can
respond to the best available market information without interference from
governmental market distortions. Reductions in the demand for most
forest resources will come primarily from substitution, enhanced efficiency
through technological advances or through changes in consumer taMes.
Much of the land'i managemcnt rcsearch conductcd by the Fore')t Service
can be con'iidercd a public good, but the responSibility for rcsearch with
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direct commercial applications will be shifted increasingly to those ele-
ments of the private sector to which the benefits accrue most.
The rore')t Service is generally well regarded at OMB as one of the
most competent and effective agencies in the federal government Forest
Service programs arc popular, and the can-do attitude of Forest Service
personnel has permitted the agency to accomplish an increasingly difficult
management task despite declining budget re50urccs. The RPA provides a
workable framework for analytically justifying its programs to OMB's
satisfaction, but a shallow and poorly documented agency promotion
approach is neither useful nor effective. The RPA process is essentially a
continuing and interactive policy analysis process; it does not serve the
agency's interests, with OMB or with the Congre').')ional appropriations
committees, to attempt to force decisions with dire predictions and an
incomplete analysis of the available options. Both OMB and the Congress
need the collective professional judgment of the Fore')t Service to be')t
determine the optimal balance of program funding given not only the long
term resource management goals of RPA, but current budgetary limitations
and any overarching policy considerations. Such difficult decisions must
be made with each and every year's appropriations, with or without the
interactive policy analysis and professional judgment of the Forest Service.
Through it') structuring of the Program, the Forest Service must decide
whether or not it will be an active and useful player in these deliberations.
The RPA can be, liS intended by its authors, the key to guidin.g annual
budget decisions on the basis of intcgrated, long-term resource manage-
ment goals, or it q.n continue to decline in its usefulness until it is no longer
rclevant to those decisions.
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Planning Against Analysis:
Forest service Implementation of the Resources
Planning Act of 1974
Christopher K. Leman
Graduate School ofPublic Affairs
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
-The RPA was needed to legitimize the planning process
that the Forest Service had implemented less formally.
- Chief of the Forest Service [1 J
Planning is not so much a subject for the social
-scientist as for the theologian.
- Aaron Wildavsky 12\
The Resources Planning Act of 1971 (RPA) mandated one of the
'nation's most ambitious efforts to incorporate expert knowledge into
policy debates. The law requires the Secretary of Agriculture, with the
assistance of the Forest Service, to submit to Congress one report every ten
Nears assessing supply and demand for the nation's renewable resources,
and another rcport every five years laying out multiyear program proposals
for thc agency. The presidcnt is to submitlO Congress a statement of policy
expressing intentions regarding the issues raised. This process has gone
through three cycles, designated as the 1975, 1980, and 1985 RPA exer-
cises, and thc Forest Service is now preparing for the 1990 exercise. This
conference has been convened to evaluate experience with the RPA
Program and to recommend any necessary changes in its design or im-
plementation.
This conference is nol the firsl occasion when RPA has been rea!>-
sessed. Over the years, many suggestions for RPA's improvement have
been made, some of them repeatcdly. Yet only a very limited number of
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these suggestions have produced change in the RPA process. Lest this
conference become just another inleresting but ineffective exercise, it is
important that the focus be not just on what to keep and what to change in
RPA, but also on the organizational and political context that has made RPA
what it is and will determine which changes are possible. The tendency has
been to examine RPA only as an exercise in forestry or economics. But
fundamentally, RPA is an exercise in institutional management, and to fu lly
understand and evaluate it, insight inLO organiational and political proc-
esses is essenlial.
Social scienliSIS emphasize that legislation is only the first and some-
times not the most important innuence on how a policy is carried out.131
Organizational and political pressures have a major bearing on the policy 's
success or failure. Since the Forest SCrvice has the greatest role in implem-
entation of RPA, that agency's organizational processes and the political
forces that work upon it are key innuences on RPA.
The literature on implementation has focused largely on substantive
programs, not examining the performance of government in carrying out
the planning and analysis that arc also a part of its responsibilities. Espe-
~ially in recent decades, government agencies have been assigned such
duties as benefit-cost analysis, regulatory review, environmental impact
assessment, and program budgeting. IJere, too, government can succeed
or fail, but assessing success or failure can be somewhat more complicated
than with other governmenl tasks because the product is not as identifiable
as a good or service.
Planning and analysis tend to have aspirations that arc not always
compatible.[4\ This paper suggests that Forest Service implementation of
RPA as a national planning exercise has proved inhospitable to RPA's
potential as an exercise in policy analysis. Analysis is the effort to under-
stand something by separating it into its constituent parts. A common
model for the analysis of policies is to define a problem, select criteria for
evaluating it, layout alternatiVes, predict and value outcomes, and recom-
mend a course of action.lSI Of course, the field of policy analysis encom-
passes considerable diversity. Some analyses are broad-ranging research
efforts; others are narrowly focused and short term. But the general model
of policy analysis has been one ofstriving for understanding of the present
through consideration of policies other than those currently in place. This
aspiration can be seen in the language of the Resources Planning Act and
in the rhetoric that has accompanied its implementation. ot all policy
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analysts live up to their ideal; too often they have less impact on institutions
than these institutions have upon them, so that their analysis only echoes
the status quo and discourages efforts to consider its alternatives. But the
policy analysis ideal remains.
A plan, on the othcr hand, is a method or scheme of action. lhc
emphasis is on decision, not understanding. Like policy analysis, the field
of planning encompasses considerable diversity. For example, many ur-
ban planners have adopted a more flexible, focused approach than that
practiced by federal land management agencies. lbe fleXible, focused
approach can also be found in parts of the Forest Service, but at the
agency's national level, the more characteristic type is the comprehensive
planning conducted under the Resources Planning Act. In other organiza-
tions, comprehensive planning has rarely lived up to its name. To be truly
comprehensive is virtually impossible, and many plans, once formalized,
are not heeded, with decisions being made more informally.l61
Organizational andpolitical context
The Forest Service is deeply marked both by its internal structure and
culture and by its external political context.171 The Forest Service Ieadcr-
ship exerts considerable authority, and throughout the agency's history, it
has initiated large-scale nationwide planning efforts. Long before 1905,
when the Forest Service acquired the national forests and its current name,
it was publishing assessments of timber supply and demand. lhe
Copeland Report (1933) emphasized the variety of resources, including not
only timber and range, but recreation, wildlife, and watersheds.l81 The
leadership increased such efforts in the 1970s, convinced of the value of
considering the interaction of different resources, linking current program
outputs to asse~menLs of long term supply and demand for them, and
examining future choices in terms of alternatives. The Resources Planning
Act of 1971 pulled together and institutionalized many earlier efforts. The
internal change was not great; the chief at the time observed that the RPA
legislation legitimized a process that the agency .had already implemcnted
less formally (see epigraph). In recent years, the leadership has channeled
considerable resources into the RPA effort. It has singled out the RPA staff
in Washington, D.C. for frcquent prail'ic, and by granting promotions and
favorable assignments to veterans of this staff, has increased that staWs
prestige and power within the agency.
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Within the Forest Service, informal culture is also an important influ-
ence. Many agency personnel share a distaste for partisan politics, and a
faith in science, technical skill, and comprehensive planning. The RPA
process resonates with these values, with iL') emphasis that Program recom-
mendations should be based not on presidential or congressional initia-
tive, but rather on a Forest Service-led planning effort that begins with an
assessment of resourcec; and their uses and that bases the choice on a
comparison among alternatives.
These agency values have always been somewhat general in their
implications for policy, leaving room for other organizational and political
influences. Forest Service cultural faith in technical knowledge has not
always recognized the limits that stem from inadequate knowledge or from
the inherently political character of some questions. As is characteristic of
an organization with such high morale and internal cohesion, Forest
Service employees are proud of what they do and tend not to see much
point in exploring proposals that would reduce the agency's responsibili -
ties or iLc; size.l9J
Yet nothing is unanimous in the Forest Scrvice. The agency has
significant occupational diversity, with some occupations having subcul-
tures quite distinct from the agcncywidc culture. Some Forest Service
economists and planners, and some line managers, are unhappy with how
RPA has been implemented and marketed, seeing it as having becn takcn
over by peers who are more politicians than analysts, and by accountants
who do not understand what analysis can contribute.
Forest Service implementation of RPA is also importantly affected by
the political context. In Gifford Pinchot's day, presidents had relatively
little to do with the appropriations process. Pinchot had relatively free rein
in dealing with Congress in each appropriations year, and did not sec the
need for detailed multiyear spending proposals. However, Congrec;s was
morc involved in specific funding questions than Pinchot liked, and to
establish a more stable and unconstrained funding base, he secured, and
then lost, authority for the Forest Service to keep all of the revenuec;
received in its operations. This step would have made the agency into a
government corporation that would be far less dependent on annual
appropriations than it turned out to be.IIOI
A unified annual federal budget was required by law after 1921, and as
newer agencies joined in the competition for funds, presidential adn:tini-
strations and their budget examiners began to challenge .the traditional
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freedom of lhe Forest Service in relaying its funding requests to Congress.
As a result, the Forest Service leadership began a search that continues to
this day for means to communicate budget need5 to Congress, free of the
constraints that accompany preparation of the president's annual budget.
The hope was to strengthen the case for long-term investments and thus
beuer compete in the appropriations process with programs whose bene-
fits are more immediate or dramatic. The Forest Service and olher agencies
sought ways to marshall technical arguments on their behalf. One ap-
proach was to document the effects of past spending patterns. For ex-
ampic., one inOuential 19'i9 report showed that postwar spending reduc-
tions had led to a falloff in timber sale offerings and an increase in fire
losses.lll1
Another, more frequent strategy was to propose multiyear programs
for future spending. The out-years in these proposals were developed
outside of the annual budget process but would then be cited when the
budget year came around. Multiyear spending proposals were a part of the
Copeland report (933), Operation Outdoors (957), Program for the
National Forests (959), Development Program for the National Forests
0%0, and Environmental Program Cor lhe Future 097-1)1121. What was
'new in the Resources Planning Act was that the Forest Service leadership
now had more authority to state its own budget preferences directly to
Congress and the public, unhindered by the budgetary review of presiden-
tial administrations. In this privilege the Forest Service is almost unique; the
legislation would probably have been vetoed had it not been for the
unusual circumstances surrounding the resignation and pardon of PrC5i-
dent Nixon.l131
The application of economic analysis to Forest Service budget and
policy questions also had important origins in the external political con-
text, emerging in the late 1960s when planning-programming-budgeting
systems (PPBS) were required throughout the federal government. When
the requirement was dropped in 1971 the Forest Service carried on the
analyses, although ,because the agency was now in total control, PPBS'
stance for trimming or changing programs was replaced by a more affirma-
tive attitude.
RPA implementation so far
The aspirations of the Resources Planning Act were and remain cn-
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tirely legitimate. Debates on Forest Service actlvltlcs can b~nellt from
thinking that ranges across all resources, looks far into the future, and
considers alternatives. A'> implemented, however, I{PA has been disap-
pointing in its analylical returns. The reasons arc several and complex, bUI
overall it would seem that the pressures on RPA to serve as a comprehen-
sive plan for the Forest Service have foreshortened the process, discourag-
ing thorough and penetrating analysis.
One difficulty with RPA is inherent in its being a single integrated plan
that is periodically revised. Claims that I{PA is an iterative process are lrue
in only the most limited sense. At best, changes in RPA methods come
every five years, in accordance with the program developmenl cycle.
Ilowever, true Oexibility would allow rethinking to occur much more
often. rf a well-managed corporation discovers that iL'> strategic plan is
faulty, it is likely to change the plan immediately .1111 There is no inherent
reason why clear thinking about the Forest Service will best take place in a
concentrated effort om;e every live years. Studies of decision-making
processes in many types of organizations have emphasii'-ed thai there is
rationality in a more Oexible process that concentrates analytical effort on
particular topics when needed, revising decisions if and as necessary. The
RPA process has tended to discou rage emergence ofa more rolling process
for decision. For example, when in 1983 the regional plans called for in the
RPA regulations began 10 reassess the 1980 Recommended Program, the
leadership explicitly forbade them 10 do so. The leadership'S desire not 10
disavow an existing RPA recommended program has sometimes led il 10
spend some called-for appropriations despite the fact that the passage of
time has rendered them unnecessary.
RPA's emphasis on the long-term also has had its price. A long lime-
horizon and the projection of future plans illuminate some questions, bUI
can distract from others. The long rotation necessary 10 grow mature trees
is not as characteristic of many other rcsource usc'>, and most ational
Forests do not have a major commercial timber sales program. Some of the
key issues facing the Forc'>t Service have less to do with the far future than
with the present. 'Ihoughtful scrutiny of present policics should be the
starting point for any real analysis and planning. The tendency in RPA has
been to plan now for all future needs, with virtually no conception of whal
dedsions arc besl left for the nexl year, the next Llccade, or the nexl
generation. '(he task of planning should be to make currently needed de-
cisions, not to lock in future decisions.
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The tendency of RPA 's comprehensive approach to spread analytical
effort evenly has had the drawback that some topics have received too little
scrutiny and some too much. An aspiration of comprehensive planning is
to gather all relevant physical and socioeconomic data and to consider an
exhaustive range of possibilities. I Iowever, studies of the implementation
of actual planning efforts in diverse settings have shown that rarely is the
data thus developed sufficient for decision-making. In fact, comprehen-
siveness can be a barrier to rational analysis when it discourages informa-
tion-gathering and thought from concentrating on those topics that most
need attention. It is important to be systematic, but a truly systematic
approach recognizes that some problems require more attention than
others.
More focused forest Service analytical efforts that have been done
outside RPA have had a thoughtfulness and penetration that generally has
been lacking in RPA. Examples include the Timber Harvest Scheduling
Issues Study (1976), the various reports done as a part of the 'ationa)
Productivity Improvement Study 0982-84), the ational Administrative
Review (984), and The South's fourth Forest (988). The monumental
effort that has gone into the three successive RPA exercises almost certainly
would have produced greater returns if it had been divided into more
frequent and specific policy analyses such as these.
RPA's emphasis on physical-biological and socioeconomic data also
has tended to limit the analyses. The basis for spending proposals is' thin,
and after each !{PA exerci.c.;c, the Forest Service has repeatedly met some
targeL'> despite having received less funding than the RPA Program had
e<;timated that these targets would require.II 51 Much of the data found in
the Asse'>sment is on natural re'>ource supply and demand; little informa-
tion is presented on Forest Service programs themselves. One would never
know from scrutinizing the RPA documents that much of the Forec;t Service
budget goes not to on-the ground management but to planning and other
overhead functions. Yet the Resource'> Planning Act specifically requires
that RPA analyse'> and recommendations cover staff and spending.
The silences in RPA have kept the exercise from contributing to public
discussion of some key policy issues faced by the Forest Service. For
example, none of the RPA exercise'> to date has directly addressed the issue
of below-cost timber sa1c.'>, a topic which has steadily become more
controversial. The 1980 HPA Program document, for example, set thc.~c
sales aside from analysis as being an "irrevocable commilment. "1161 Not
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one of the RPAexercises has discussed opportu nities and issues su rround-
ing possible administrative economics in the Forest Service, despite the
fact that such economics have actually been adopted in recent years. There
was no hint in I{PA documenL') at the unease felt by many Forest Servin'
personnel that the large spending increases of the 1970s were posing
difTicultics.1171 The 1985 RPA did not draw upon or mention several recent
studies-lillIe known outside the agency--<>f needed administrative
economics. one of the RPA exercises has directly examined the obvious
question of how Forest Service spending and personnel should be appor-
tioned among the forest Service branches for Research, State and Privatc
Forestry, and ational Forest'). In fact, nowhere in the 1975, 1980, or 19R5
RPA exercises has the Forest Service leadership's preferred recommenda-
tion envisioned a Significant cut in budget or staff for any activity, region,
or administrative unit. RPA advocates blamed the administration for the
fact that thc 1985 Recommended Program's low bound contemplated
levels lower in some cases than those found in any of the alternatives.
Ilowever, this shortfall was also an indictment of the alternatives them-
selves. For the analysis to be complcte, it should have included an alterna-
tive that considered such reductions in spending. After the final RPA
documenL<; were released, cven critics of the low bound proposals found
them useful for analysis in a way that the previous alternatives had not
been.1181
Advocates of RPA as currently implemented speak as if policy recom-
mendations can be dcduced from the physical-biological and socioeco-
nomic data of the RPA assessment. Such a view does not reckon with the
extent to which policy choices require value choices that data alone cannot
supply. Contrary to frequent claims that the RPA recommended program
should be "based on" the assessment, this connection can only be a rather
general one which a wide range of other possible seL') of recommendations
could also satisfy. For example, many of the published parL') of RPA make
it seem that the future increases in demand for timber found by the 1975
and 1900 Assessments and the 1985 update imply the need for more timher
sales and hence more timber growth from the 'aLional Forests. But this
recommendation is not the only one deducible from these Assessment
data. An internal Forest Service review team that critiqued the 1985 RPA
exercise observed: "an alternative to increa~cu timb~r growing prouueti\'
ity i. to let real timber prices rise in the future as a result ofgreater incre~scs
in demand than supply." There is nothing in the RPA Assessment that
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makes this alternative any less responsive to the assessment's findings than
the alternative of increasing timber growing productivity.
Another distraction from policy analysis has been RPA's fixation on
budget choices. When policy disagreements arc addressed in a budgeting
framework, the effort is to please everyone-often by increasing budgets
across the board. Sometimes a budget increase is the appropriate solution.
'But when priorities must be set , simply increasing everyone's budget
amounL'i to throwing money at a problem. Budgeting poses many but not
all of the key policy issues. Although resources interact, they are not so
tightly interwoven that budgetarily, they must rise or fall together. In-
f.creased timber spending implies the need for more fisheries spending, but
dncreased fisheries spending does not as directly imply a need for more
timber spending. Some rcsources have an inverse relationship, such as
conflicts between wilderness and timber, or grazing and wildlife. Whether
to remove old growth is more a policy question than a budget question; in
fact, such removal involves irreversibilities that cannot simply be mitig(lted
by spending more for recreation or wildlife.
In the aftermath of the 1980 and 1985 RPA exercises, RPA advocate<;
have sought to have the budgct figurcs in the Recommended Program
stated as a point ec;timate rather than as a range that includes an upper and
Ilower bound. In the fuss it has been forgotten that the 1975 RPA Recom-
Imended Program, too, was expressed as a range-but one whose low
ibound was substantially higher than existing Fore'it Service spending. The
objection now is that pre'iidential administrations in the 1980 and 1985 HPA
exercises have introduced a low bound that contemplate'> no increase in
,Forest Service spending. 'Ihe appropriate size of the range is open to
-debate, but having a range makec; good sense. The idea of making a point
estimate so far into ·the future flies in the face of the well-understood
weaknessc'> of long-term forecasting.
RPA analyscs so far have avoided options that would require a change
in 'law, despite the fact that many of the most interesting and important
changes in Forest Service activities would require such a change. lhere are
no legal barriers to carrying out such an analysis; had there been such a
barrier, many laws regarding Forc'>t Service respon ibilitics, would not
exist, because the agency proposed them and supplied supporting analy-
sis.lJ911n fact, the agency may even be required to consider some options
that would involve a change in law. The regulations for implementing the
National Environmental' Policy Act- a law which the Forest Service ,has
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invoked in designating the RPA Program document as an environmental
impact statement-requires that at least one nonstructural alternative be
considered; this provision arguably would require an RPA alternative
involving no major road construction or timber removals.120J
Another barrier to analysis in the RPA as so far conducted has been the
insistence that each alternative include policy questions that are present in
several regions. The problem is that, because of the diversity of the
aLional Forests, the key issue in a region may not be present in many, or
any other regions. If they were unevenly enough spread, RPA could
completely miss the leading issues in every region. In fact, one of the
biggest policy questions facing the National f'orc"ts today is whether their
management should vary more from one region to another. For example,
should timber sales be reduced in the Rockies and Southwest where they
do not pay for themselves in direct revenues received? Should recreation
be made the dominant use of the eastern ational Fore"ts7 Should the
existing allocation of dollars and personnel among regions be altered?
With rare exceptions, RPA analyses have avoided such queo;(ions.
On some policy questions, RPA has been not obstructive, but simply
irrelevant; analysis has proceeded ouLo;ide the ItPA framework. The serv-
icewide. nationwide character of the RPA alternative" hampers effort,; to
mix and match policy options on an issue-by-issue basis. A Foreo;t Service
internal team that was convened to critique the 1985 RPA process warned
that the alternatives
defined a rather narrow range of choiceo; that quickly :-;cemed
out of date and unresponsive in an environment of rapidly
changing budget and policy issues. 'Inc alternatives often did
not present any significant contrast in direction or outlook to
bring the agency's program into focus or to stimulate discus-
sion of possible re-directions.
In the last decade. most of the important policy changes that have been
adopted in the National Forcsts received little prior discussion in the RI'A
process. The replacement of the old" 10 a.m. policy" of fire protection with
a more selective and thrifty approach in the late 19705 was greatly aided by
studics conducted in the agency's Office of Policy Analysis. Emerging
changes in management practices regarding herbicides and sensitive wild-
life species were not discussed in the ){PA process; in fact, the ){PA allaly~(.~,
assumed rather unrealistically that no change would occur. The past
decade's dramatic increase in use of volunteers in managing the ational
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Forest.. has never been addressed in RPA. Although wilderness questions
are discussed in the RPA document.., much of the analysis and polilical
strategy mat helped produce the congressional compromises of the 1980s
stemmed from more focused effort.. starting with me various RARE
(roadless area review and evaluation) efforts,
Many unresolved National Forest policy issues that are currently de-
bated have also received Iiule attention in RPA. For example, timber sales
that cost more LO prepare and administer than the revenues they bring in
have received little analysis there, even though presidential budgeters
have questioned them for years as have environmental critics and mem-
hers of Congress. RPA document.. have not examined the gains in effi-
ciency and environmental quality that could result from a a reduction in
timber sales and roadbuilding in some ational Forests. RPA analyses have
explored in depth neither the industry proposal to depart from even flow
in timber harvest scheduling, nor the environmental groups' proposal 10
preserve old grow!.h forests; these issues have received greater analysis at
the National Forest level, where some managers have chosen to addre..s
them in land management plans. Major proposals in me 1980s to sell some
'ational Forestland and to obtain some ational Forestland by exchange
with other agencies were hotly debated in the 1980s, but have received no
mention in any RPA documents. Debates over me fees charged for grazing
rights on :'\:ational Forc"t lands have never been addrc.....ed in the RPA
proce...'). The ongoing dcbate over the proper role of Forc')t Servil:c em-
ployce.. in law enforcement has not been addressed. Changes in forc'>t
taxation ' !.hat could dramatically alter practices on private and public
timberlands have also received no discussion in the RPA procc......121I
It is no coincidence that RPA sidesteps most of the LOuchic'>t policy
issues faced by the Fore..t Service. Strong organizational and political
pressures discourage the examination of some questions and the emer-
gence of some conclusions. In fact, the very notion that RPA should
examine policy issue'> has never gained broad acceptance in me Forc'>l
Service. When the General Accounting Office and others criticized the
1975 RPA exercise for lacking discussion of policy issues, a set of policy
issues was examined as a part of the 1980 RPA exercisc.l221 Several quite
novel issues were analyzed, including one to make recreation the domi-
nant use of the eastern :\ational Forest'), and one to make the Forest Scrvil:e
into a government corporation. The studies proved controversial intc;r-
nally, and ultimately received very little mention in the 1980 RPA docu-
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ments. An internal Forest Servicc review team that was formed to critique
the 1980 RPA concluded flatly that "thc treatment of policy issues in the
1980 program does not respond to what GAO apparently intended in iL<;
recommendation that there be a discussi()n of issues. "1231 everthclc<;s, Ihe
1985 RPA exercise did not have an issues effort, and was criticized for this
omission by outside observers as well as intcrnally. The 1990 RPA exercise
will examine several 0plions not covered in the 1985 exercise, among them
harvc"Ling only economic timber, establishing fec" for recreational users,
and not entering any areas still unroaded when the current forest plans
have been implemented after the next 10-15 years. Otherwise, however,
the 19''x) RPA apparenlly will not have anything approaching, let alone
exceeding, the issues effort of the 1980 RPA.
Despite official Forest Service enthusiasm for the RPA process, its
weaknesses as policy analysis are well recognized within the agency. In
fact, one survey found that Forest Service employees place less faith in RPA
analyses than dace; the general public.l241 Forest Service economists and
other analysL" can be particularly harsh in their appraisals of RPA. One
lamenL" that "a lot ofgood policy analysis was done thaI didn'l see the light
of day." Internal Forest Service evaluations have in some casc" been more
severe than criticisms from outside observers. For example, one Forc"l
Service review team that was created to evaluate the 1980 RPA found
"almost unanimous agreement by respondents that input data was not
accurate, data was arbitrarily changed, valid updates to data were nol
known, and control over data was lost during processing.'11251
Ilowever, Forest Service self-criticism on RPA ha generally not been
shared with oUL<;iders, whether experts, Congress, or the public. In u'nusu-
ally strong language, the 1980 Society of American ForC<;lCrs task force on
Ihe RPA process lamented:
Executive agency tradition, it appears, calls for downplaying
technical data and methodological problems and presenting
resulL" in the best light possible. As a result many of the
difTiculticc;, anomalies, and problems arc simply not acknowl-
edged or discussed in the Assc<;sment and Program docu-
ments even though they are well known to Forc"t Service
analysts.l261
The lask force warned thallhcse deficiencies in RPA were a "critical maHer
for congrc"sional and administrative review."
The Forcc;tServicc leadership has held to its version ofthe RPA process
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in part as a means to resist some of the policy preferences of presidcnlial
administrations. This resistance is understandable to the extent that it helps
maintain the agcncy's bipartisan support 'on Capitol Ilill. But the Forest
Service may also be ignoring useful criticisms of the RPA proce<;s. A 198C;
memorandum to the chief from As.<;istanl Secretary John Crowell contained
some criticisms that were not so different from those being made within the
Forest Service:
The document is unrecognizable when compared with
the requirement~prescribed for the Program by Section 1 of
RPA.... Over a year ago, I had expressed to you my concerns
that the entire RPA pr(KeS$ was being unduly complicated,
was unnecessarily expensive, and was leading 10 a product
which would be virtually useless. That view is confirmed by
the document which is now before us.1271
!,imited expert scrutiny ofthe RPA process
Surprisingly, the scrutiny of RPA by out"iders has frequenlly been less
'penetrating than internal - and unpublicized - Fore';t Service analyses.
'Forcst Service discouragement of external criticism of RPA has something
to do with the general lack of far-reaching outside evaluations. When the
agency sponsored evaluation" of the 1975 RPA effort by ten schools of
forestry, the conclusions were generally so negative that the Forest Service
has not continued the arrangement. There have been no protests from the
schools of forestry. whose relief was almost audible at not having to be at
loggerheads with the Fore"t Service leadership over RPA. Forest Service-
sponsored reviews of the 1980 and ]985 RPA exercises have been less
(.'Xtensivc and more sympathetic than those for the 1975 exercisc.l281
Not that evaluations of RPA must be sponsored by the Forest Service;
it is remarkable how few scholars, independent of Forest Service,support.
have chosen to explore RPA data and analyses in detail. Few academic
economists, even those in the forestry schools. have as.ses.sed the eco-
nomic argument" made in RPA. Economist,; lean toward research output
more elegant and less practical than will come from commenting on an
agency's exercise in planning and analysis. Many economists, e,;pecially
Ihose in departments of eOll1omics or agricullur<ll economics. <lrl: l:nlirdy
unaw.are of the RPA procec;s. and some that are aware ofil profe,;s to regard
RPA analyses as being too poorly conceived to be worth comment.
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Organizations, too, have generally not subjected the RPA process to
continuous expert review. Industry and environmental groups that have
followed RPA have not attempted to evaluate RPA as a whole, but rather
have selectively attacked or defended the parts that most deeply affect their
own policy preferences. Even organizations whose charter gives them
greater interest in the entire RPA process have not kept watch continuously
and in depth. It was typical that although a GAO report warned that the
1980 RPA exercise induded too little examination of policy issues to satisfy
the requirements of the Rcsources Planning Act, no similar GAO report was
conducted on the 1985 exercise - even though that exercise had far less
discussion of issues. One of the most penetrating evaluations of RPA
economic analyses was done under contract to a Senate committee regard-
ing the 1980 I{PA exercise, but the evaluation was not followed up
regarding the 1985 RPA exercisc.1291 Although the Society of American
Forcsters formed task forces to evaluate the 1980 and 1985 RPA exercises,
nota single member ofthe 1980 task force was reappointed to the 1985 task
force. It is incredible that despite a galaxy of talent available in the schools
of forestry and two lengthy task force efforts, the Society of American
Foresters concluded in 1987 that Forest Service computer modeling used
for preparing the Program report has not been validated by any reviewers
outside the agency. The SAF task force that was formed to evaluate the
1985 RPA exercise found that documentation had improved link in th(~
intervening years:
It is not possible to provide any specific criticism of ADY!':. '1',
for the task force is unaware of anyone outside of the Forest
Service who is knowledgeable about the quality of the data
used in ADYE '1', the internal workings of the program pack-
ages, and the assumptions that underlie it.l301
Although the Forest Service benefits in the short run from the relative
lack of outside scrutiny regarding its implementation of RPA, in the long
run the agency is bound to suffer. RPA's success in Congress rests on its
credibility as a technically accurate portrayal of the data and issues. This
credibility has been weakened by RPA's failure to gain acceptance from
expert observers. Congressional support for the RPA process has steadily
declined since the law was passed. It is true that in 1980 a Senate subcom-
mittee issued a "white paper" praising Forcst Service performance on HPA
and, that Congress as a whole subsequently amended the prc'iident's 1980
RPA statement of policy in a way that was fa~orable to the agency.
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Ilowever this outcome was less indicative ofa groundswell ofsupport than
of the presence on the subcommittee staffat that time of two Forest Service
employees who helped prepare the white paper and also may have helped
draft the amended statement of policy.l31I Probably a better indication of
congressional sentiment today is that no member of Congress tried to
amend the 1985 RPA statement of policy, despite the fact that it was less
favorable to the Forest Service than the 1980 statement of policy had been
that was subsequentJy amended. Another indication of congressional
disillusionment was that in 1987 and 1988 for the first time, appropriations
language limited to $500,000 the funds available to the Forest Service for its
Washington office RPA staff.
Conclusion
Has the Forest Service succeeded or failed at implementing the Re-
sources Planning Act? To ask that question is to realize the special prob-
lems of implementing planning and analysis. Planning and analysis are not
a traditional good or service, but rather a procedure for addressing ques-
tions of public policy and management. Implementing them involves a
great deal of subjectivity, and it is not always easy to say what is a success
and what is a failure. Reasonable people can differ on the verdict. Certainly
there are people - and not just in the Forest Service - who regard RPA so
far as a resounding success, or at least as having considerably more positive
than negative aspect'). But there are others - some of them in the Forest
Service - who are disappointed and frustrated with the RPA process.
The RPA process has made some clearly positive contributions to
public debates concerning the Forest Service. It has improved our knowl-
edge of resource supply and demand, the costs and results of program
actions, and the interactions and long-run implications of resource deci-
sions. But this paper suggest') that the RPA's positive impact has been
hampered because it') planning aspects have too often overwhelmed its
analytical aspecl';. RPA efforts have missed some opportunities to make an
analytical contribution, and sometimes discouraged thoughtful analysis,
obscuring the full rangc of choices available. RPA's quest for comprchen-
sivcncss, which produces quitc elegant results in some cases, on balance
has disl:ouraged the rational discussion that it was meant to promote.
Any consideration of what to do with the national forests must exam-
ine not only biological and economic data, but also social and political
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considerations. It is a mistake to create a dichotomy between recommen-
dations that are said to be factually based and those said to be politically
inspired. All recommendations have a political dimension; those that claim
not to usually have one hidden somewhere. Allhough I{PA is presented as
a neutral scientific bulwark against political influences, they still exist in il.
An issue more fundamcntal for RPA than how to respond to a situation of
increased demand is rather, what do thc American people want from the
National Forest., and from other activities of the forest Service?
The power of unconstraincd analysis can be seen in experiencc with
the Resources Conservation Act of-1977 (RCA), which established for the
nation's soil conservation program., a planning and analysis exercise
similar in theory to RPA.1321 At the out5ct, the RCA process was the captive
of the Soil Conservation Service. However, unlike the Forest Service, the
Soil Conservation Service was unable to maintain its hold; protest from
other agencies and from congressional committees opened up the proce.ss.
ot all the analyses donc for RCA found their way into the official
document." but in contrast to thc RPA cxperience, these analyses were not
silenced, gaining wide influence and helping produce in thc farm bill of
1985 such major innovations as the conservation reservc program, the
sodbuster and swampbuster provisions, and conservation compliance.
The Soil Conservation Service has a major role in the.5e new programs -
programs that wou Id hardly have been considered if that agency had been
allowed to dominate RCA as the Forest Service has dominated RPA.
The RPA process needs to be retooled; a better balance between
planning and analysis is needed. To the extent that the Resources PI~nning
Act itself is a barrier to this effort, then amendment or even repeal would be
indicated.1331 Some of the pro-spending language in that law is a bit
embarrassing in the current period of budgetary restraint. But virtually all
the needed improvements can be made within the framework of the
existing law. Much more attention should be given to policy issuesj some
that have not yet been addressed are mentioned above. Greater humility is
needed in recognizing the difficulties of forecasting the future and laying
out specific long-range plans. More effort needs to go into drawing lessons
from the experience ofcurrent and past policies; a useful model is the 19-19
Forest Service study of the implications of past funding trends.
Budget emphasis needs to be rethought There is no harm ill laying oul
how the Forest Service would spend greatly increased appropriations, bUI
with the budget now well over $2 billion, it is not unreasonable to expeci
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from RPA more guidance on how to spend more effectively the existing
level o(funding. RPA is unlikely ever to end the fluctuations and near-term
perspective in Forest Service appropriations that are a common feature of
democratic politics. If the Forest Service find') itself unable to live with the
current funding arrangement, serious consideration should be paid to
proposing a self-supporting status for the agency such as that desired by
Gifford Pinchot; a start toward analYZing the question was made in the
policy issue effort of the 1980 RPA exercise.
Forest Service implementation of the Resources Planning Act has
generally protected the status quo. Within any organization, the effort to
e."tablish priorities among various activities faces stubborn resistance. Past
writings on imp!emenlation have stressed the importance of adapting a
poliCY to political circumstance.... The presenl case, however, is a vivid
reminder that, when planning and analysis are whaL is being implcnwnLed,
adapting to political circumstance.,> can actually constrain public debate.
The Fore...t Service has not discharged iL'> mandate Lo implement the
Resource.<; Planning Act as an unfettered inquiry into the choices it faces.
The agency has long prided iL'>elf on being in the eye of the political storm,
mediating among pre.<;sure.') from all sides. Ilowever, in iL') implementation
of RPA, the Forest Service has t<X) often seemed just another claimant for
more ·spending; the Treasury is treated as an inexhaustible re.')ource, and
analysis is used.mainly as a tool for advocacy. The Forest Service needs to
be reminded that RPA is a public trust. At heart, the law's purpose is not to
b<x)st the Forest Service, but to aid public dis(.ussion about the Forest
Service. Forest service obligations to foster a no-holds-barred debate abouL
iL<> responsibilities must override any desire to promote a particular set of
policies. Certainly the Forest Service leadership should state the case for iLs
preferred recommendations; but it must not allow the suppre.'>Sion of
policy options that are unpopular in the agency or with ouL')ide supporters.
;:rhe intere.')ts of the Forest Service would not be harmed by a more
probing, unconstrained RPA process. Studying a 'policy option is not the
same as adopting it. Support for most existing Forcst Service policies and
spcn~ingpatterns is strong enough to survive the analysis of their alterna-
tive.c;. "nd some needed change.c; in Forest Service responsibilities will
always initially be regarded as heretical within the agency; many policies
now widely accepted in the Fore.')t Service were initially favored there only
by a beleaguered minority. This minority needs nourishment from an effort
like RPA and the scrutiny from outside experts that should go along with
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the process.
Past experience with RPA is not a promlsmg omen for significant
change. An original theory behind RPA' was that each new cycle would
learn from the previous onc,;. Unfortunately, thc record of improvement i!'
mixed. The good parL,; of one cyclc frequently are not carried over into the
next one, and later RPA cycles have repeated some earlicr mistakes and
committed ncw ones.J:fforLc; to strengthen the analytical aspects of RPA are
unlikely to succeed so long as they conflict with the organizational and
political context.
But disappointment with Forcc;t Service implementation of RPA is
quite consistent with admiration for other aspecLc; of the Forec;t Service. 1
am convinced that the behavior of the Forest Service in this c.:ase is not
typical of iLC; behavior in other activities. If any organization is capable of
the self-improvement called for herc, it is the Forc';t Service. The stake,;
have never been highcr.
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To place things in perspective, one must kecp in mind that mattcrs
other than natural resources often have a higher priority to most members
of Congress. Reducing the federal deficit, improving the balance of trade,
and resolving foreign policy problems, not to mention reelection, are more
pressing concerns for most members ofCongress. As a result, strategies for
addressing natural resource demands that also address these other, more
pressing concerns, are more likely to get attention.
It is unfortunate, but true, that the situation would likely be different if
a crisis related to natural resource issues were receiving public attention.
Clearly, if a shortage of timber in the united States resulting in substantially
greater lumber and paper prices were feared, the chances of allracting
congressional attention would be much improved. However, since such
crises do not appear imminent, it seems safe to say that a response to
alternative ways of meeting natural resource demands for most congress-
men and senators is likely to be mild in comparison to other issues of the
day.
Understanding the environment in which congressional decisions are
made has worked to the advantage of those who seek changes in the way
in which the Forest Service responds to resource demands. Some groups,
such as those who have argued for reductions in timber sales on national
foresL<; where program outlays are alleged to exceed returns, have clearly
capitalized on overriding congressional concern for reducing the budget
deficit. Strategies to reduce or eliminate federal timber sales where they are
not "profitablc" do appeal to many membcrs ofCongress. Whether or not
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this strategy will result in dramatic changes in the federal timber sales
program remains to be seen.
Given the current congressional miridset as it relates to domestic
programs, certain things can be taken for granted. The Forest Service, like
any other federal agency, may have fewer dollars with which to operate in
the future than it has had in the past. . Nevertheless, the Forest Service, like
every other federal agency, will be asked to do more even if they have less
to ·do it with. That is, there will be more wilderness to manage, more
endangered species to protect, more insect and disease outbreaks to
check, and more recreation needs to be met. Therefore, the Forest Service
will have to be more innovative in iL') approaches to addressing both new
and traditional needs including meeting demand for timber, recreation,
range, and other resources.
Congressional views on alternative responses
'While Congress, as a whole, probably has only a passing concern with
Forest Service programs - at least until it appears that these programs are
contributing to the national debt or affecting some other national priority
-' there clearly are members representing specific states or regions of the
country who pay careful attention to Forest Service programs. Any
changes in the status quo are certain to generate·criticism or draw praise
from these members. The political interests and needs of these individuals
will always be at play and may run counter to broader congressional
concerns.
Given the amount of federal land in the Western states, representatives
from this region, particularly those representing rural areas, are very much
inter.ested in decisions affecting resource supplies. The reasons are clear.
Howlthese lands are managed will have an important effect on dependent
industries - whether timber, livestock, or recreation-based. This trans-
lates ,into employment in the affected industries and ultimately into votes.
Aside from the effects on employment, revenues from the sale of com-
modities from these lands also translates directly into revenues for the
affecteCl states and counties. For some Western counties, the 25 percent
payment (50 percent in the O&C counties) is a significant portion ,of their
roads and school budgct. Mattcrs affecting the:-e paymenl~ ha\'(~ importanl
political -ramifications at the state and locallevcl. This, too, translates into
votes. Given the relationship between timber sales and employment in
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certain Western counties and the relationship between timber revenues
and budgets for roads and schools, Western senators and representatives
are bound to have a keen interest in changes in the manner in which
national demand for renewable resources are met.
In the Eastern states, interest in and concern for the manner in which
Forest Service programs are designed to address national natural resource
demands varies. This is probably a result of the limited role that the agency
has played in promoting non-federal sources (Le., state or private lands)
for timber and other resources, and the lack of a clear link between
increased private supplies of natural resources and benefits to state and
local interests. For significant timber producing states, such as Alabama
and Georgia, promoting private timber supplies might generate some
employment and tax revenue benefits. However, since the political
benefits of increased timber supplies from private lands in the East are not
nearly as great as the negative ramifications of reducing federal timber
supplies in the West, the matter has not generated as much attention in the
past. On the other hand, the use of public lands for recreation in the East
and South, where public lands are less abundant, is a matter of increasing
congressional interest.
Clearly, this is an oversimplification of the political forces at play in
natural resource decisions. Also, it is clearly a mistake to attempt to broadly
characterize the views of members of Congress. The only "truth" when it
comes to members of Congress is that each is unique, and the decisions
they make are clearly their own. evertheless, with this as background, we
have attempted to offer the following "likely" responses to changes in the
manner in which the resource demands identified in the RPA Assessment,
specifically the demand for timber, might be met.
Increastng Suppltes From Federal Lands
One would expect general support for such a proposal from individu-
als representing states with a substantial amount of their land base in
federal ownership. For example, an increase in the timber sale program
from federal lands would likely result in increased employment and, as a
result, would 'be perceived to promote community stability. Providing
timber revenues increase with the sale program, county receipts would
also increase, ensuring local political support. Although one might specu-
late that individuals representing other regions of the country dependent
on private supplies of timber would object to increasing federal timber
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supplies because of the competitive advantage provided, this opposition
has not been strong in the past.
The scenario might differ somewhat if increased emphasis were placed
on noncommodity resource supplies from Federal lands at the expense of
supplies of C0mmodity resources like timber. If employment in recreation
and tourism-based industries were to benefit, then political opposition to
such a scenario might be muted somewhat. However, given the effects on
timber-based employment and county revenues, the outcry would proba-
bly be great. Once again, if other regions of the country that are more
dependent on private timber supplies were to benefit from this approach,
then more political support from these regions might be forthcoming.
Ilowever, this has not generally been the case.
Increasing Supplies from Slale Lands
We question if this is a viable option for meeting projected re~ource
demands, particularly as they relate to timber and recreation. Ilowever, if
supplies of certain resources from state lands were sufficient to serve as a
substitute 'for federal supplies, then clearly those individuals who repre-
sent big federal -land states would raise serious objections. The reason
would be impacts on county receipts. 'Ihis would he particularly true in
those states, such as Washington , where state lands are managed in trust
for specific purposes. There, increased timber harvests from state land'>
would benefit the particular trust, while potential beneficiaries of a federal
timber sale program would suffer.
Increasing Private Resource Supplies
Ifthis response is offered as a substitute for federal supplies of timber,
representatives of large federal-land states are likely to raise the most
serious objections. Again, employment, community impacts, and county
revenues would be the reason. However, if such a scenario were offered
as a supplement to federal timber supplie'> - such as maintaining current
timber harvest levels off federal lands, where sustainable, but promoting
greater private supply to meet projected added demand - there might be
greater political appeal. Under such a scenario. theoretically, county
revenues would remain approximately stable. Additionally, since indus~ry
cmploymelll would not be affected by the source of Limber bUL ralher by
the quantily available, employment and community impacts should be
minimal. Such a scenario might actually enhance employment opporlUni-
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ties if conflicts between timber supply and noncommodity based employ-
ment (e.g., recreation and tourism) were minimized and the federal role in
providing recreation opportunities were to increase. Tied to a program to
obtain greater receipts from recrealionists on federal lands, which would
be shared with the counties, such a scenario might have broader appeal.
The problem, however, remains one ofobtaining enough private timber to
meet projected increases in demand - a question which is still under
investigation by the Forest Service in the Intermountain region and the
Pacific orthwest.
If increased private timber supplies were to be advocated as a response
to the RPAAssessment, one must question if a related increase in the Forest
Service's State and Private Forestry(S&PF) program would also result. If so,
tradi£ional congressional supporters of the S&PF program would be more
likely to support this scenario. It is also fair to assume that a proposed
increase in private timber supplies from one region, such as the Southeast,
over federal timber supplies, would create division within the industry
ranks and within the ranks of their congressional supporters. This is not
unlike the scenario that developed as the Federal Timber Contract Payment
Modification Act evolved, as timber interests in the Southeast fought "too
generous" a relief program for their competitors in the orthwest.
Decreasing Resource Demand
Clearly such a response to the Assessment, as it relates to timber,
would be opposed by those individuals who represent timber producing
states. That is, of course, unless those same states were to be the benefici-
aries of whatever substitutes were identified for wood products. Increased
utilization of wood products is the most likely technological change to
occur in the near future that could serve to reduce the demand for timber
from private or public forests while, at the same time, meeting projected
increases in the demand for wood products. However, the 1985 RPA
Program projected that future federal timber harvests would have to
increase to respond to "new technologies".
Implementation ofthe RPA process
The RPA Process and Products
The Forest and Rangc1and Renewable Resources Planning Act (RPA)
of 1974 (as amended), established a framework to guide the development
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of plans and budgets for the management of the ation's forests and
rangelands. the RPA planning process con iSLe; of three major steps.
First, a Resource Assessment is to be prepared by the Forest Service to
determine the status of the 'ation 's forest and rangeland resources as well
as current and projected demand for the commodity and noncommodity
products of these resources. the first RPA Assessment was prepared in
1975 and revised in 1979. lhe Assessment is to be updated "each tenth year
thereafter" .
Second, based upon this Assessment , the USDA Forest Service is to
prepare a Program which charts · a course of action for forest Service
activities such as timber sale preparation and recreation management in the
ational Forest System, private land owner assistance and land protection
through the Slale and Private Forestry program, and the agency's research
program. The RPA Program is to be developed in accordance with
principles set forth in the Multiple-Usc Sustained Yield Act and the National
Environmental Policy Act, and is to be updated every five years. The
Program is to cover at least each of the four fiscal decades that follow.
Third, RPA directs the President to transmit a Statement of Policy to the
Congress at the beginning of each session of Congress accompanying the
Program update and the Assessment. The Congress th n has 90 legislative
days following receipt of these documents to amend, modify, or approve
the Statement of Policy. Either House may adopt a resolution, reported by
lhe appropriate commillee of jurisdiction, disapproving the Statement. In
addition , the Congress may revise or modify the Statement of Policy, and
the revised Statement is to be used by the President in framing budget
requesLe;.
On an annual basis, section B(b) of I{PA requires that the President
display "in qualitative and quantitative lerms" the extent to which the
requested funds for Forest Service activities arc consistent with the pro-
grams and policies contained in the approved RPA Program (16 U.S.C.
16(6). Where differences between the President's request and the RPA
Program exist, the President is to explain the reason for these differences.
For Congress' use in monitoring agency expenditures and activities,
RPA directs the Forest Service to prepare an annual reporl. Section B(c) of
RPA, as amended 06 lJ.S.c. 16(6), requires that the report "set forth
progress in implemenling the Program ... , logdhcr wilh ac<:ompli shmcnt ~
of the .Program as they relate'to the objectives of the Assessment." Objec-
tives and accomplishments arc to be reported in qualitative and quantita-
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tive terms, including both environmental benefits and economic factors.
The Forest and Rangeland Renewable:; Resources Planning Act was
amended by the alional Forest Management Act (NFMA) in 1976 to link
the development of the national Program of management goals and objec-
tives to the resources demand., and capabilities of individual units of the
National Forest System. The land management planning process created
by NFMA provided for "boltom-up" feedback to aid in the development of
the RPA program, which in turn could provide "top-down" guidance to
forest managers attempting to balance both national and local concerns.
The 1975 and 1980 RPA Prop,ram5
The 1975 RPA Program, completed soon after establishmenl of the act,
outlined an agenda of renewable resources management needs for the
period 1977-2020.
The 1980 RPA Program was transmitted to the Congress with the
President's Statement of Policy on June 27, 1980, approximately six months
following the delivery date required by the RPA statute. The Program
identified a range of options for guiding the activities of the Forest Service
consisting of high and low bound recommendations.
lne Senate Subcommiltee on Environment, Soil Conservation, and
Forestry of the Commiuee on Appropriations, which took the congres-
sionallead in reviewing the 1980 RPA documents, indicated that the 1980
program would not respond adequately to projected resource demands.
Subcommittee Chairman Melcher noted that, ..... the low bound of the
program assumes that investments in forest and rangeland will be deferred
for the next five years, notwithstanding the demand., of those ,lands as
identified in the Assessment. "(2)
The Senate responded to the 1980 RPA Program and Statement of
Policy by declaring the high bound alternative, with some modifications,
to be the Statement of Policy that should guide Forest Service activities and
budget requests. This revised Statement of Policy was enacted into law as
an amendmentto the FY 1981 Interior Appropriations Act on ovember 1'1,
1980.(3)
The 1985 RPA Prop,ram
OnJanuary 10, 1984, the USDA Forest Service issued a Draft Environ-
mental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the 1985 RPA Program. The ()EIS
included nine alternatives but did not identify.a preferred Program.
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The final 1985 RPA Program and Statement of Policy were to be
presented to the Congress in January, 1985. However, it was not until the
Subcommittee on Forests, Family Farms, and Energy of the House Agricul-
ture Committee had scheduled an oversight hearing to review the 1985
RPA Program, that the Statement of Policy and Program were transmitted to
the Congress on September 19, 1986 - 21 months after the delivery date
designated by the RPA legistation.
The recommended 1985 RPA Program consisted of two alLernative
levels of investment in ational Forest System, State and Private Forestry,
and Research programs through the year 2030 - a "high" and "low"
bound. In general, the difference between these levels was that the low
bound would defer investments in resource programs, while the high
bound would make more substantive investments in these resources and
begin to make them sooner.
The Statement of Policy accompanying the 1985 Program provided no
sense of specific objectives for Forest Service activities and offered little if
any guidance for the development of budget requests for the remainder of
the program period. In fact, the objective of the low bound element of the
1985 RPA Program - to defer investments in Forest Service programs in
the short run - is essentially similar to the direction provided by the low
bound of the 1980 RPA Program that was rejected by the Congress.
Neither the 99th nor the lOath Congress responded to the President's
Statement of Policy in accordance with the timeframe provided by the law.
Therefore, in accordance with section 8(a) of RPA , the Forest Service
should now be operating under the guidance provided by the Presidern's
Statement of Policy.
Has the RPA Process Met Congressional Needs?
The RPA planning process is intended to provide the Congress (and
others) with (1) knowledge of where we are and where we are headed in
relation to natural resource supplies and demands, (2) some sense of what
the national goals and objectives for managing these resources should be,
and (3) information to help Congress understand what needs to be done in
the short term and what cost would be involved in achieving these goals
and objectives. In addition, RPA should provide a framework for judging
how annual budget requcsts would help (or hinder) the: Forcst Service's
ability to meet management goals, and a yardstick - an annual report - to
measure the agency's performance in attaining the previously agre~d upon
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goals. Although lhe planning process may have provided other benefits to
the agency (e.g., in promoting a multidisciplinary approach to forest
planning), previous RPA products have not lived up to Congress' expecta-
tions.
The Assessment is an exception. In general, this document has pro-
vided a reasonable benchmark of lhe status of the Nation's renewable
natural resources. Discussions of most resources in the Assessment docu-
ment have been sufficiently complete to give some indication of where, as
a Nation, we stand. This is especially true for resources associated with the
ational Forest System and, in particular, for commodity resources on the
forest,>. Where the Assessment has failed, however, is to provide a more
complete picture of the forest and rangeland resources on state and private
lands and a report on the status of nontimber resources. Clearly, Congress
intended that the resource Assessment should take this information' into
account even though the Forest Service manages only a small percentage
of the Nation's forest and rangelands and the majority of Forest Service
receipts come from timber. This information is essential if one is to view
national forest resources in perspective and to determine how much
timber, forage, recreation, etc. that the national forests must produce in
contrast to outputs on private lands. Additionally, the Assessment has
been subject to some criticism regarding the projections made for the
demand for various goods and services from forests and rangelands. While
one should not assume that the Forest Service's capability to predict the
future should be any better than that of any other prognosticator, it docs
seem reasonable to expect that the agency clearly explain the assumptions
that underlie any future projections. In this regard, the Assessment's
demand projections could stand some improvement.
Where the RPA process has really fallen short has been in the manner
in which the periodic Program has been developed and presented to Con-
gress, and, as a result, the lack of utility that the Program has had for the
authoriZing and appropriations commiuees that require the information. A
number of factors are involved.
The first is liming. Not one of the preceding RPA Programs has been
prc'>ented to the Congress in time to provide for its consideration as a
budgeting guide for the first year of the five-year Program. As a result, any
actions taken by the Congress Lo an:epl, modify, or rejectlhe Statement of
Policy (and associated Program) would have no bearing on the first year's
budget. Starting the Program review process out of sync with the budget
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cycle tends to diminish the Program's importance. The use of high and low
bound should provide some latitude to respond to changing conditions
over time, but by the second year of the Program, some data is already old.
Delivering the Program at the beginning of the year would correct this
problem.
Another timing issue has to do with lack of congruence between the
RPA cycle (five and ten years) and the political cycles of the Congress (two,
four, and six years) and the Presidency (four years). It is obviously difficult
for a new administration to accept and implement a Program that was
developed by a prior administration. (Given the relative stability of the
Congress, this is less of a concern.) If the RPA Program is to serve as a
strategic planning document, then it might be advantageous to time its
delivery to Congress with the cycle of Congressional or presidential elec-
tions. While some people might argue that such timing would "politicize"
the planning process, in fact , it would only recognize the political reality
already affecting the Forest Service's planning activities.
A second concern regarding the Program is the format in which it is
Ipresented to the Congress. The 1980 and 1985 Programs have been
'presented as high and low bounds within which almost any course of
action could be justified. This means of preparing and presenting the RPA
.Program fails to provide the Congress with a clear, professional recommen-
ldation for how the forests should be managed. This "anything goes"
format tends to be self-defeating for the agency since it fails to elicit
ufficient interest in the Congress to warrant a thorough revicw of the
document and an appropriate response. The Congress is much morc likely
to respond to a proposed course of action.
The reasons why the RPA Program is presented in this manner are
fairly well understood. Administration goals of reducing the fcderal deficit
and the Forest Service's aim of improving natural resources are often in
connict. Additionally, the President's Officc of Management and l3udgct is
not likely to sign off on a Program that appears to bind the President to
specific appropriation requests in future years. OMB objccts to having its
hands tied in this way. The high/ low bound approach has been offered as
the only way of reconciling these widely divergent views. The result,
however, is of as li~tIe use to the Congress as it would be to a forest
supcrvisor if he or she were prcsl:nted the document and told to imple-
ment it. So long as the RPA Program is prescnted as an Administration
document rather than a Forest Scrvicc product, this situation will persist. A
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high/low bound could only be acceptable if each alternative represenLe; a
meaningful app,roach to implementing Forest Service programs.
A third problem with the RPA.Program is its lack ojclear relevance Jo
the findings ojthe Assessment. This has been a significant failing in prior
RPA Programs. If, in theory, the RPA Program is to be drafted to respond to
the Assessment, then it should be immediately apparent how it would do
so. Unfortunately, neither the 1980 nor the 1985 program fully responde'd
to either the 1979 As..sessment or the 1981 Supplement. Although former
Forest Service Chief Peterson testified before the Subcommittee on Forests,
Family Farms, and Energy of the House Committee on Agriculture in 1985
that "the one we submitted [the Iligh Round Programl was a responsible
reaction to the Assessment" , only 60 percent of the identified soil and water
improvement needs would be met by the end of the planni!1g period if this
scenario were i~plemented. The ramifications of failing to fully meet Ihis
reso\lrce management objective were equally unclear. The Program
should, at a minimum, enable congressional observers and others to
understand, in strategic terms, what long range ree;ource problems ,or
situations exist (or are forecast) and what the agency recommends be done
to address the identified problems. For example, if Southern pine refores-
tation rates are a concern, then the Program should say so and. indicate
what needs to be done to address it.
Finally, the Program documenLe; of past RPA planning efforts have
failed to demonstrate how the activities of the National Forest System,
Research, and Stale and Privale Forestry segments of the agency would
function together to achieve whatever aims the Program provides. Each of
these activities are addressed in the program documenLe;. IIowever, what
is lacking are quantifiable goals and related linkages between Forest
Service programs that might indicate how each affects the pther. For
example, if reductions in federal timber sales were to occur in an area,
would there be corresponding increases in support to State and Private
Forestry programs to make up the differences in Limber supply? If cuLe; in
Federal pest control programs were anticipated, would increased research
toward alternative means of limiting pc')t damage to forests be warranted?
Unfortunately, the Program documenLe; fail to offer a sense that the
agency's programs are sufficientiy linked so as to be headed toward the
same common goals. Part of the prohlem has heen a lack of sufficient
critical attention to the types of problems posed for the I{PA process by the
Research and State and Private Forestry programs and the difficulty of how
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to reform those programs, if needed, to address problem areas. For
example, if regeneration rates on private lands are inadequate, what
should be done by the federal government and at what cost? The RPA
Program should help answer such questions.
Other elements of the RPA process have been poorly prepared or
ignored, further reducing the use of these documents for the Congress.
This concern applies specifically 'to the lack of relevance of the RPA
Program to the President's annual budget and the inadequacies of the
Forest Service's Annual Report.
Specifically, section 8(b) requires the President to provide to the
Congress the rationale for requesting less funds or recommending differ-
ent policies than those approved by the Congress in accordance with the
President's Statement of Policy. Differences between these levels and
policies are to be expressed in quantitative and qualitative terms in con-
junction with the proposed budget. .
Section 8Cc) directs the Secretary to prepare an annual report "that will
aid Congress in its oversight responsibilities and improve the accountabil-
ity of agency expenditures and' activities." This yardstick is intended to
assist the Congress in monitoring progress made by the agency in imple-
menting the RPA Progra'm.
Neither the provisions of section 8(b) 'nor section 8Cc) of RPA have
been adequately fulfilled. With regard to budget requcsts, until FY 1985
the Forest Service did display the RPA recommended level of funding for
each line item of the budget- in the agency's Budget Expla'natory .otes.
Jlowever, since that time, this information has been moved to the back of
the Notes as the dissimilarities between the annual budget request and the
RPA funding level have grown. Some Members have not objected because
as the RPA data and the budget became more and more disparate. drop-
ping the comparisons reduced initial attention to the levels proposed by
the annual budget.
Although the Forest Service's annual report is to serve as an evaluation
tool, it has been inadequaie in this regard. Due to changes in the categories
reported and in the measures of outputs, costs, and benefits used. the
ability to track accomplishments, over time, in relation to the 1980 Program
has been limited. In fact. more recent annual reports have failed to display '
many of the RPA recommended costs and outputs for usc in comparing
actual levels of funding and accomplishments with the 1980 Program. 'A
recent Congressional Research Service evaluation of the Forest Service's
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performance in relation to the 1980 RPA Program concluded that, "the
Annual Reports are currently not very useful in evaluating the achievement
of the RPA program."(4)
Congress has also failed to fulfill it" role in the RPA process. Past
administrations have presented inadequate materials to the Congress with-
out strong objection from either the authorizing or appropriations commit-
tees. This trend will likely continue.
Part of the reason for the lack of congressional attention to RPA has to
do with the problems that any Congress has with establishing clear and
consistent policies over time. The congressional au'thors of RPA and their
staffs are no longer on the scene and, with few exceptions, their successors
have felt less wed to the planning process. Members are much more
interested in short-term problems, particularly in resolVing crises which
can be addressed in a short period of time and for which they receive some
credit. In addition, Members tend to pay greater heed to local or regional
issues than to issues of national concern. They therefore tend to focus on
regional matters (e.g., national forest timber supplies) more than on
broader concerns.
Other matters in recent years have diverted congressional attention
from planning issues. The period 1981-86 saw most states involved in
wilderness debates, which diverted away from RPA the limited amount of
time that the committees had to spend on forestry matters.
It is important to note that, to date, no Assessment has projected any
serious crisis in natural resource supplieS in the foreseeable future. Ironi-
cally, this has served to generate greater disinterest in RPA rather than to
substantiate the benefits of planning for the future. Since no crises are
pending, "no response" may be the appropriate Congressional response.
Given the time constraints Members of Congress must contend with, they
generally do not to allocate time to matters that do not demand immediate
attention. Where some disastrous implications from failing to act are
known, Congress is more likely to intercede. Probably the best evidence
of this are the events that led to the development of RPA itself!
Ilow can the RPA Process Be Made More Useful to the Congress?
Clearly, the most important improvements in the RPA process will
need to be made in the manner in which the Program document is
prepared and presented to the Congress.
First, the Program should offer a concise response to the problem"
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dearly identified in the Assessment that demand some form ofaction . If no
particular action is required, then the Program could say so. In.addition,
the Program should ensure that projected public demand for the goods
and services provided by the alion 's forestlands can be mel in a manner
that is reasonably efficient and ensures that the future productivity of these
lands is not hindered. Of course, this provides a great deal of latitude in
preparing the Program. For example, if timber demand is projected to
increase this could be met through greater harvest on the national forests
or through fewer sales of public timber and greater emphasis on private
supplies of timber. From a Program standpoint, this might mean less
IiUpport for the timber salc program on the national forests and more
'support for State and Private Forestry efforts. Other means might be
identified to achieve the timber supply goal. Ilowever, what i,s critical is
,that the objectives which the Program is intended to achieve be responsive
to the Assessment, and that immediate or projected crises are spelled out
and appropriate responses proposed.
Second, the Program document should be developed with the intcnt
of ,meeting the goals defined by thc Assessment in a cost-effective and
efficient manner, but should not necessaritybe constrained by the budgct.
That does not mean that the Program should ignore existing fiscal exigen-
cies. However, it is critical that the budget not drive the Program. The
budget recommendations that accompany the Program are not absolute
'values that must be provided annually. Instcad, they should be estimates
of funding requirements that renect profcc;sional judgments of what re-
sources will be needed to implement the recommended Program. The
value of these estimates is that they provide benchmarks that can be used
to evaluate annual budget rcquests and the tradeoffs associated with not
fully funding specific activities.
The President's Statement of Policy is the document that should
resp@nd to other fiscal and social concerns that may affect the ation 's
hu.qget priorities. Only if the Progr~m is able to look beyond immediate
ftscaJ concerns can the public and the Congress understand the tradeoffs
associated with providing more or less funding than is recommended. If it
is not possible to issue an RPA Program which is not budget constrained,
then it might be more appropriate to eliminate any budget recommenda-
tions from the RPA Program pn..:pan.:d b y the Fore.'>t Service, and to allow
the Office of Management and Budget to incorporate funding recommen-
dations into the President's Statement of Policy. This approach might
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provide the Forest Service with greater latitude to respond to the Assess-
ment rather than to Administration spending policies.
Finally, it is desirable that the RPA Program include one, single recom-
mended course ojaction to guide Forest Service research, protection, and
management activities. This Program should provide the Congress with
the Forest SCrvice's professiona'l view of what should be done to respond
to the Assessment and provide a clear picture of where the agency intends
to head in the future. Only in this way can the Congress be expected to
offer a reasonable response to the Program document and fulrill ite; obliga-
tions in conjunction with the RPA process.
The single recommended course of action (or point estimate) could be
implemented in a variety of ways. For example. while total funding levels
for national forest management could be stated as a range, individual
program elements (such as trail construction) could be stated as a point
estimate. Also, current or ncar current timcframes could be stated as a
point estimate, while outyears could more appropriately be stated as a
range. As time changes conditions, it is appropriate that plans become
broad to accommodate those changes.
To further improve RPA for the usc of the Congress..the President's
annual budget request should include, as the law directe;, a quantitative
and qualitative description of how the budget differs from the RPA recom-
mendation and why. Most importantly, there should be some explanation
of what a given level of funding will buy, and what Congress is gelling or
giving up if it should choose to fund programs above or be.low the RPA
level.
Finally, the annual report should be thought ofas it was intended - an
evaluation tool to track the agency's performance in relation to the RPA
Program. To be used in this manner. the annual report should include the
same categories of reporting, and the same unite; of measure for each
category. In addition, this information should be reported in the same
manner each year, over time. For example, if timber outputs are reported
in board feet then they should continue to be reported in board feet every
year and not be- reported in cubic feet one year and board.feetthe next.
Also, more effective measures of noncommodity resource outputs should
be developed to improve reporting for these products of management.
Another alternative would be to completely rethink the role of the RPA
Program. For example, the timeframe of the annual budget process and
the timeframe of the NFMA plans cover the period of one to ten years.
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What should the RPA Program offer additionally for the same period? Has
the Assessment identified problems to be addressed in the first decade or
are the problems more likely to be outyear problems, beyond the first
decade? If the Forest SelVice were to aggregate the Forest SelVice plans,
how would they compare to a proposed RPA Program and, more impor-
tantly, what would the relationship be between the outputs featured in the
plan versus the outputs needed nationally per the Assessment? This
question is particularly relevant as the forest plans are completed and
funds for their implementation are sought. It is inevitable that members.of
Congress will focus on obtaining the funds needed to implement "their"
plans and pay less attention to broader national needs. If this becomes
true, then the RPA process could be redefined to focus only on those
national natural resource problems that clearly require a federal resp9~se.
Individual forest plans could provide a focus on regional and local r~­
source management needs. In this way, the Assessment and Program
could provide a framework in which the forest plans and annual budgets
could be viewed.
An alternative way for the RPA to be more useful in concert with
complete forest plans is for it to focu,s on upcoming key issues that are
developi~g on the nation's forests. In this way, national issues can be
reviewed in relation to individual forest plans.and the need for legislative
or administrative responses can be better understood.
Conclusion
The simplest way for the RPA process and its products to be improved
for Congress' use is to ensure that the RPA is implemented in the mall~er in
which it was originally intended. RPA was to provjde the Congress with an
idea of the status of the nation's resources, what kind of deI11ands would
be placed on these resources, and how Forest SclVice professionals be-
lieved these resources should be managed to reconcile differences be-
tween resource supplies and future demands. Unfortunately, RPA Pro-
grams to date have failed to clearly describe future resource needs, to spell
out what should be done to meet these needs, to identify the resources
required .to implement this Program, and to describe the consequences of
failing to do so. Most of the high visibility forestry issues today such as the
buyout of overpriced contracts, below cost timber sales, and acid deposi-
tion have received little, if any, attention in the RPA process. This has to
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change if RPA is to be relevant in .congressional eyes. Having no clear
understanding of what the Forest Service feels is needed ~nd seeing no
adverse consequences as a result of failing to implement previous Pro-
grams, the Congress has had no reason to put any faith in the RPA process
or its products. The burden of proof lies with the Forest Service to
demonstrate why the Congress should be concerned about RPA.
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For natural resource forecasting to be useful rather than simply enter-
taining, it must be embedded in a realistiC policy framework, one in which
the perspectives and values of many different participants are noticcd and
taken into account. Such a framework ought to provide the wherewithal
for determining, inter alia, the optimal rate and form of resource exploita-
tion. This chapter outlines several approaches to resource management
and links them to current proposals for the use of "sustainable develop-
ment" as an objective. The discussion concludes by identifying the ele ·
ments required to reorient and enrich natural resource forecasting in light
of this new management objective.
The optimal path of rc.<>ource exploitation depends, of course, on
value judgments, a tempting thought for those belicving exploitation to be
best left as a Simple and unsystcmatic malter. Yet, coming up with the
optimal rate of exploiting particular resources involves fascinating issues,
both technical and political, even if thc social welfare function were well
defined and consensually accepted. The challenge of forecasting, and of
integrating the forecasting into a realbtic policy framcwork, is no less
important for the fact that optimality is a mattcr of views and values. This
point holds for traditional resource management goals as well as for more
unconventional ones lately being considered. A brief retreat to the past is
in order.
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Traditional managerial goals
,
Ever since individuals became aware of the necd to manage rc.,ources, not
merely to use them, a succession of increasingly sophisticated and com-
plex el)~ has been sought. Nonetheless, from simple and naive all the way
to complex and sophisticatcd, all managerial goals have demonstrated
strong assumptive and value basc<;--cvcn when not acknowledged or
denied.! 1]
The Simplest goal is maintaining a resource at previous average levels
of abundance. Sustainable yield, in other word." amount'> to a holding
action whose success is measured in terms of preventing declines or
downturns in a given, valuable rcc;ource, The goal gives heavy weight to
the harvest levels recorded at the time intcrvcntion is proposed, when
these resources typically arc recognized as "low" or "in peril". Fish and
wildlife agencies have been created, and then continue, under these
conditions, to pursue the sustainable yield goal. Development of a
resource's potential, its reconstitution from an historically depicted level,
or switching from it to an alternative resource basc arc all thus forcgone,
Clinging to lhe status quo is frequently rationalized with argument'; that no
one understand., the systems well enough to quench uncertainty and, even
if they did, increasing yields would only encourage others to seek entry
with longer term overexploitation as a result. Decreasing yields, by a
different logic, is also reSisted, but on the ground of political infeasibilty
not exploitation's inevitability,
Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) as a management goal is based on
a biological presumption that any existing natural population must over-
produce itself over the long term, or else it would have long ago gone out
ofbusiness. The production rule thus becomcc;: harve.,t the excess over the
stock needed for maintenance of the population. This concept offers
deceptive precision in an equilibrium package, both of which in turn fail to
correspond to characteristics of the resources themselvec;, 'atural vari-
ation, weak understanding of specie., interactions or other constraint., in
dynamic context." thre,"bQId.5 a,nd attendent explosions and crashes, and
assorted human behavioral foibles all c6nspire to limit management re-
gimes tieu to the MSY ~Olll':CPI.
A deCiSion-theory basiS for policy choices also exist'), but in this case,
explicit attention is focused on the human behavioral aspect." Ilowever,
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this managerial regime exhibits its own limitations and fails to provide
adequate guidelines for one attempting to forecast resource outcomes or
effects. Constructing the utility functions of decision makers, so goes the
argument, allows the decision theorist to forecast the odds and payoffs for
risk-averse, risk-neutral , and risk-taking behaviors.The bookmaker aspect
of the approach is notable. So, for instance, a preservationist would select
strategies of a risk-averse sort, while a "cut-and-run" operator would do
just the opposite. Cost and benefits for each strategy can be calculated and
the management steps required for each specified. Here again the preci-
sion of the decision theoretic calculus obscures the fact that no single
decision maker totally determines outcomes (whose utility function?) and
that objective circumstances change through time and from place to place.
"Il all depends," and "It doesn't work that way here," are indicative.
Different economic ideas have been advanced to get around these
complaints, although their Widespread successful use by managers is still
pending. Option pricing, discounting, stabilizing, and other forms of
market operation and government intervention can be cited and in specific
forms have been tried as guides to planning and management.
Take option pricing, for instance.l21 A stand of timber is probably
worth more to society if harvested this year than waiting SO years to be cut.
It is certainly worth more as timber, and it may be much more valuable
when sale proceeds are invested in even higher productivity ventures.
onetheless, there is probably still some value, and monumental uncer-
tainty, in deciding to wait. How much is society willing to pay to ensure the
timber for future generations? The answer to the question is a judgment
about how much "people" (usually unspecified in the theory) would pay to
keep this option open.
Calculating a re'iource's discounted value, a matter taken up later in
more detail, is a more tried and true management tool and approach.l31
This year's harvest is worth less if left to subsequent years. A low discount
rate "means'" that today's decisions are more sensitive to future neede; On
terms of the resource being valued) than a high rate would be. Selecting
the rate is where value and judgment .enter and' disturb an otherwise
straightforward procedure. Ought the rate be set at the current cost of
capital, equal to the renewal rate of the resource, or to some ethically (or
politically) determined social discount level? The case of calculation docs
not remove the need to answer such questions or Lo specify the rate.
Political goals of dampening economic fluctuations or providing em-
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ploymenl where the market indicates little or none exist are more up-to-
date rationales for resource management. Each presents its own set of
difficulties, especially for those responsible for the forecasting and analysis
tasks erected in their support.ltf) Trying to break out of a boom and bust
cycle common to many economies which depend heavily on a single
resource may mean enforcing savings and facilitating investments in boom
times as a means to diversify or to ease the transition to new resource bases.
Creating and broadening a tourist industry infrastructure (in Mexico and
lately in Oregon) are indicative. The welfare goal of providing employment
is most visible in "limber mining" operations in British Columbia and in
support of both investments and operations of many national fishing fleets
around the world. In either instance, concern for the short-term and the
level of employment overwhelm thoughts about long-term resource vital-
ity. The future, in a real sense, is not only discounted, it is mortgaged to the
hilt.
For newcomers and strangers to the arcane world of the Resources
Planning Act, complication and contradiction in goal and purpose stand
out in sharp relief. As is the case with most complex policy decisions, (and
the legislation, rules, regulations, guidelines, and related effort.. to carry
them out) ambiguity and vagueness are the norm. For instance, the
environment is supposed to be conserved to achieve an ecologically
healthy and economically functioning resource base. Something of a
sustainable yield purpose is here implied. But on the other hand, in the
RPA regime, the rate of use of renewable resources ought not exceed the
ability and commitment to renew them. This is undeniably an appeal to
manage at maximum sustained yields which, to remind one, is inconsistent
with the prior goal. Risk aversion, as determined through cautious maximi-
zation of a social utility function, is implied in the charge to the U. S. Forest
Service to secure the greatest net benefit from the nation's forests and to do
so in light of meeting local, regional, and national needs. Or, on the other
hand, the greatest net benefit might be described in terms of achieving
optimum resource output levels, an economic efficiency...or is it eco-
nomic stabilizing...or is it a jobs creation and maintenance task? No one
truly knows. What is evident, however, is that forecasting, executing, or
assessing RPA all depend intimately on getting clarity and agreement on
mallers of precisely this sort.
The root difficulty, of course, is deciding whose preferences (values)
will be indulged and thus whose get neglected, topics that have nothing to
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do with detailed measurements and analyses of this or that optimal
schedule of what to do with the country's trees.
Sustainable development
One of the most forceful ways of integrating the value commitment
with the analytic task of natural resource forecasting is to bcgin with the
pungent notion of "sustainable developmcnt. "Clcarly, the inSights and the
appeal of the idea of sustainable development are ticd to the built-in
message that profligate resource depletion jeopardizes the capacity to
generate economic and social benefits. It is an explicitly future-sensitive
notion .ISI
Yet "sustainable development" is more than an insight; it has also
become a slogan. And like most slogans, it .has accumulated several
meanings that make its use in policy analysis problematic. Several of these
meanings link questionable (i .e ., suboptimal) practices with this positively
connoted slogan. .
If "sustainable development" is to be the desideratum of resource usc,
then it is more usefully defined as t!1e paLLern ofresources exploiLaLton that
maintains the highest possible levels ofnet social welfare benefits into the
future. Thus there is no simple, exclusively present-oriented algorithm for
.identifying optimal sustainable development.
To demonstratc this point, it is necessary to explain why two superfi-
.cially attractive, simpler definitions of sustainable development do not
.work. One tack would be to equate it with maintaining the historical (or
any other) yield of a given raw material or endproduct. However, there is
no particular reason to expect that thc sustained yield ofany given material
coincides with optimizing net social welfare benefits. In some circum-
stances, a declining yield may be optimal, if. rapid exploitation can take
advantage of unusually high prices or permit the financing of unusually
promising alternative investments. Imagine a widespread (but probably
short-lived) Japanese mania for hot tubs that drives the pri.ce of redwood
up to one ' hundred times its current level. The United States would
probably be better served by harvesting a large portion of our redwoods,
even if that yield could not be sustained.
Similarly, "sustainable development" cannot usefully be equalcd.with
the maintenance of a,particular natural resource stock at prescnt or other
levels. This is almost too obvious to be stated when it comes to non-
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renewable resources, for which the slack virtually has to be drawn down
for there to be any use of the resource (e.g., oil and coal). But it also holds
for renewable resources like forest products. Again, there is no particular
reason lhat maintaining the level of stocks would be optimal. Specific
circumstances may call for more, or less, rapid exploitation. It could be lhat
liquidating nearly an entire tree crop in order to replace it with a superior
species makes good sense. Or, conversion of a given parcel of land, in
whole or part, from primary us~ growing trees to alternative and more
beneficial ones m"ight be preferred.
Thus we reach what to some may seem to be a surprisingly mundane
conclusion, given the apparent sexiness of the term "sustainable
development": The pursUit ofsustainable development, as defined above,
is nothing more nor less than follOWing the dictates of a comprehensive
cost-benefit analysis, or "discounted benefitjlow."Such analysis has been
resisted in the natural resource area on two grounds: principle and practi-
cality. The first, which we assess briefly below, stems from views thaI
coincide with (some wou ld say rationalize) elevating either preservation or
wealth over all other values. But the underlying premise of both views is
that inadequate practical analysis of future benefits and costs will not do
justice to one value or the other-a question of the accuracy of natural
resource forecasting.
In lhe politics over natural resource policy, both the pristine preserva-
tionists and the economic exploiters converge in rejecting full -fledged
cost-benefit analysis. The preservationists reject the validity of cost-benefit
analysis by insisting that rights need not be justified according to the
weighing of costs and benefits. The assertion of rights (or quasi-rights) of
animals to be protected, species preserved, and wilderness areas to be left
untouched are really assertions that normative principles hold prior to and
at least partly independent of the calculation of costs and benefits for
humankind. Thus, even if the social welfare function does not seem to be
optimized by maintaining these rights as moral imperative", they ought to
be respected. This position may be derived from the rejection of the
hominocentrism of cost-benefit analysis, even if truly commiued to overall
social welfare, as much too narrowly oriented. To put it baldly: "Trees and
animals have rights, too." It may also be derived from the practical suspi-
cion that cost-benefit analysis will not sincerely reflect overall social
welfare. Finally, to place the negative assessment on the other side,
preservationists may be operating from an elitist preference for the mainte-
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nance of benefits (e.g., enjoyment of nature) accruing more to themselves
than to others.
The economic exploiters may reject the cost-benefit approach out of
conviction thal the market and hence prices reflect social preferences
accurately. In calling lhem "exploiters" we are asserting that this idea is
farfetched under the conditions of any real market. For example, Gillis and
Repetto have demonstrated that the destruction of tropical foreslS around
the world has been motivated by market incentives created by faulty tax
policies, not the intrinsic social value of the returns on this exploitalion.l6J
eutral tax policies would dictate a much reduced pattern of resource use.
Even where economic incenlives are not distorted, the market will not
reflect the social benefilS and costs that come under the rubric "externali-
ties," unless policy specifically translates them into economic considera-
tions. And, even where it is true that market signals reflect social benefilS,
the cost-benefit analysis would provide the same result.
So why then do market devotees reject the introduction of nonecon-
omic values? Acynical interpretation is that they reject the approach simply
because doing so would enhance their benefilS. Yet they, like the preser-
vationislS, may distrust the practical application of cost-benefit for the
opposite reason: they fear the emotional appeal of "soft-headed environ-
mentalislS" .
If the practical application of a discounted benefit flow analysis is a
source of doubt for both extremes, it is important to assess where this
analysis finds it'> greatest challenges. Essentially a policy of sustainable
development must be based on:
• Projections of the use and replenishment of alternative resources
under different policy scenarios.
• Projections ofthe impacts ofsuch resource-use scenarios, e.g., pollu-
tion, recreational opportunities, economic stagnation or stimulation.
• Evaluations of the utility of outcomes.
• The application of an appropriate discount rate to make the present
evaluation of future outcomes.
Lest this list seem too daunting-after all, how could we accurately
forecast resource use and all its implications?-it must be emphasized that
precision is'overrated because a) the policy process operates on generali-
ties and rough figures; b) finely-tuned planning (in the sense of p(ccom-
mincd action) is largely a figment of the planncr's imagination; and c) non-
technical ·considerations are always present, making the precision of the
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technical analysis moot even though the technical aspects are certainly
important. Thus natural resource forecasting goes beyond a narrow (and
impractical) goal oftrying to estimate and value future stocks. Rather it aims
to identify key resources whose potential exhaustion requires policy
deliberation, to assess whether alternative resources are viable substitutcs,
and to outline broad policy alternatives.
Several of these key ideas are reflected in the following comments
from a successful state-level resource manager:(7J
On precision: "Even grossly qualitative forecasts may be most useful
management tools and serve to reestablish belief in the management
process." Likewise, "Our knowledge of the nature, degree, or causes of
natural variability is generally anecdotal and hardly to be considered as a
basis of management action when compared with the quantitative infor-
mation routinely offered on [the levels of resource removals!'''
On problem specification: "The recent emphasis on quantitative as-
sessments as the basic management tool has not been very helpful to
managers because assessments contain little predictive content. " Likewise,
"A manager is not primarily concerned with an accurate estimate of the
abundance of a stock. He is mbre likely concerned with the probable trend
or relative abundance."
On relevant dimensions oJtheproblem: "If a manager, concerned with
stocks, people, economics, and regulation , is to meet his responsibilitics,
he must have advice on how the system works."
However, if this advice fails to take explicit account of the manager's
and others' perspectives it may be worse than no advice at all.
Let us now survey where the biggest holes are typically found in
natural resource forecasting, bearing in mind that the exactness of the
forecasts is far less important than is making sure that major factors are not
left out of the analysis. It is indeed striking how often the lock-step
projection of itemistic trends ignores the following kinds of considera-
tions.
A newforecasting agenda
Once we are liberated from the fetish of insisting on continued
dependence on existing resource bases, the question of the costs of
switching from one resource base to another naturally arises. By far the
weakest link in the economic forecasting component of natural resources
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planning is the projection of just such adjustment cosls. In the absence of
systematic attention to these cOSls, consideration of this issue is typically
given over to temperament and ideology. The technological optimists and
most extreme free-markct devotees tend to dismiss the issue as a red
hcrring, while the pcssimisl<; see the potential for dislocation and unem-
ployment as too unpredictable to risk.
Yet, a systematic mapping of resource substit\ltion adjustment cosls is
rather straightforward. Moreover, it filS in very well with the thinking on
the "termination problem."
,First, there are several clear-cut categories for which'the switch from
onc.resource base to another entails nct COSls:
• Obsolescence of machinery and technology related to the previous
resource base.
• Cosls of developing new technology for cxtraction and use of the
new resource base.
• Vulnerability of the new resource to trends requiring yet another
transition.
Second, there are several categories for which the balance between the
sacrifice of the prior resource base mayor may not be a net cost:
• Economic efficiency changes.
• Stimulation of backward and forward linkages.
,. Employment level differences.l81
• Pollution level changes.
• Changes in safcty risks.
• Changes in the distribution of benefil5.
S<;>me scenarios ofshifting from one resource base to another entail an
ctG010gicai collapse. One of th~ most difficult and yet important response
'forecasts involves the change in the power and policy framework follow-
ing such a collapse. Naturally, since so much of the preoccupation of
resource management is to avoid such collapses, therc has been little
consideration of life after the collapse, and even lcc;s of the possibility of
using an ecological or closely related "crisis" to advantage.This is not to say
that astute politicians have failed to take advantage of resource-in5pired
crises. Witness deregulatory decisions in the oil and gas realm that proved
impossible until the energy crises of the 1970s.191 It is to say that thoughtful
consideration of the options bdorehand is extraordinarily uncommon.
The potential aqvantage, ~s far as the power and policy context is
concerned, is the possibility that the reduction in vested intereslS following
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the collapse would permit rational resource managcment to takc over
without strong political resistance. Sometimes, whc.n part of the original
problem was the dominance of local authorities who had liule capacity or
willingness to pursue the collective good, the collapse can lead to the
discrediting of these local authorities, permitling broader authorities to
assert control. Demands for ecosystem management regimes in the Yel-
lowstone region are typically so based.ll0J In other word", once there is
liule left to lose, the potential for consolidating control under a responsible
institution ofsufficient technical capability and jurisdictional scope may be
greater than evet. Rehabilitation of the Great Lakes under the guidance of
a joint U.S. - Canadian commis.c;ion is suggec;tive of the general idea.llli
Coordinative dilTicultiec; surrounding striped bass conservation along the
American east coast provide further support.
Moreover, following an ecological collapse it is easier to justify a bold
switch to an alternative resource base. For example, once the natural
forestc; in Connecticut and Michigan had been depleLCd, new forcst strate-
gies based on different trec species and cven diffcrcnt usee; of the land base
became viablc. 1he collapse ofthe sardine fishery immediately after World
War II ruined the fishing industry of Monterey, California in the short term
while it created "spacc" and impetus for alternative touristic and vacation!
retirement-bascd industric.. in thc 1950s and beyond.
Obviously, this is not to advocatc a general policy of removing natu-
rally-occurring resources in order to introduce alternativcs. We are simply
suggesting that ecological collapse opens up the particularly great chal-
lenge of anticipating and planning for alternative natural ree;ource bases.
Contingency and fall -back plans need to be thought of beforehand, not
after some disaster strike... For instance, what might happen if insurance
pools were created by taking a percentage fcc from harvesLe; in good years
to be used during bad? (Assessment rules would be hard to figure out, but
this difficulty does not detract from the basic point at issue.) What might
happen if respective authoritic,> required a "getting out of busines.c;" fcc to
accompany any new investment in harvc<;ting capacity- an amount to vary
with the projected status of the resource? That is, the more threaten<...'<i the
stock, the higher the fee. When a resource collapsc'>, is used up. or no
longer has "adequate" value, the expenses involved arc borne largely by
public authoritic'>; thus it seems reasonable to collect a contingcnl:y fcc
against likely demands on the public purse for unemployment, retraining,
relocation, and other similar expenses of a changing rce;ource base.
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Presume the worst does happen, and an ecological collapse occurs.
Whose responsibility is it to serve as salvage specialists or receivers to
reallocate investments in ruined or declining resource industries? Who
ought to be worrying about and paying the price of rehabilitation, should
that be the policy choice? What cooperative arrangements need to be
considered between public and private institutions or even between
nations so that reconstitution and rehabilitation efforts and expenses (and
subsquent benefits) are distributed equitably and effectively? Who is
responsible for retraining and relocating employees when bust years are
not offset by ones of boom?
Another pertinent thought comes to mind here. Ironically, the future
orientation of natural resource planning and forecasting may focus too
much attention on future collapses at the cost ofoverlooking opportunities
to rebuild from past collapses. Of course, any future ecological collapse or
even a gradual shift to substitutes ought to be /lagged and analyzed. Yet it
is also important not to fixate on future dangers to the exclusion of
identifying future opportunities.
Judging how important the renaissance following an ecological col-
lapse ought to be raises the very broad and contentious issue ofthe future
discount rate. Shortcuts of selling the discount rate equal to the cost of
capital make sense only when alternative investments with only financial
benefits are under consideration. For example, it would make no sense to
introduce the cost of capital as a baseline for deciding how much to
discount future recreational opportunities as against current recreational
opportunities.
Setting the discount rate entails a fascinating problem of intergenera-
tional power distribution. It may be argued that the current generation of
policymakers cannot be expected to have the same appreciation of future
generations as they do of themselves. Yet who else can decide? The
discount rate also shares, along with the social utility function in general,
the ambiguity as to whose values ought to be invoked. The concept of a
"societal preference" is problematic without a clear empirical referent. In
reality ~ the discount rates implicit in government policy choice are obvi-
ously the outcomes ofthe whole policy process, where both political and
technical aspects have weighed in.
The key issue of policy response is'also rarely introduced into natural
resource forecasting and planning. The forecasting question is this: If the
future rates of resource exploitation are partially shaped by government
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policies, what sorts of policy responses can be expected in thc face of
potential resource scarcities, environmental dangers, demands to convert
natural resources into financial resources, and so forth? To approach this
question it is often uscful to ask the prior methodological-theoretical
question: What kind of optimization ought to be presumed to motivate
these policy choices?
To this latter question, most models in resource forecasting that
include optimization explicitly assume that they are optimizing the social
welfare function. Assume, for example, that an optimal pattern of both
current and future resource use is identified and adopted by current
policymakers. But assume further that future policymakers are likely to be
more short-sighted than today's hypothetical saints. In many circum-
stances that would mean that future resource use would be above the
optimal rate of exploitation (since political popularity-except among
conservationists-is typically believed to increase with the provision of
greater benefits to the public or to particular groups, and morc rapid
resource exploitation is a prime means of providing grcater benefits). This
scenario would call for current policy to build in a cushion of lower
resource exploitation in order to offset the future likelihood that the
resource base would be drawn down too rapidly. In other words, to the
extent that the preservationists' fears of greediness and weakness of the
future policymaker are justified and recognized, the cushion of conserva-
tion can be built into today's resource planning.
Conclusions
The forecasting necessary to chart a course of sustainable develop-
ment must be holistic because any short-cut algorithms violate the require-
ment that cost-benefit analysis consider all relevant values in the prescnt
and future. This extends even to assessing policy responses made, at least
in part, on the basis of political considerations. It includes analyzing the
impact of new power relationships in the regulation of resource use.
This forecasting cannot be done definitively as a once-and-for-all,
precise exercise. It ought to be institutionalized in order to guarantee
frequent updating of assessments of resource base options and their
implications. And it ought to be tied to realistic and ongoing operations-
even to the extcnt oftreatingscgments ofthe lattcr in an experimental way.
Indeed, it should be remembered that the best thing to come out of the
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1952 Paley Commission (President's Materials Policy Commission) was the
Resources for the Future research organization. And it should be not,ed that
some of the most exciting developments in'our treatment of resources can
be found in movements toward adaptive management.l12J
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